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The development of the reform demands theoretical
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studies of a global, systemic nature.

The monograph describes the new mechanism of the
functioning of the socialist economy, including a general
characteristic of the main principles of management, the
place of planning and stimulation in management, an
analysis of the problems of long-term sectoral and territorial
planning and the policy of technological progress and in-

MANA,GEMENT OF THE SOVIET
ECONOMY TODAY:
BASIC PRINCIPLES

vestments.

The book naturally does not lay claim to a final solution
of the problems raised in it. The authors will consider their
task accomplished if they succeed to some extent in contributing to the further development of the new management
methods.

The intcrconncctions between society as
ir singlc cntity, on thc onc hand, and enterprises as parts
o[ l-his cntity, on the other, which arise in the process of
production, distribution and cxchange of material goods are
rr major part of the socialist relations of production. The
<lcvclopment and improvement of these ties helps fuller to
lcalisc the tremendous advantages of planned economy and
lo scl, inl,o motion socialism's inexhaustible creative forces.
I[r'rr<t: lhc grcitl. irnportancc acquired by the relationship
ol' sl;tlr' plrrnrrirl; an<l llrc cconornic independence of enterplist:s. 'l'lrc purposc c,f thc measures to improve managerrrcrrt, now being effected in the USSR, is to elaborate such
rr systcrn of planning and stimulating production as would
t'ontributc to the utmost to applying the principles of democlrrl,ic ccntralism in managing the socialist economy.
I. Leninist Frinciple
of Democratic Centralism

in Managing the Socialist

Econonoy

The joint labour of many people inevitably
risc
l,o
lhc
function of managing it. The management
11ivt's
rrrc{lrorls alc oI an historically concrete character: they
cluurgc dcpcnding on thc nrodc of production, reflecting the
nirturc and levcl of thc productive forces and the produclion rclations. The Leninist principle of dernocratic centralisrrr is the basic principle of managing the socialist economy:
il provides for the organic cornbination of centralised
lirrirltncc of the economy with maximum stimulation of the
irritiative of enterprises and the constructive effort of the
lx'ol)le"

has become a natural tendency. The traditional tasks solved
by thern, reduced to the protection of capitalist property,

to augmenting it within a country and beyond its bounds,
have been supplemented by new ones. They consist in ever
more direct intervention by the state in the economy, which
reflects the gigantic socialisation of production. Concentrating in their hands huge money resources received frorn taxes
ir.nd other reyenue, bourgeois states are able to finance many
spheres of research (especially military), develop spheres
whose effect is quitc remote anrl involves a big risk, and
lo n;rl ion:rlisc sornc sc<:{ols. 'flrc statc tries to regulate the
nrarhct by ils orclcls, public works, and to accelerate the
rcncwal of Iixed capital with the help of its taxation policy.
'fhe views of many bourgeois economists have noticeably
<:hanged. While formerly they advocated non-interference
in the cconomy, "improved competition" based on the
spontancous market, and pictured the socialist state as a
violllor' ,rlt ilrc "frccdom" of economic activity, now it is
l'irslriorrrrlrlc lo t'xporrn<l i<lcus of state regulation of market

sporrl:rrrr'ily, :rn<[ conclusions arc drawn about the
"sirrrilitrity" of thc capitalist and the socialist systems.
Irr thc light of the distinct tendency to irrcrease staterrrorropoly interference in the econorny of bourgeois countries,
llrt: vicws of some theoreticians and statesmen who attack
rcnt.ralised management of the economy under socialism are
sl.r'ange, to say the least. This in effcct is a defence of posilions w}rich hayc bcen discarded not only by socialisrn, but
prrll.ly also by contemporary capitalism.
Oapitalism, of course, has changed appreciably since the
llilh and 19th centuries. It is not the capitalisrn of the local
rrrarket, of "pure" competition, local stock exchanges and
tlilcct tics between producers and consumers. But the new

lilrt'rrorrrr:rra in
rnodilir:itl iorr of
urcans abolish t
( )a.pitalism has

apitalism, specifically the
he bourgeois state, by no
capitalism's developrrent.
a system of non-controllrrblc private interests in which the state plays a secondary
pirrt. This follows from the very essence of the capitalist
system-priyate property in the means of production, with
ils "sacred" right of independence from social aims and tasks.
The contradiction between the social nature of the production process, which demands centralised guidance, and the

eans of Production, which
e of the paramount intrinsic
lism, characterising it as an
g its age. 'fhe Productive
and demand the transition
ic words of Karl Marx about
y'grubbed,
in materiallY PreParing
old mole!", are

Planned balanced_ development is an obligatory condition
,me 6f thi available

of optimality, i.e., the most efficient

ivate ownership of the means
ective

ofa

activity of

le the

separate

and econ
'oroduction
Planned balanced
the possibility of making
nomical decrsions from the
This is displayed in m
ment of the economy

ors of
s.

ent of socialist society ensures

rket fluctuations on their incomes.

Socialist society considers in a planl-ed-way its current
and future needs and ensures them with the necessary reit plans do not give rise to
sproportions which sYstematimakes for an incomParablY
ilruntsill.

ing,l dictated under caPitalis

manufacturers cornPeting in

the vast expenditure lor advertising turned it into the
twelfth largest sector of the economy.
I Advertising as a means of informing

consumers about the real
sienifiiance and" quality of new articles is needed uncler socialism, and

will

be required evcn in communist society.
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USSR, ministries, central boards, associations, enterprises,

The existenc
the progress of

every

rsonal interests in
in the activity of

working

ism with its

de-

structiye antago
terest of every
ducers in the p
scction is the w
lion proposals made by the working people, of their lively
irrl.clcst in the world around thcm and their irreconcilable
;rl I il rtrlc lo slrollt'ornings.

Democratic centralism is a system of division of respon-

collective.
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Distinctions of the Present Stage
tn Managing the Soviet Econom!
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planning, ministerial, associations, enterprises and regional

to

enterPrises fr
output, for instance, was
invistments were central
the fund of

down

enterprises

disposed of
share of the

a whole.

by the CPSU which

in the oPerating
ome enterPrises sought to
ilies and to get an underuction.
duction were noticed in time
mings

adoPt

eionomic reform essentiallY
of management and Pla
consists in concentrating

of enterPrises, Providto raising the efficiencY ol

ndence

accounting
ch have niade it Possible and
management sYstem?
of the USSR is a gigantic

d;:d:'l? ["'],""Tiltr

"i,it,

ms, state farms, building orsanisations. trading establishments, transport enterprises,
A;;ig" ard ,.r"urih institutions,, and- so on' Numerous
..or"o-i. relations exist between them. The number of posnow measured
sibl
calculations it
by
lY inexPed]ent
run

nd their

to

best

iombinations from one centre. The demands of such an
intricate economy are best of all met hy - " management
svstem which consists of a number o[ links possessing ind'epende.rce. These links are at the following levels-central

Such sto^rmy technological progress lays its imprint on
the planning p.o.ess. Attempts at all-encompassing regu-

l6

L7

cause a surprise.

lation can only cause harm. The initial outlines of a pian
have to be operationally adapted to the new conditions.
The dynamism of present-day development is most
strikingly displayed in the engineering industry where new
designs are constantly produced, the types of raw materials
and their suppliers are changed, equipment and production
methods are renewed and personnel is retrained.
As the living standard of the people rises, higher demands
are made as regards renewing the output of light industry,
extending its assortment, considering the demands of
fashion. The share of TV sets, refrigerators, motorcars and
other durables, which demand swift renewal and modernisation, is rising in consumer goods. This, in turn, dictates the
need for flexible, operational replacement of old raw materials by new ones, the introduction of the corresponding equipment to produce goods of higher quality and to reduce costs.
In the Soviet Union the engineering industry contributes
about one-third of all industrial output. The production of
consumer goods is also developing at an accelerated pace.
Such a structure of production dictates particularly frequent
and deep changes.
Dependence on science is an essential f.actor making for
changes in the economy. This is expressed not only in the
stream of discoveries but also in the mobility of the production demand of scientific institutions themselves. This
demand, whose scale is mounting as the role and place of
science in society's development are enhanced, cannot fit
into the Procrustean Bed of processes which can be precisely
foreseen in advance. Scientific discoveries blast old notions.
Science is the ability to perceive the hidden. Researchers
deal only with new, inimitable tasks which have no analogues. This demands new kinds of raw and other rnaterials,
the building of special pilot plants, the manufacture of new
laboratory equipment. The productive needs of science include many sophisticated machines, units, reactors, accelerators, electronic instruments, modern telescopes, super-durable and heat-resistant materials and other means produced
by industry on orders of research institutions, considering
their constantly changing needs. Mobility of demand is most
characteristic of fundamental studies in physics and chemistry. But even the applied sciences which do the "finishing"
work produce many unexpected solutions and approaches.
l8

The scientific and technological revolution under way in
the USSR promotes the development of the human personal-

ity, stimulates the creative activity and initiative of the
individual. Capitalist mechanisation of the production process leaves to the worker the operations which cannot be
performed by the machine, which turns him into an appendage of production, into a partial worker. Under capitalism
the worker is a passive Lactor of the production process, an
animated tool.
Socialism changes the position of the workingrnan. It

replaces forced labour

by labour for oneself, for

one's

society. Under socialism the aim of production is to satisfy
the reasonable needs of society, without which there is no,
and there cannot be, the all-round development of the per-

sonality. Not only the nature of distribution of the created
product is changed, but also the productive conditions of
labour themselves. Special measures of industrial safety and
labour hygiene are carried out, new bright and spacious
factory buildings are erected, production noises and harmful
evaporations are reduced, and so on.

The contemporary scientific and technological revolution
of the production procegs and places
him next to it. The place of labour power as a factor of
production is being taken by knowledge-an ever more important resource of society. Today"labour is not contained in
the production process; it is such in which man is a supervisor
and regulator of the production process itself".l
Man is increasingly engaged in such types of activity as
science, the preparation of production, management, and
serving society's cultural and other needs. The sphere of
science, as pointed out earlier, is particularly extended.
At the initial stage the share of operatives rises directly
in industry. But subsequent automation will cut the number
of operatives, while a rise in the reliability of equipment
will reduce the need in maintenance men. Industry will be
increasingly managed with the help of automatic devices,
and simple low-skilled labour will be ousted.
A rise in the technical level of production, in the education and culture of the workers will make labour more
takes the worker out

I "From the Unpublished

No. ll-12, 1939, p.62.
2t

Manuscripts

l9

of K. Marx", Bolsheoi,h

creative which,

will further ac

in turn, will stimulate initiative and this
raries of

its
reforms

this process,

timely

demands
ccelerate

and extend the

opment of the social individual," Marx wrote,

"-it

is this

that acts as the main well-spring of production
r,t

tics in production, the satisfaction of unforeseen needs by
new progressive decisions. A sound economy is one that
operationally reacts to desirable social shifts and reflects
their rhythm. The system of managing socialist production
is called upon to ensure conditions for the display of the
creatiye endeavour of people, of the inimitable gifts and
abilities of every individual. In this situation guidance of
the economy must correspond to the dynamism of development and give collectives greater independence.
F{ow is the idea of operational flexibility realised within
the frarnework of centralised planning? One way is at every
change in conditions to recalculate anew the entire national
economic.plan, acting on the presumption that the economy
is an interconnected complex where any change in one link,
and eyen more so in a number of links, dictates a change of
all relations, negates the old optimum, demands a new calculation. With such an approach even reciprocally cancelling small shifts would lead to a tremendous expenditure in

and

ealth."1

And so, in the course of plan fulfilment situations demanding new decisions inevitably arise. Their cause is not only
the possible inaccuracies in plan computations. It is rooted

reduction of possible en:ors. However the centralised plan
is improved, it must not be turned into a fetish, into an
atrsolute, and regarded as a plan that must be carried out
in every detail. Certain deviations from the original plan
are dictated by new situations.
A sound economy is not the one which follows a programme set once and for all, contrary to the new conditions.
Such an econorny would prevent the tapping of potentiali-

I "From the

Unpublished Manuscripts

No. l1-12, 1939,p.62.
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of K. Marx,"

Bolshedk

national econornic optimality, and a simultaneous display
of flexibility, manoeuyrability and a creative attitude to the
plan. "The unity of essentials, of fundamentals, of the substance," Lenin emphasised, "is not disturbed but ensured by
aariety in details, in specific local features, in methods of
approach."l

I V. I. Lenin,

y
s
er
g

y

extending the
ortment, rnaking
. Simultaneously,
determines the

Collected Worhs, Vol. 26, p. 4lS^

2l

tonian rnechanical physics into the physics

particles.
The economic conditions

such a plan central agencies
grounded aggregated assignns. Their range must be ad-

of elementary

of socialism determine the great
importance of-the material interest of every workingtan,
production collective and the entire society in efficient
rnanaffement. The personal and collective maierial interests
are embodied rvith the help of a system of obiectivelv determined forms and methods, abovl all the mechanisirs of
wages and c
conomic development of the
century and the
successes of
demonstrate the
correctness
science and the
statements of Lenin abciut the tremendous role of material
incen-tives, wages and cost accounting in the period of
socialism.

Without this prerequisite incentives may begin
to work not "for the plan" but to its detriment. Only if the
rules and normatives of stimulation rneet the tasks of the

acteristics.

centralised
"orientinp;"
the plan is
dence with

of the conditions which make it possible to raise the efficacy
of rnaterial incentives at the present sta$e.

an eye to

tions set by

of

indepenone key, in
unison. The concrete economic model which is called upon
to coordinate economic instruments with plans, to make these
instruments a key in realising plans, is now being developed.
Centralised planning in conditions of broad independence
of enterprises is also faced with the need of elaborating
methods of managing the economy marked by growing indeterminance, probability (stochastics) of its processes. This
essential feature of the contemporary eaonomy is determined

3. Centralised Guidance
of the Economy Under the Reform

.

Improvement of centralised-guidance o_f the
of the economic reform. Since

economy is a major element

centration and specialisation

"t

.",;in:l';;;;*fin:lff
scale

mum efficiency, and consistency between all its sections and

of investments

and

ingly foreseeing the con-

The new management system intensifies these processes.
extends the rights of enterprises in furthering technological progress, studying the demand and changing the as-

It

uninteresting office wgrk involved in primitive accounting
and calculations and facilitates the ever greater concentral
tion of managerial personnel on the solution of intricate
creative problems.
The socialist state also exercises important functions in
protecting the interests of the people as workers (guarantee
of a basic wage, establishment of the duration of the work

The new problems
nd the
need to improve it ar
oration
of adequate solutions
solvin.q
the consequent contrad
onornic
science and practice furnishes a rich arsenal of planning
techniques which make it possible to consider the probabilistic nature of economic processes. Of great significance
among them is the free sale of means of production instead
of their rigid allocation and the modelling of long-term
development, long-term forecasting of the needs of the
population, the rnain trends of technological progress, and
so on.
Special mention should be made of such an instrument
for adjusting unexpected situations as reseryes. If the extension of the ri.ghts of enterprises is not reinforced by reserves
discrepancies might arise in the economy which it would be
difficult to eliminate. And conversely, if a system of reserves
is set up in the economy the appearance of discrepancies will
be efficiently neutralised by the operational employment of
these reserves. Deviations from the norm at the level of enterprises and associations could be compensated from their
reserves, and at the level of ministries and the USSR
Gosplan, from the reserves of these organisations.
The formulation of scientifically-based plans, their dovetailing with economic instruments and manoeuvring with
leserves call for the swift receipt and processing of a vast
volume of inforrnation. This presupposes the developrnent
of electronic computery. The employment of such equipment
resolves the contradiction between the vast scale of information needed for efficiently managing the gigantic national
econoriry and the unsuitable manual rncthocls of receiving it

New needs arise and spread in society not at once, not
irnmediately after they appear. Qualitalively new needs

24
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s up the "macrocliline in the advance

ndence of socialist
e framework of the

economy. Finding the level of ideal total needs and their
dynamics, is thus a primary necessity for the coordinated
management by the associated producers.

period of time in which the technical composition
of the given social production can change. The reil total
se-eable

needs oriented during plan formulation on the ideal total

needs
appr-o
on th

atter. The degree of
to the ideal depends
development

given

of

the

_ The relationship of the ideal and real total needs, given
the optimal use of the productive forces, demonstratei the
optimal
at each given moment, society
4,
satisfies
The actual degree to which society
satisfies
eds can be below the optirnal if the
plan is
precise, if it does not consider in

time new processes and phenomena.
Going oyer from the ideal structure of needs to their
actually planned magnitude within the bounds of the avail-

r G.W.F.
225.

Hege7, Sdmttiche (Derhe,4. Band, Stuttgart, 1928, S' 219'

sential needs of second, third, or other degree of social
utility.
Marxist-Leninist political economy has always resolutely
expgsgf the fallacies of the bourgeois concepts of "marginal
utility". At the same time it attaches great importanci to
27

social utility as

a

category

of

economic

life under

social-

rsm.

brings to people.

Tf,e divisi,in of commodities by the degree of their utility
is of
consi

need.

third
anct grv€n
moment drru
growtn
evcl.y grYen
at every
neeos. UnIy
Unly at
of needsgrowth oI
SrYsrr
E,rvcrl lrlu]IlcrrL
commodities
separate
of
utility
fix
the
possible
to
it
is
[lace
as primary, secondary, and so on.
Withi"' the bounds of comrnodity-money relations, the
ds, proceeding from their
concept of preference for gogds,
"relativeiy
indepeident form of
ativefu independent
is ch'anged into the
"iifi#,
need-,--expressed.on
of
any
magnitude
The
-orr.y demandl
the basis of the demand,-depends on factors like population
income or the level of prices. This, howevet, does not mean
that the magnitude of a need should be determined proceeding from the available incomes and the previous prices, in
otf,er words, to regard these factors as given, as immutable.

Population incomes depend on the allocation of the nationin'come for accumulation and consumption. Prices are
also changed under the influence of new propot'tions in the
distributiJn of the national income, the ratios in the outout of different soods.
' IJneven distribution of incomes between different sections
of the population results in that the groups in the lower
brackets do not fully satisfy tl eir prime needs, while groups
are able to satisfy less essential needs.
in the higher
'why brackets
general
measure of satisfaction of social
the
is
That
needs is lower thai if there had been no differences in the
distribution of incomes.
Socialist society does not allow such a situation as regards
the most important needs of the population. It adjusts the

al
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rrrcchanism of preference given to utilities with the help
,r[ social consumption funds, the introduction of additional
incomes for large farnilies, social policy of prices, and so
on. Thanks to these measures the totality of social prefcrences draws near to the optimum. Study of the needs of
socialist society and an analysis of their comparative utility
provide a starting point for the distribution of resources
between different lines of production. "The social need,
that is the use value on a social scale," Marx wrote, "&ppears here as a determining factor for the amount of total
social labour-time which is expended in various specific
sphercs of production."l

It should be noted that the determination of society's
ideal needs, calculation of the comparative utility of different goods in real production conditions, planning their
output proceeding from such calculations, are very difficuit
national economic problems, especially if we consider the
scale of a huge country like the USSR, the need to coordinate its national economic plans with those of other social-

of activity which ensures maximum
also demands the wide development of econom-

between different types
social

utility

ico-mathematical methods based on cognition of the
rnechanisrn of formulating an optirna,l national econornic
plan. Ascertai
range of produced
goods proceedi
for their production,
offered by som
ion, does not accomplish the task
of social needs, because it orients production only on the manufacture of the

articles rvhich satisfy qualitatively different needs. There is
an opinion that the needed range of goods should be re1 K. Marx, Capital, Vol.

III,

Moscow, 1966, p. 656.
29

ing of

assistance to other countries, reinforcement of the
country's defence capability, and so on. To accomplish all
these tasks, it is necessary to have appropriate means of
production.
It should be borne in mind that an increase in the output of the means of production, on the one hand, leads to
the introduction of new equipment which makes it possible
to raise the living standard in future, and, on the other,

that the past by inertia determines the future, that the
past can_be automatically extrapolated into the long-term
future. There are always certain resources in a form which

The longer the
society has for ac
borne in mind that
and it should be set

conditions,
ing in the
bu'itding .of
rncrease rn

eds, includthe
-goods,
shments, an
the render-

wider the possibilities
tasks. But it must be
an optimal magnitude,

fixing of interest rates for bank credits which balance the

need in the efficient application of credit resources with
their availability.
Second, it is wrong to picture admirristrative methods as
allegedly opposed to the demands of the law of value. Let
us take an administrative rnethod like setting assignments
for the rnajor nomenclature of output for each enterprise
and association. The essence of administrative planning of
the major nomenclature consists in selecting an enterprise
where the production of the given goods is most expedient,
in suggesting to the collective what it has to produce to
satisfy the social needs with the utmost total gain on the
scatre of society.
Another administrative method is the allocation of centnalised investments by ministries, associations and enterprises. This process is based on the centralised deterrnination of the best alternatives of investments, on instructing
enterprises where to invest resources so that society should
leceive the maximum effect.
One of the rnain methods of administrative management
of the economy is the attaching of supplier enterprises to
enterprises consuming their goods. This attachment is based
on a solution of the so-called "transportation problem"
which results in optirnising inputs from the viewpoint of
society as a whole. The administrative attachment of suppliers to consumers is in principle a method of increasing
the degree of observing the current and long-term demands
of the law of value on a social scale.
It may seem that econornic methods are those which do
not bear the nature of an order, while administrative methods are directive methods of
discipline.
A binding nature, force of
the superstructure (law, politics, and s
tic of both
economic and adrninistrative methods. The administrativelegal forrn is inherent in all methods of state management
of the socialist economy. Centralised prices, the payrnent
of interest for credits and other elernents of the economic
methods of management are of a directive nature and
binding just as administrative instructions concerning production, supply and investments. An Pnjustified in-crease in
prices is as impermissible as .a wiltrful change of the set
trend of work by an enterprise.
Similarly unjustified is a delimitation of economic and
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METHODS OF PLANNING

AND STIMULATION

l"

Economic and Administrative
Methods of Management

The socialist economy is managed above

all with the help of economic and administrative methods.
Both of them must be equally scientific for their content.
As a rule, this has been the case at all stages in the development of the USSR. The new element introduced by the
economic reform consists not in a transition to correct
rnethods from wrong ones, but in enhancing the role of
economic methods at the present stage.

Is it correct to consider that economic rnethods are those
which help to realise the demands of the law of value that
are supposedly of a purely current nature, while administrative methods proceed from other (non-value) considerations, including those of a long-term character?
No, it is incorrect. First, demands of the law of value,

administrative methods under which the former are linked
with material incentives, while the latter are divorced from
this factor. The material incentive principle forms the basis
of aII methods of management. To ensure the production
of new goods society sets for them higher prices than for
old goods.Thanks to this, enterprises manufacturing new
articles receive a comparatively higher profit and set up
greater stimulation funds. Thereby an economic instrument
like price helps to dovetail the interests of society and the
material interests of the personnel of enterprises.
The carrying out of administrative instructions, in turn,
is based not only on their directive nature but also on material incentives. Let us take, for example, the assignment
for the production of major goods. Its fulfilment is an obligatory condition for the setting up of economic stimulation
funds by an enterprise. If this assignment is not fully met,
the volume of the stimulation funds is substantially reduced.
Here is another example. Let us assume that an enterprise, in accordance with administrative instructions, has to
manufacture a machine new in principle. To do so it has to
make big outlays which will increase profit only in the distant future. At the beginning of manufacturing the new
equiprnent, the economic stimulation funds of the enterprise
may be considerably reduced. To avoid this and make the
personnel economically interested in the manufacture of the
new model, the additional expenditure is covered not by the
given enterprise but from a special fund for the development of new equipment. Thereby the administrative order
to produce new goods is reinforced by financing the bigger
outlays for this purpose, which links it with material stimulation.
It should be noted in general that if mallagement methods
are not combined with material incentives this reduces
their efficacy and, therefore, is undesirable. Better results
are achieved when all methods of management are organically linked with the provision of incentives to the collectives.

Is it possible to delimit methods of managing the socialist economy into temporary and constant, to consider
administrative instructions as temporary and economic
methods as constant? All management methods reflect the
historically concrete conditions of each plan period and
84

are of a more or less temporary nature. Thus, assignments
for the major nomenclature, investments and other administrative indicators operate only for a definite period. The
operation of certain prices, rates of pay for asiets, interest
rates for credit and other economic instruments are also
designated for a certain time.

All methods of
features of a giv
promote the fulfil
economic plans and the latter, as is known, set different
tasks, before. society, allocate unequal resources and provide
Ior changes in proportions.
It is also necessary to examine the following distinction
between administrative and economic methods: is it correct

of planned guidance, are instruments of plan fulfilment, are
derivatives of the plan, the "transmission belts" from
macro-economics to micro-economics.

What is the distinction between economic and administrative methods? It consists in a whole system of interconnected
fe_atures. To begin with, economic methods are general rules
of behaviour for all economic units, rules linke-d with com-

intro
for
oyed

The interest rates for bank credit are also the same. Their
administrative methods but they are not
dity-money relations. For example, the
of _the working day anil week, holidays,

felling of
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trees, laws on the conservancy

differentiation, depending on the work of production units,
is designed to compensate for the danger of failure to
meet obligations by
ves and not to
place them into part
There is a single
t Union. Earnings are differentiated depending on the complexity and
arduousness of the work, the location of enterprises and the
importance of sectors, but all this does not run counter to
the general principles of the wage system.
A11 enterprises have the same rates of depreciation which
are differentiated not according to the results of their operation, but depending on the types of fixed assets and the need

is disuniform
institute
uniform normatiyes for setting up the economic stimulation
ghts to concretise the
principles of material responsibilir,
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economic units, and so on.
above composition of economic and
we may try to furnish an answer to
centralised
centralised

the question as
pian indicators
prices, inplanning accom
method; to
terest and simil
the extent to which definite assignments are set, it represents
an administrative method.
It is easy to notice that there is an interconnection between economic and administrative methods. This is the case
as regards the right of enterprises to specify the assortment.
Guiding themselves by the prices set from above, production
costs and the possibilities for the sale of the finished out36

put, enterprises independently decide on the concrete, detailed assortment of output. But to . reduce the probability
of mistakes which separate enterprises might make, they are
given
as an initial basis, an assignrnent as

regar
Ad

e of major output.

ds of planning the supply consist in
global schemes of linking suppliers and consumers. The influence of economic rnethods is displayed in the possibilities
of concretising economic relations between enterprises on the
basis of direct contracts.
The same combination of administrative and economic
methods is characteristic of the allocation of big credits. Interest for credit, as an economic method, is s6t at a level
rvhich ensures the use of the planned credit resources with
optimal efficiency. Enterprises where loans do not promise
the required return, as a rule, are not eligible for these
credits. The demand for credit is concentrated on sections
rvorking to ensure society the necessary gain. At the same
time separate collectives may rnake mistakes in planning
measures for which they want to receive loans. It is not
precluded that part of the credits may be requested for less
efficient measures, while more efficient ones may be ignored.
To ensure the rnost expedient allocation of credit resources
a broader horizon is needed than the one which individual
enterprises have. This is achieved with the help of centralised
planning and administrative alJ.ocation of credit quotas by
sepaiate sectors and with a strict bank check of the credit
applications.

In a number of cases the definite individual appr.oach
part of activity of collectives, while
the general approach concerns the remaining part. A case
in point is centralised and non-centralised inyestrnents.
deterrnines the main

Investments of the first type bring about substantial shifts
in the economy, in the sectoral and territorial structure of
production and are evaluated with an eye to national
economic ties. Applications for these investments are made

by enterprises but the higher agencies have the final, decisive
say concerning their use. As for non-centralised investments,

they are of local significance. They are rnade by the enterprises themselves which are guided by their own calculations. In this case no direct administrative instructions are
required and for efficient operation it is enough to make
ol

the

enterprise-s interested

in the best use of

development funds or credits

for non-centralised

production
needs.

an inevitable phenomenon. But it is necessary to differen-tiate it from a-lack of coordination, the elimination of which

and the allocation of resources for planned needs in an
individual way.
'developed
the general rnethods of planned
The more
guidance, the wider fhe scope which enterprises, associations
ind ministries have for economic manoeuvring. Extension

capabilities of rnan.

Sir.. ..o.romic methods allow for alternative economic
in a number of cases lead to new processes
the planned ones.
rvhich
organism in which changes in
The
e to gaps- in a number of related
one pl
is advisable to utilise the system
linkd.
decisions, they

employment of economic instruments.
Another distinction of economic management methods is
that they, while giving enterprises ex_tensive rights to display
useful initiative,-simr.rltaneously hold them fully responsible
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for- the making of a nurnber of decisions,
and consequences.

for their

choice
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2" Prices as an trnstrument
for Fulfilling the Centralised plan,
and Pay for Resources

Moral stimuli to labour are distinguished in that they are
not directly linked with material incentives. "Comrnunist

-'
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Collected. (Dorhs, Vol. 30, p. 517.
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Further improvement of price formation is facilitated by

goods and
th;;i;b;r"iiJn of long-ter; prices bv groups g['I'he
ts
1971-1975'
for
correspondingly by in-dustties
-point
decisions
current
correct
m
ake
to
able
ui"
ih;t Al;rprii.s

administrative restrictions with all the inevitable consein the form of subsidies to the consumers and the
lemoval of the excess profit from the producers.
These are the reasons why long-term prices cannot be
based on extrapolation, on the freezing of current prices.
They are called upon to reflect the new conditions, to ensure the attainment of the plan objectives set before the
quences

economy.

,5
not

e of Production, that not
to be Produced' The exopmenf maY Prove to be

Measures to increase the flexibility and operational nature of price formation have also been adopted recently.
This is displayed in a fuller application of the principle of
the obligatory reduction of prices per unit of useful effect
(step-like prices), in extending the application of rrorrrr?tive-parametric methods of forming prices of new industrial
goods. According to these methods, enterprises themselves
change prices of their output on the basis of price norrnatives

*.o;iJ old goods fate arly b-etter' The preservation of
the old prices wduld stimulate the further- production ot
goods. This could be prevented only by new

conforming to each magnitude of the main parameters of
the produced goods.
Enhancement of the role of the consumers in forrning
prices, attainment of equilibrium in the economy, an increase
in state reserve funds capable of eliminating unfavourable
dynamics of prices of definite articles will make it possible,
in our opinion, further to extend the rights of enterprises in
price formation. This will make prices eyen more flexible
and raise their role in economic management.
At the same time we rnust not forget that rrrany goods
are bought even at high prices (specifically, prime necessities). Here it is absolutely necessary strictly to apply centralised prices. There are sectors of the economy where
ch.anges in production and consumption are quite slow and
where it is also in place to apply only stable prices (specifically in a number of branches of the extractive industry).
But the rnechanism of price formation under socialisrn is
based on the centralisation of prices both in case of certain
independence of enterprises in setting prices and of the
strictest regulation of the latter from the centre. Only such
prices can indicate to enterprises the correct trends of
current and long-time development. This cannot be done
by any spontaneous prices. Planned price formation is an
important advantage of the socialist system, enabling it to
make the most justified economic decisions.
Correct evaluation of the results of operation of economic
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lces is desi.qned to eliminate
price formation' But it is a
current
of
nature
the lirnited
Jiin."it trtk, the accornplishrnent -of which demands the
oi th. material and value aspects of .long,-term
f i^i.i..q
'economic planning. It is necessary not
only to
"p
natiorial
.
"n but also to elaborate prlncl"deduce" prices from
ples for their disaggr
The simplest waY
to revise current Pric

filled only by administratively compelling the -consumers.to
use the n'ew'articles. This would have to be follorved up -by

g
i;; ;;l;;p:'i
w8uld haie

i.rtroarr.it
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a..ountirg systern of both 1

ducers of

se. Profits
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new goods.
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""""..trr'ry

the cost-

money resources, a collective has to work so as to achieve

this norm as a minimum.

"suidance.
Th. nature of pay for

isolation but by

assets rnust be examined not in
considering the sources of financing invest-

the nature of the cycle of the value of the created

"their own" resources.

assets

and does not affect the other reproduction expenditures. The
p.eriod of^ repaying the loan ir equal to the period of depreciation of the built project. Thus, the sources of the credit
and the repayrnent period depend on the production process
and are determined by the actaal return of the productive
assets.

socialist production.
When^society places money

at the disposal of .an entersocial control over its
strict
by
prise,
acc-ompanied
this is
-efficient
use. The return from the rnoney resoutrces, as frorn

the price is the same.

The situation is similar as regards money. Although the
effect of their use in various sectors and enterprises is not
the same, the norm of efficiency has to be equal. On receiving;
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mands for their extraction an expenditure which exceeds
the effect society receives. This is true of ores with a low
content of useful components, of the deepest seams which
demand big investments in fixed assets and so on.
If rent is collected in these cases, too, the collectives
would spend their resources irrationally. To make them interested in efficient work society would haye to introduce
subsidies or give them privileges. Why? Society gains
nothing in this case. The magnitude of rent must be calculated not on all resources but on the efficient ones.
In fixing rent it is also expedient to take into account the
location of deposits. This task is very important because the
transport component is weighty in the price and greatly
influences the financial results of production. The problem
of rent determined by the fact that "better methods of Iabour, new inventions, improved machinery, chemical manufacturing secrets, etc. . . . are used"l, has not been sufficiently
elaborated.

Differentiation in the profits of enterprises may also be
linked with the fact that they take up unequal land plots.
If there is no valuation of land, alternatives-of construction
und
as are possible;
the
leads to a sav_

irg
tion

rises dispropor-

r of land value

agricultural production. This makes them confine the ter-

the main factor in creating equal conditions of operation.
Fixed payments designated for removing high lncomes of
enterprises if they are not connected with tlieir operation
have been introduced under the new management methods.
1 K. Marx, Capital, Vol.
46

III,

Moscow, 1966, p. 644.
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It

seems that fixed payments should be set not ou the basis
of the actual or planned profitability of enterprises but the
objective conditions of operation. By the objective conditions we understand the output of highly profitable goods,
the surplus profit of rvhich results frorn conditions that do
not depend on the enterprise. In the ca,se of such goods the
rninimurn absolute rnagnitude of fixed payrnents for the

enterprise as a whole should be set to preclude the possibility
if the economic indicators
of its operation deteriorate.
It is possible that there will be no fixed payments in the

of a reduction in budget revenue

prises rights to plan the concrete assortment of output, to
in detail the needed materials and technical supplies
on the basis of direct contracts, to set up and spend economic stimulation funds, determine the normatives of their
own circulating assets, etc.
_ At the present stage of the Soviet economy-huge in scale,
dynamic and multi-alternative-it is difficult to- formulate
without making the production
tly interested in -high (but real)
agencies can and should correct
specify

canandmustdraw,n.-,rt'"l.lJf

li;'il:"'":i:r:i:",:'i1?l

be high and well-substantiated p1ans.

Prior to the reform the work of collectives was assessed
nt. This approach was determined by the
all the parameters of their activity'were
ed. The assortment of output was rigidly
investments were

were not to be repaid), the
n as fixed in detail. This pra
above all responsible for dr
small scale of the economy,
redistributive processes and t
personnel and comparative st
this was iustified.
What are the criteria for assessing the operation
enterprise?
the period of their operation.

3. Main Features of Cost Accounting

The new conditions of management

have

he

costassociat

e

it

of

pos

the

increased dynamism, bigger scale and trend towards intensive development, with the advance of econornic
executives in the localities and the need to raise the
responsibility of production collectives to society. This
spetifically determined the need for transferring to enter48

of

an

Collectives can incre.ase labour productivity, save wages,
raise the efficiency of inve
asset ratio, accelerate the ren
its quality, introduce automa
production costs, raise the I
bigger total profit, improve sa
and register achievements in many other comp aratively
general and specific indicators.
Let us assume that -the operation of an enterprise is assessed by the level of each of these indicators separatelv.

Then contradictions arise. First, at a different lev6l of the
various indicators (moreover, if there are no achievements
in some.of- them) it becomes unclear how the personnel
work, which of the indicators should be given pieference,
how they are to be compared. Second, mariy of tlie separate
4-t%9
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aspects in the operation of an enterprise are reflected in
the more general indicators. That is why the evaluation of
every one of them separately and additionally according to
the general results leads to duplication, to repeated
encouragement or penalising, to attaching greater importance
to the effect of some measures as compared with others. The
way out of these contradictions is to elaborate an overall
indicator for assessing the operation of an enterprise,
reflecting in an integrated way all the aspects of its activity.
A single criterion does not preclude a system of specific
indicators. This follows from the very concept "system".
In a system specific indicators are part of the general result,
strictly subordinate shares of it, they make up its "components". In this case the general is composed of the particular, the particular forms the general and there is no
contradiction between them.

Formerly the indicator of fulfilrnent of the plan for the
of production and in a number of industries for gross
output was the chief criterion in assessing the activity of
collectives. The profit inclicator was used in planning but
its fulfilment affected mainly the fund of the enterprise
which, as a rule, was small and did not exert a serious
influence as regards the material stimulation of the personnel and the development of production.
The bulk of the bonuses rvas given for fulfilling the assignments for inputs per ruble of cornmodity production, or
the plan for gross output. In approving these targets the
higher agencies envisaged a reduction in production inputs
as compared with the preceding year or an increase in gross
output. In the first case an improvement in the quality of
goods was impeded because that required additional inputs
as cornpared with the basic cost of production. The second
case tended to stimulate a growth of the material intensity
of output, artificial extension of co-operation in production
and the reorganisation of combined works into separate
enterprises which increased the gross output of every consecutive link.
Under the new management system the operation of
enterprises is assessed, alongside other indicators, by the
criteria of profitability and an increase in output sold (or
profit). Profitability depends above all on the level of profit.
Profit rises if the additional expenditure for irnproving the
cost
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At

present cost accounting has essentially widened the
5l

sociations.

duties of production collectives.
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3

LONG-TERM PLANS

AND SCIENTIFIC FORECASTS

l.

Long-Terrn Plans, Scientific Forecasts
and llypotheses

Throughout the history of the Soviet state
its economy has been directed and regulated by long-terrn
plans. They have played a tremendous organising part in
th-e growth oJ th_e Soviet economy, in the historiC changes
effected by the Soviet people under the leadership of the
Communist Party.

The economic reform in the USSR aims to

planning

of lon
terprises
e use of

t possible
sures

for

tion
out
re-

hold a major place in the general system of the
econonxic mechanism. Such normatives can be established
only on the basis of long-term
plans
brought down to every enterp
atives
which regulate the relations of
tional
budget, the distribution of intra-enterprise accumulations,

sou,rces,

necessity, will impel enterprises constantly
productive resources more efficiently.
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to utilise the

A distinctive feature of the present epoch is swift technological progress in the course of which traditional methods
of production are radically broken up, the structure of
society's needs sharply changes and econornic relations become broader and rnore intricate. These changes ar:e
expressed in the building up of new sectors and lines of
production, the tapping of ever new natural resources,
essential shifts in the location of the productive forces, and
of long-term projections.
features of the reproducong-ter?n plan are distinthis period a long-terrn pl", ;,.1.1;:""*#ri::,Ii3l';t'ii
annual plan: precision in determining sectoral proportions;
plan assignments addressed to definite enterprises; a concrete
scheme of the location of nelv lines of prbduction, and so
eakdown by years is the basic

l0-20 years ahead. The formu
ensures continuity of five-yea

period to another, makes it pr
way the solution of problemi
of five years and raises the desree of scientific substantiation of the national economic plans.
The need to see distant horizons of economic growth is
dictat-ed by the sweeping scale of econornico-politiial tasks.
The formulation of long-term plans is determined by the
duration of_cycles in building up modern, large industrial
complexes. Thus, the development of new areai, the drawing into national economic iirculation of new deposits (for
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example, oil and gas in Tyumen Region) usually demands
10-15 years. The approved complex of measures for land
improvement and irrigation is designated for 15 years. Not
less than ten years are usually needed for big construction
programmes in industry and in the transport system.

Long-term plans linked

with the solution of

such

what conditions, the plan determines what should happen
and what measures should be taken.

The range of tasks accomplished in a long-term plan
predetermines the type of problems for which forecasts and
hypotheses of economic development should be elaborated.
Conventionally they can be divided into three big groups:

socio-economic problems, scientific and technological problems and ltroblems of structura!, shifts in social production.
Socio-economic problems cannot be elaborated in isolation

cardinal socio-economic problems as the complete mechanisation of labour-intensive and arduous jobs, and so on, also
encompass a period of 10-15 years. Town-development
plans are usually drawn up for 20-25 years because only by
considering the distant perspective is it possible to develop
cities in a planned way. That is why plans of different
duration-from l0 to 20-25 years are practically possible for
separate national economic problems.
In the context of the development of social production in
present-day conditions, the question was raised at the 24th
CPSU Congress of formulating a long-term national economic development plan for 10-15 years. Practical preparatory work of designing such a plan has been started. It was
ernphasised at the Congress that long-term planning must
rest on scientific forecasts of the dynamics of population,
society's needs, scientific and technological progress, the
country's economic potentialities, and so on.
In socialist conditions, forecasting represents the first
stage of planning, scientific foresight of the future. And
the plan is the law, the directive as regards the nature,
ways and periods of economic actions.
A forecast is called upon to reyeal the internal relationships and origin of economic phenomena, to consider rnajor
factors which determine the dynamics of national economic
growth in future.
It is the logic of forecasting to bring out the most essential factors influencing the development of the national
economy and establish possible economic situations in future.
In Soviet society a forecast not only registers the
tendencies of growth but also orients planners on the search
of constructive decisions ensuring optimal development. One
of the most efficient concepts of economic growth is built
into the plan. Moreover, the main features of this concept
follow from the essence of the economico-political tasks for
the given period.
Thus, while a forecast shows what can happen and under

from the material conditions of production and, consequently, from technological progress and structural shifts.
But these problems also are of independent importance
because the strategy of economic growth proceeds from
political principtres.
Thus, the prewar five-year plans solved the problem of
industrialising the country-that was the cardinal goal of
society at that historical stage. In the postrvar period the
Soviet Union restored the wrecked economy, surpassed the
prewar level of production and entered a new stage of
economic development. Now the chief economic task is to
build the material and technical basis of cornmunism.
Simultaneously the raising of the Soviet people's living
standard is put forth as the most urgent task of our tirne.
It is necessary to bring out the achievements of scientific
and technological progress whose application in production
will make it possible to raise the national economy to a
qualitatively new stage technically and, consequently, in
economic efficiency. Today we must already visualise
fundamentally new solutions to such cardinal problerns as
methods of producing energy, the synthesis of rnaterials
with pre-set properties, regulation of biological processes,
tapping the wealth of the ocean, and so on. It rnay seem to
short-sighted people that it is hardly worth while to pay so
much attention to problems which at present do not promise
considerable immediate results. But actually the pace of
scientific and technological progress is such that by losing
time today it may not be possible to make up for it in future
or to do so but at a huge additional material cost. That is
why the elaboration of scientific and technological forecasts
acquires particular signifi cance.
Contours of new discoveries are already discernible in
science in the next few decades, while the steadily mountin.q
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practical experience in fields like petro-chemistry, quantum
electronics and laser techniques, study of plasma, semiconductors, microbiology and other fields will involve new
deep-going changes in industry, transport and communications, agriculture and other sectors of the economy.
Some views about fundamental scientific and technological
problems whose solution will essentially change production
are voiced in Soviet and foreign literature. For example:
between 1972 ard 1977 the process of improving new
superlight synthetic rnaterials will be completed, which
will bring about their widest use not only in the production
of parts but also in the construction of buildings;
the industrial production of fresh water from salt water
will be organised prior to 1980. It will be possible to obtain
huge quantities of fresh water so needed for developing industry and irrigating big deserts;
controlled therrnonuclear reaction will be achieved between 1980 and 2000, in other words, it will become possible
to generate electric power by controlling the processes which
occur during the explosion of a hydrogen bornb;
the industrial working of offshore mineral deposits and the
yast reserves of manganese and copper at great depths will

various conditions. Data of the forecast of the natural lnove-

task is to ascertain the birth rate. The reproduction of
population depends on many econornic and social factors.
Moreover, the selfsarne factors-living standard of the
population, education, employment of women by age groups,
and so on-exert a different impact on the birth rate in

ment of the population is the basis for ascertaining the
influence of demographic changes on shaping the rnajor
indicators of the national economy.
For example, the size of population predetermin_es ,a
definite volurne of production and the consumption fund.
A change in the age composition demands an alteration in
the struiture of the consumption fund and the assortment
of services. An increase, for example, in the share of children
in the total population dictates an increase in
and the aged
-of milk
products in the output of all foodstuffs.
the share
A change in the age composition of the population -also
affects the nature of the distribution of the consumption fund
into the funds of personal and social consumption.
The sex and age composition of the popglation determines
the possible manpower iesources. It also affects the nature of
the ?istribution of the population by types of employment
(the social economy and the household) and by sectors_, and
above all, between the material and non-productive spheres.
Ascertainment of the rnain migration streams is likewise
of great irnportance. The problem of ,raising efficiency in
the-use of manpower under full employment is a central
element in the manpower resources forecast.
The forecast of natural resources covers all the main
types of natural energy sources (of the sun, wind and,water),
all the main types of fuel (coal, oil, gas, shales and peat),
ores of ferrous anri non-ferr<us rnetals, non-metallic ravt
materials (potassium salts, apatites, lirnestone, fire-proof
clay, qtarLi sand, building materials, a.sbestos, and so on).,
vegeta-tion resources, espeCially forests (by types- of timber)
and also, in the long-term perspective, marine plants, fresh
water, fish and marine animals and other zoological resources, especially in the World Ocean.
A foreiast of the natural resources should include:
a) valuation of the volume of the given type of resources;
b) determination of the inputs needed for their tapping;
c) relative valuation of natural resources making it possible
to establish ihe sequence of their use.
Initial studies have to cover a minimal range of natural
raw materials which are'of decisive significance for developing the national economy. This includes not.only bulk raw
rnaterials like coal, oil, iron ore, raw material for mineral
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be organised between 1980 and 2000;

production of inexpensive edible synthetic protein will
be arranged on an industrial scale between 1985 and 2010.
We mention these hypotheses only as an illustration. The
task is to systematise available data and bring out the most
essential features of scientific and technological progress at
the present stage, and also to assess its influence on the
cardinal economic indicator-rise in the productivity of
social labour.

Another complex of questions is linked with the forecast
of resources. It includes a demographic forecast, valuation
of natural wealth and a forecast of reproducible material
Iesources.

A demographic forecast first of all establishes the natural
movement of population. The most intricate and responsible

fertilisers, but also resources which are extracted in small
quantities and play at important part in technological
progress.

With our tremendous resources it is of great significance
not so much to ascertain the forecast reserves as economically to valuate what has already been prospected at least up
1980. On the whole, it is expedient to specify and economically valuate the forecast reseryes of the main types of
natural resources and determine the need in them up to
the year 2000.
For agriculture it is necessary first of all extensively to
valuate the potential fertility of the soils, and also the longrange potentialities of utilising surface and subtertaleal
water sources. Valuation of the water resources is no less
important than the valuation of soils because a shortage of
water may impede economic development.
Valuation of zoological resources should be made in agriculture and in the food and especially the fish industry.
The fish resources have so far been studied insufficiently
and are little exploited. A fundamentally new revaluation
of rnarine resources as a practically unlimited source of
proteins must be made for long-term planning.
A forecast of fixed assets and inyestments holds the
decisive place in the forecast of reproducible material
resources. In an overall forecast of national economic
dynamics, planners study dependencies of the rate and structure of socialist reproduction under different scales of
inyestments, different investment-intensity, gestation period
(i.e., a different lag), and the material composition of invest-

to

ments.

Considerable attention is paid to forecasting the volume,
structure and degree of utilisation of productive circulating
assets and bringing out progressive tendencies in the consumption of raw and other materials and power.
The value of a forecast consists not so much in precisely
predicting the magnitudes of
f economic
economic growth, but rather
in revealing the tendencies and logic of development and
establishing alternative solutions to economic problems. The
trustworthiness of a forecast depends on the extent to which
the laws
laws governrng
ing the lorecast
forecast object
obJect or system have been
ascertained, and, naturally, on the reliability of the research
,

methods.
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Forecasting the deaelopment of economic sectors and
industries holds an important place in the system of econom,ic
forecasts. The basic problems in forecasting work by sectors
are questions of scientific and technological progr-ess, ascer-

of the cardinal economic problems of a sector
to be solved in the foreseeable future to
ensure progress and a rise in the efficiency of all social

tainment

which have

th
ra
ca

l?;t.

forecasts should be elabo-

he accepted, traditional classifiof production and by big groups
which characterise the connection with the main types of
society's needs. Among such groups, in our opinion, are:
constructional materials (the output of the iron and steel
and non-ferrous metals and chemical industries and also
non-metallic building materials;
the fuel and power group, which includes
fuel and power;
engrneerrng;
consumer goods.

all types of

These groups are constructed not only by types
6l

of

needs,

but also considering the most essential production relations,
for example, of the food industry with agriculture.
The possibility of synchronising sectoral, local forecasts,
their balance co-ordination, appears after a forecast of
overall indicators of national economic dynamics is made.
This can be done atlater stages of forecasting.
A forecast of social needs is a major aspect ot' long-term
economic forecasts. They are made up of productive and
non-productive needs. It is in place here to remark that a
real basis for a practical solution of this problem appears
for the first time und.er socialism in view of the pianned
management of the economy.
The entire system of long-term lorecasts is consumnrulcd
by socio-economic conclusions, which characterise the sociopolitical results of the foreseeable development of the national economy.
A forecast of the development of the social and economic
conditions has to characterise the influence of scientific and
technological progress, the growth of the productive forces
and the ever fuller satisfaction of needs exerted on the
forms of social life and the relations of people in separate
social groups.

The general line of social changes is determined by the
programmatic propositions of the CPSU concerning the
development of socialisrn into communism. The f,orecasts,
on the other hand, contain the concrete indicators of this
process in the studied period. They ascertain the main
stages and sequence in accomplishing major sccial tasks,
developing the forrns of social property, changing the
class structure of society and in the political, economic and
cultural development of all the peoples and nationalities of
the USSR.
An economic forecast must provide a scientific substantiation of thd expected changei in economic relations between the state and socialist enterprises, between groups of
producers and individuals within the bounds of an enter-

prise. This is especially important because of the economic
reform which enhances the role of economic raethods in
guiding the national economy. A forecast must also touch
upon the expected changes in the system of cost-accounting
relations and in the forms of materially stimulating the
producers.
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2. Macro-Economic Models of a Plan
Accornplishment of the cardinal task of the
economic reform, raising the efficiency of social production,
fir'st of all presupposes ascertaining and quantitatively expressing the principal ties of the socialist reproduction
process and finding optimal national economic proportions.
These aims are served by a macro-economic model of the
plan.

Construction of a macro-economic model

of a

national

econornic development plan pre"supposes calculation of the
s which characterise the developmajor e

rnent of
incorne
results o

a national scale. The national

overall indicator reflecting the
ic activity in production, consurnption and accumulation. The produced national income
represents the net product of the sectors of the national
economy and thus accumulates the value newly-created by
society in a definite span of time (t). In planning and accounting an annual cycle of reproduction is taken as a
unit of time but other tirne spans are also utilised. The per
capita national income makes it possible to judge the
economic development level of a country as compared with
other countries.

The structure of the utilised national incorne gives a
needs. AII the diverse
ected and make up a

precise idea of th
needs of society
single system of

covers various needs:
material and spiritual, personal aud social, current needs
and accumulation needs.

The utiiised national incorne is divided into two main
(C), personal and social, and
parts: 1)
i.e., net investrnents. Invest2) the ac
ments (1)
o fixed assets (/a) and circulating assets (1.).
The relationship of the consumption and accumulation
funds in the national income and especially the share of
productive accumulation are the most fundamental questions
in constructing a macro-economic model and formulating
a national econornic development plan.
It is under socialism that planning an optimal ratio of
consumption and accunrulation, which ensures a swift growth
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of the people's welfare, arises for the first time as a scientific
problem. Such an approach to the development of the
economy directly stems from the historical mission of socialism which is called upon to build the material and technical
basis of communism and achieve, on this foundation, the
highest living standard for the people.
The correlation of consumption and accumulation exerts
a tremendous influence on the growth rates of individual
sectors and the national econorny as a whole. An increase in
the share of accumulation, especially in productive assets,
all other conditions being equal, accelerates the development of sectors r,r,hich produce the means of production. On
the contrary, an increase in'the share of consumption in the
national income involves greater development of the production of consumer goods. At the same time shifts in
sectoral proportions under the impact of technological progress change the sectoral structure of the consumption and
accumulation funds, determine a rise in the efficiency of productive accumulation and thereby make it possible to change
the ratio between accumulation and consumption in favour
of the latter.
A close link and interdependence exist between economic
growth rates and the efficiency of social production. Acceleration of economic growth rates increases the mass of the
national income. A bigger mass of national income makes it
possible, with a stable share of accumulation in productive
assets, to increase the mass of the rneans of production.
These means ultimately are materialised chiefly in
fixed productive assets which leads to a rise in assets per

period (r), we find the volume of the national income at the
end of the period:

Dt:

Do(l

+

r)r.

I

1

I
I

The Final Product and the National Income for lgig-1965
(million rubles, in actual prices)

1959 1960 1961 1962

1963

product
146,400 160,200 120,300 184.300 tg2-800
inconre 136,200 l4s;000 ls2:900 164:600 ioe-aoo
Difference
10,200 lb;700 tZ',400 19,700 i+,oOO
Final product, per cent
of national income 107.0 110.8 111.4 112.0 114.2
Final

National

worker.

The growth of assets per worker exerts a determining
influence on the growth rates of labour productivity-the
cardinal factor for accelerating the development of social
production. Annual growth rates of the national income (r)
are found frorn the following ratio.

r-

LDt+,
Dr

Knowing the base magnitude of the national income, the
average annual growth rate and the duration of the plan
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fina
kes

n.it,
nlne
Economic- growth rates are shaped und.er the influence of
a number of productio_n factors, tlie most important of which
are labour resources, the skill of the labour fbrce and technological progress. On close exarnination we find that techno1 Non-productive consumption.
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logical progress and the consequent rise of labour productivity are summed up in the efficiency of productive accumulation, while economic growth rates are a function of
the share of productive accumulation and the number of
persons engaged in material production.
Construction of a macro-economic model of development
of the national economy is based on the results of analysing
the factors of production and considering the degree of
their influence on economic growth rates during the plan
period. At the initial stage a hypothesis is elaborated of the
growth of the national income depending on the expected
efficiency of productive accumulation and its share in the
national income. Finding the optimal share of productive
accumulation is ultimately linked with ascertaining the
maximum possible and stable growth rate of ttre accumulation fund in the plan period.
The volume of the national income obtained by calculating the share and efficiency of accurnulation of fixed productive assets is specified by calculations of the factors of
labour. A hypothesis of labour resources is based on demographic data about the probable change in the size of the
able-bodied population in the plan period. Taking as a basis
the existing structure of distribution of manpower by spheres
of social production, or introd.ucing into this structure necessary adjustrnents considering the aims of the plan, the
total possible number of employed in the sphere of material
production (Z) and also its growth rate (l) are ascertained.
Knowing the duration of the working week we find the
total possible fund of working time.
Parallelly a hypothesis of labour productivity (P) is also
elaborated. The possible rise in labour productivity is substantiated by different methods. We know the correlational
ties between the growth in assets and power capacity per
worker, on the one hand, and the rise in labour productivity,
on the other.

Power capacity per worker is one of the basic factors
increasing labour productivity. The dynamics of labour
productivity for big periods is closely linked with the dynamics of power capacity per worker. This is taken into account in substantiating the possible rise in labour productivity.
By multiplying the index of the number of working people
or the possible fund of working time by the labour produc-

in

tivity index we obtain the growth rate

income for the plan period. Since

Dr+t

D:PXL,

of the national

Pr+tXrr+r

--D-----'
txEor (lf r):(l+P) (l+/):l+P+l+Pl.
Sinc_e Pl is a very small magnitude, the formula can be
simpiified and denoted as followi:

(l -Fr) e I + P + l, i. e., r x

P

{

l.

This means that the growth rate of the national income is
of the growth rate of labour productivity and the
growth rate of the number of persons employed in material
production.

made _up

The simplest method of calculation is based on the

use

o. Knowing the sum of fixed productive
-asset ratio, i.e., the output of goods

is possible to calculate the gross social
btain the national income.

the general formula of determining the planned volume of
the national income is presented as:

D,:

Do(l + edt.

The described methods of constructing a macro-economic
model of national economic development give only a general, simplified notion of the scheme of calculations. Real
designing of a model involves exceedingly intricate work
linked with processing a vast amount of statistical informa-

the ratio between consumption and accumulation, as a step
ments.
in calculating
scale of accumulation makes
Ascertainri
of the national income with
it possible to
s, investments and fixed asth6 movemen
sets. Let us introduce the fotrlowing additional symbols:
fixed productive assets, m-their annual
K
- volume ofoutput-asset ratio (sirnilar to the
retirement,

fl-

of the productivity of living labour ,:b'

with

LD:

o,

and AK:l-m
em : e(l
eL K : eI

-

+:r$, r:t x

-

m)

:

and consumption funds), but also because planning economic --growth rates presupposes the reciprocal dovetaiting of
different hypotheses and a consecutiye approximation of- the
calculations of economic growth rates by different methods.

3. Economic Substantiation of a Flan
The general idea of the economic sutrstantiation of a national economic plan above all resolves to ascer-

eA,

d,

the national

the national
by the share
me. Thereby
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not only for the current five-year period but also serYes as
the long-range general orientation of the Soviet lJnion's
economic developrnent.
The planning system

is faced with the task of,arranging
analytical,- balance and organisational work so that
plan assignments stem from sclentifically-based needs of
iociety and an objective evaluation of productive resources
and reserves and determine the ways for the most efficient
development of the national economy.
The-needs of society in an individual product cannot be
established in isolation, without a link with the production
and consumption of other goods. From this follows the need
of organicaliy linking sectolal projections of production with
aggregated national economic calculations and such general
piopoitions as, for example, consumptio! and accumulation.
Sectoral projections represent a kind of skeletal and muscular syslem of the national economic plan. In them the
plan finds its concrete

all

-u..rtufrffitffil,:rr",r",*r]ffi
j':?'irTi:"ll'Jr,*5t
?5:fl

ibilities for the expansion of
n trends in the
separate sect
olq.
development of the national
ning takes- int-o
The- modern methodology
aggregated caL'
account the need for enhanci
culations at the preliminary stage of elaborating a long-term

production

in

plan. It proceedi from the'principle that before undertaking
detailed sectoral projections it is necessary to construct a
preliminary aggregated
-indicatorsmodel of a plan-which encompasses
of the rates, factors and proporonly the main
tions of extended socialist reproduction. This enables planners to determine the main parameters of the future plan,
taking into acc
the economic-p
to mark out wi
bilities, within the bounds of
ning decisions, including s
As soon as the ut- orao
o

the

d with the least inputs of
70

labour

1 KPSS a rezolyutsiy
numoa TsK (The epSU
Conferences and Plenary
State Political Literature
71

duction of prime necessities) makes it possible to utilise its
.uritut also'for construction in heavy industly provided
light industry is developed."l These and many other recomm"endations 6f tt. l5th-Party Congress have preserved their

cators

with similar lines.

and electronic compirtery.
1 KPSS u rezolyutsiyahh

It is a kind of overall

i resheniyahh..., p. 454.
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material

balance which ensures the reciprocal dovetailing of production and distribution of goods between all sectors of the
economy. The inter-sector balance is not confined to the
sphere of production and records its connection with consumption and accumulation and also characterises the reallocation and use of the national income.

The inter-sector balance cornbines quantitative proportions with their qualitative characteristics. Economic information, which makes it possible to calculate the total inputs
of labour, assets and materials for each alternative of the
structure of production, is introduced in the balance.
Coefficients of total inputs play a special part in calculating the volume of production by sectors of the economy.
Total inputs of the output of one sector for the production
of goods in another sector are obtained by adding the direct
and indirect inputs for the entire cycle of social production.
For exarnple, the total inputs of electric power for the
production of one ton of aluminium consist not only of the
consumption of electric power directly for electrolysis and
the production of alumina and cryolite but also the consumption of electric power for the production of materials
leceived from other industries, specifically, chemicals, fuel,
and so on in the part that is used for producing aluminium.
The coefficients of direct and total inputs differ greatly in
rnost cases. For example, while the direct coal inputs for the
manufacture of an automobile are 1.4 tons, the total inputs
reach 10.1 tons, because they include the inputs of coal
for the production of the metal used in an automobile, coal
consumed in generating electric power for the manufacture
of an automobile and electric power used in the production
of the rnetal for an autornobile, and so on and so forth.
Elaboration of the plan coefficients is the most labourconsuming part in the compilation of an inter-sector balance.
The total number of coefficients equals the square of the
number of sectors in the balance. For example, a balance
of 120\120 sectors should contain more than 14,000 coefficients. But actually in such a balance there are only 7,000
coefficients because the others have a zero value. Of these
7,000 approximately 15 per cent of the coefficients (about
1,000) are of decisive importance since they cover more
than eight-tenths of all the material flows.
Coefficients of direct inputs are planned by designing
78

institutes and organisations which set these coefficients in
accordance with-the technicai policy in each sector, the

plans of intro

pment, new
, about 100 sci

so
designing institu
of direct inputs

methods, and

ments exerts a real influence on the development of the
productive forces and improvernent in the living standard

laborating the
ed inter-sector

the USSR for 1970.

qualitative shifts in the economy, the need for more efficient use of raw and other materials, an improvement in the
oualitv of soods. the introduction of technical innovations
irt i.t, with the' available material and labour resources,

prises the building of which will begin, say, in 1975, will
be commissioned sorne three or five years later, that is, in
1978 or even in 1980. Investments in such factories (which
had to be planned in 1968 or 1969 for the current five-year
plan) musf be oriented on the equipment of the future.
Otherwise even at the designing stage they rnay already
become obsolete.

sers,

fuel

elements, semiconductors, space equipment,
purifying water and air, vacuum
machines for the extraction of
d ocean bed and biotherapeutical

the national income.

The development of new equipment is not an aim in
itself, but a decisive means for attaining a higher level of
productivity of social labour. OnIy the economically efficient application of scientific and technological achieve-

New problems of planning investments arise under the
economii reform. It essentially changes the correlation between centralised and decentralised investments. The setting
production development fund at enterprises and- the
up of a -of
part of the depreciation allotments to this fund
transfer
enhance the economic role of decentralised investments"
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and corrimunications.

According to our estimates, they will amount to about 20
per cent of all investments.
In the new conditions the main designation of centralised
state investments is to ensure the accomplishment of the
cardinal tasks of the proportional development of the national economy and the solution of big problems of technological progress. The efficiency of these investments is largely
determined by the general concept of the investment plan
which encompasses major national economic complexes.
We refer to the drawing up of long-term programmes for
the development of new territories and natural resources
and the accomplishment of fundamentatr technical and
scientific tasks. These include the building up of new sectors
and lines of production, the development of power and
irrigation systems, communications, and so on.
The general state plan of inyestments will represent, as
it were, a complex of big construction programmes which
establish strict co-ordination of the commissioning of individual productive and non-productive projects by dates and

reserves, moreoyer, not only of raw materials and finished
goods but also of productive capacity" Without this it is

We refer to big general programmes which cover the
of many industries, power and transport
systems. Such programmes are especially needed for power
systems. They demand consideration of co-operation among

electric power stations, proper co-ordination with the development of the fuel industry, the transport system and consumer sectors. But the matter is not confined to the construction of electric power stations. BiS investment
programmes are also needed for developing new gas and
oil areas and for building up complexes which include a
number of manufacturing industries.
In conditions of extensive development every expansion
of production demands a corresponding increase in the output of raw and other materials and fuel. In present-day
conditions the problem of eliminating scarcity and strain
in supply should be solved above all by creating technical
devices which save primary and other materials, and not
through a simple quantitative expansion in the extraction
of raw materials. Its solution also demands a change in
the economic relations of enterprises. Directly linked with
the problem of eliminating the scarcity of resources is such
a primary condition for intensification as the setting up of

impossible flexibly to reorganise production in accordance
with the changing social needs, with the dernands of the
contemporary scientific and technological revolution.
The striving at every given moment to utilise to the utmost all resources hampers the pursuance of a flexible
economic policy and hinders the attainment of balance.
Moreover, alongside the shortage of planned reserves, there
are immense hidden potentialities within production (surplus manpower, low coefficient of shifts, loises of raw rr,aterials and finished goods, and so on).
One of the major problems of intensifying social production is a rise in the efficiency of the use of the country's
labour resources.
The problem of intensifying production is particularly
important for agriculture.
The carrying out of programmes for intensifying agriculture should ensure an expansion of output withoul a
substantial increase in acreage and with a minimal rate of
increase in the head of livestock.
Such a way of developing agriculture naturally demands
the creation of the necessary material and economic prerequisites. It is a matter of completing overall mechanisation in crop and animal husbandry, the large-scale construction of agricultural-industrial complexes, poultry factories,
livestock fattening units and rther projects characteristic of
the industrialisation of production, fuller satisfaction of
agriculture with mineral fertilisers, pesticides, herbicides and
vitamins, and of a precise production specialisation of collective farms and state farms.
A wide complex of measures which greatly raises the
material and technical provision of agriculture, elaborated
in 1970-71, is swiftly being applied by the joint efforts of
agriculturists and the personnel in related sectors-the
engineering and chemical industries, construction, transport, and others.
The solution of big problems of popular consumption,
acceleration of the rates of technological progress and a
radical modernisation of the couutry's production apparatus
through tlre intensive development of the economy-demand
substantial changes in national economic proportions. The
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capacities.

development

trend of structural shifts

in

the Soviet economy can

CHAPTER

be

envisaged as follows:

TERRITORTAL PLANNING

reall-ocation of the social resources which ersures the accelerated development of agriculture, the consumer goods industries, the service sphere and some other sectors linked
with carrying out the iocial programme of the Ninth Five-

Year Plan;
priority development of the most effic-ient li-nes of productio^n corresponding to the latest scientific and technological
achievements whiih ensure a rise in the technical level and
efficiency of all sectors of the economy;
further industrialisation of all sectors of material production and the non-productive sphere, elirnination of arduous,
unskilled types of-labour on the basis of mechanisation and
the wide iitroduction of economically efficient forms of
automating production;
acceleralet development of the lines of production and
technical facilities wlrich ensure a more thorough and highquality processing of raw materials, arr irrp_rovement in
the qualily of goods and elimination of losses during transportation
and storage;
- high growth
rates in the production of consurner goo-ds
based on a technicaL advance and consolidation of the
material basis of the respective industries;
rise in the shale of investments in building non-proall houses and public utilities, an
ductive projects,
-in -the above
share of the non-productive sphere which
increase
serYes the population;
priority inirease in current and investment inputs for
the systematic renelval, moderuisation and reconstruction
of the production apparatus and renewal of the assortrnent
of the produced goods.
Elab-oration of problems of further developing the Soviet
economy will make it possible to substantiate in greater
detail the long-term structural policy.

4

AND THE ECONOMIC REFORM

The comprehensive development of economic regions is of great importance under the sectoral
system of planning and management. The territorial aspect
of the plan has always been, and rernains, an integral part
of the state planning system in the USSR.
In pursuance of this important principle, a number of
measures has been taken in recent years. It has been decided
to extend the rights of the Union Republics. Enterprises and
ministries now have to submit their ctrraft plans not only to
the higher LJnion, but also to republican agencies, so that
the republics should be able to exer:t greater influence on
the comprehensive nature of the development of the productive forces in their territory.
A special decision has been made concerning an improvement in the work of local planning agencies-planning
commissions of territories and regions, Gosplans of
autonomous republics, and city and district planning commissions. Enterprises and organisations located in an
administrative region or territory, irrespective of their
departmental subordination, have to inform the respective
local agencies about their development plans, which enables
planning commissions to draw up overall indicators of the
development of their regions, regional balances of labour,
and so on.
Measures

to improve long-term planning of the location
of the productive forces have also been elfected recently.

Work is under way on a general scherne for the location of

the productive forces by economic regions and Union
Republics with detailed indicators for 1971-1975 and main
indicators up to 1980.
Of fundamental importance is the decision of the Central
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Committee of the CPSU and the USSR Council of Ministers
on the further development of the productive forces in the
Far East. This decision instructed the USSR Gosplan annually to draw up a plan for the developrrent of the large
Far Eastern economic region. The first such plan was
prepared
approved for 1968.
^ At theand
sa-e time the further development of the

periodicals.

I.

Combination of Sectoral
and Territorial Planning

In designing a national economic plan
freedom of choosing directions for the use
a
certain
there is
of resources and satisfaction of needs. This determines the
multi-alternative nature of the national economic plan. It is
important to examine the degree of independence revery rmpo

for obtaining a homogeneous product are not considered; nor can the substitution of individual goods be
examined here in a concrete form.
schemes
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and new enterprises, selecting the sites for building new
enterprises, and so on.

In addition to ail this, possible alternatives of economic
decisions ere also linkerl with consideration of regional
faclors. In developing and locating enterprises of errery
seclor, it is neccssary to takc into ar:corint thc con<ii{ions
lhat atc .gclrcral for- alI cnl-crpiiscs situatcd in thc givcn
tclritory iLnd rnay vary" Among thesc genclal conclitions
are: the possibility of the comprehensivc use of raw rratcrials
Lry enterprises of diffcrent scctors, thc existence of a single
construction base in the region, unity in thc use of labour
r-esorlrces, the avarilable transpoi't nctwork in the rcgion, its
Location, the service spherc legarrllcss oI the sectors in which
thc pcople lvork, and so on.
Non-consideration of regional conditions, eyen frorn the
purcly theoretical viewpoint, makes impossible the formulation of an optimal plan or approximating it. Their nonconsidcration may cvcn makc a plan unfcasiblc. If, f<lr
cxample, in accordunce with scc{.oral plans it is ncccssary to
concentrate in a given territory a number of enterprises for
which in this region there is no su{iicicnt manpower (consicleling possible rccruitment), senicc cstablishments, housing, ctc., this means ttrrat the given sectoral plans, each of
which scparately rnay be locally correct, in their totality
cannot be carried out in the periods envisaged in the plan"
Non-consideration of regional factors makes the plan unreal.
Needless to say that such a built-in discrcpancy trras farreaching adverse consequences. An enterprise not commissioned in the speci{ied time faiis to plodrrce goods, which
<'trisrupts thc plan of consuming sectors, and this, in turn, by
a chain reaction, will influence sectors ol' a third group. 'I'iris
will upset the manpower balance and from this will foltrow
changes in the planned size of the wages funcl, then in money
circulation, trade, and so on.
Regional condil.ions of the dcacl,opnturl. of social producli,on are objecliae conditiott..s. They arc of an inter-sector
nature becatrse they unite objccts oI different scctors r,vhich
have tri bc locatecl in the tcrritory of the givcn rcgion. At
thc top, national economic ievctr of plaluring, these conditions which are specific for c;rch region, natirrally cannot be
considered in any concrete way. Nor can they be taken into
luccount in sectolal plannin.q bccausc objects of only the
8l

given sector are considered and only in exceptional cases of
related sectors, but in no way of all sectors.
Thus, we arrive at the conclusion that regional factors
can be consirJered only in the course of territorial planning.
It consists in the joint exarnination, from regional positions,
of aII economic objects situated in the given territory in
order to formulate, on this basis, proposals for the comprehensive development of the region.
Let us examine in greater detail major regional factors
whose consideration is a specific feature of territorial planning. We shall take as an example the regions of Siberia
and the Far East.

of a considerable

number of industrial
up near cities and timbering enterprises is also characteristic of Siberia. In view of-the inThe existence

settlements which rise

1. Comprehensive IJse

of the Able-Bodied Population

in

Regions Through Proper Flanning

of

Social Production

of the Development of

Sectors

Enterprises of various sectors present a
different demand for manpower-as regards the correlation
of skilled and unskilled workers, male and female labour,
age and vocation. Yet the structure of the able-bodied
population, typical of many regions, is largely hornogeneous,
particularly as regards the proportion of women. One-sided
development of the productive forces in a region, for
example rnainly of the primary sectors, results in an
irrational use of the manpower resources: hand in hand
with a shortage of male labour, goes a surplus of female
labour.

Let us examine some examples in Siberia. On the whole
Western and Eastern Siberia are regions short of manpower
resouices and for their replenishment it is necessary to
recruit labour from other regions. In view of this, it may
be surprising that in towns and industrial settlements of
these regions, the share of the able-bodied population not
employed in social production is higher than in regions of
the European part of the country where in a number of
cases there is a surplus of labour fesoufces as compared
with the needs of social production. Yet of all the big
82
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2. Optimal Territorial Organisation
of Production Through
the Wide Development
of Territorial-Production Complexes

Territorial-production complexes ate a
progressive form of organising the economy, especially in
newly-developed areas. These complexes represent a
totality of interconnected lines of production, which enstlre
the most efficient utilisation of the natural and labour resources in the given terlitory. Experience in planning and
building such complexes in Siberia shows that the purely
sectoral approach to planning these complexes restricts the
advantages of this progressive form of the territorial organisation of production. Only a general regional solution of
planning economic tasks in shaping a territorial-production
complex can ensure high efficiency in the development and
location of the productive forces.
The territorial-productior, complex must be a specific
form in which a single plan will unite into an integral
economic organism enterprises of the extractive and manufacturing industries, the power industry, and production
services of regional importance.
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4. The Link-up of Sectoral
Construction Plans;
Ensuring Synchronous Building
and Comrnissioniug
of Productive Capacities

in Related Sectors
of the National Economy
3. Comprehensive IJse
of Natural Resources, Choice
of the Most Efficient Alternatives
of Their Exploitation

in using nepheline for the production of
aluminium, besides mines, an alumina factory and an
aluminium plant (all are part of the non-ferrous metals industry), it is necessary to build a large cement mill for

sources. Thus,

At the present level of the productive
forces the production interconnections between se-ctors have

The org-anisation of construction in a given lcrritorial

cornplex is a decisive factor which detcrrninis the interconnection of the commissioning of productive capacities in
related sectors. For its nature the building process makes
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the distribution of investments in a big project by years
extremely uneyen. Yet the capacities of building orgamsations are utilised most efficiently when they are loaded up
relatively evenly in point of time. For this it is necessary to
combine the construction of different projects. But the accomplishment of this task runs up against two limitations.
The first is the need for the synchronous commissioning of
enterprises interconnected by production ties; the second is
preventing the scattering of investments over many projects
and the need to concentrate manpower and resources on projects due for early commissioning, with a maximum reduction of the period for putting capacity into operation. The
complexity of this task becomes elren clearer if we also
consider the specific difficulties of setting up and expanding
the construction industry, the recruitment of manpower, the
need evenly to load up the building equipment and the
different vocational groups of building workers by seasons
of the year. This is a comprehensive task tied to the
territory in which the given construction organisation

5. Planning the Living Standard
of the Population as a Comprehensive

National Economic Task

Regional differences in the living standard
and factors determining these differences must be studied
and taken into account in the process of planning. Evening
out the living standard of the population by regions cannot
be effected solely on the basis of ayerage indicators. Evidently this problem also cannot be solved by taking a country's
average complex of living conditions as a yardstick for
evening out the living standard in different regions. This is
explained by the fact that in each economic region, alongside the general national economic and social factors which
influence the shaping of the living conditions in all regions,
there operate factors of a regional nature inherent only in
the given economic region or a part of it (this especially applies to districts inhabited by small nationalities).

The time factor plays a special part in all this work. At
in view of the long periods of building industrial
projects (selective data show that the average period of
commissioning new fixed assets in the USSR is 5-6 years), it
is especially important to foresee for 5-10 years in advance
the consequences of allocating investments by projects, the
possible periods of comrnissioning new enterprises, the
dovetailing of capacities in related sectors, and so on. A
considerable reduction in building periods will create greater
elasticity in allocating investments and will, in addition to
everything else, be of great importance in preventing
disproportions between the volume of building and
assembly work and the potentialities of the construction
industry, and also between the enterprises of the extractive
and manufacturing industries under construction, and
so on.
Co-ordination, at the inter-sector level, of the development
of separate sectors and also their co-ordination with the
expansion of the construction industry, is a major task of
long-term territorial plans at the present stage.

Planning of the living standard must be dovetailed with
the general scheme for the development and location of the
productive forces of a region and the country as a whole.
Here it is irnportant to analyse all the aspects of the development of sectors, the service sphere, and social and cultural
development. Nor must this study be limited to one indicator, for example, the incomes of the population, without
considering the social consumption funds, the level of consumption of food and non-food goods, the housing conditions, the public utilities and other services. All these indicators must be closely linked together and examined as a
complex, as a single section of the plan of an economic region. Such an approach presupposes that planning of this
sphere must be a matter for territorial planning agencies
and not for separate departments and enterprises. Centralisation of planning of the living standard in territorial
agencies is particularly important now in view of the formation at enterprises of funds designated for building houses
and social and cultural establishments. These funds rnust be
utilised most rationally in the interest of the entire population.
Since this chapter deals with territorial planning,
naturally, main attention is paid to regional factors. But we
would not want the reader to understand the author's posi-
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operates.

present,

methods, with determinin.g the size of enterpri'ses, their
location, and so on, which dictate the choice of the best
alternative of the plan. The sectoral plan takes into account
many factors, bul as shown earlier, not everything. That

co-ordinated volumes of financing; different construction
projects, their provision with material and manpower resources and also envisagc the synchronous commissioning
of capacity of co-clperating enterprises.
Special attention should be paid to newly-developing
legions which possess scarce natural resources that have to
be tapped wit
ic regions could be the
Planning c
At the present level of
middle link i
scale of development of
the territorial
new regions, many long-term problems of economic development go far beyond the local bounds of administrative regions, territories and autonomous republics in the territory
of which separate projects of a complex of interconnected
lines of production are located. Moreover, the siting of a
group of large enterprises in a certain place gives rise to
such intra- and inter-sector and also territorial relations
which often do not fit into the bounds even of a large
economic region or a lJnion Republic. Thus, the development of the oil and .qas and forest resources of the West
Siberian lowland, of the Angara-Yenisei and AldanChulman-Udokansk complexes cannot be efficiently arranged
from local positions. Experience shows that local initiative
by far is not always capable of formulating a solution most
acceptable from the national economic aspect. Local agencies
practically cannot take into account all the information
needed for making an optimal decision.
To enable the planning cornmission of an economic region

of construction.
In rnost of the Union Republics the connection between
tire lower and the IISSR planning agencies and co-ordination
of scctoral plans with the territorial approach can be ap-

i
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formulatin.g the plans of research and geological prospecting
work; b) examination and endorsement of the plan of
designing work for future years; c) basic balance calculations of production, labour resources and formulation of a
single (i.e., non-departmental) plan for raising the living
standard of the population (the results of this work must be
taken into account by sectoral institutes in their projections);
d) examination of plans and recommendations of lower
territorial planning agencies, located in the region.
As for local planning agencies, in our opinion, their
functions should consist of the following. The planning
commission of a district executive committee of a Soviet of
Working People's Deputies decides all questions pertaining
to the development of the local economy of the district: it
draws up current and long-term plans for the development
of agriculture, motor transport, housing and public utilities,
cultural and health services; studies the effective demand of
the population and the sources for forming the consumption
funds; makes balance calculations of the use of the land,
forests, and water resources, and also balances for the
provision of the district with building rnaterials, fuel and
electric power.
A city planning commission should handle problems
organically linked with town development. It draws up a
single plan for the development of the public utilities,
urban transport, town improventcnts, location of industrial
and transport projects and residential blocks. A master plan
of the city must be the basis of all planning projections.
In view of the transition to the new procedure of planning and economic stimulation enterprises will accumulate
large funds for the building of houses, social, cultural and
service establishments. The question of providing this
construction with material and technical reJources has not
been fully solved as yet. Hence the urgent need to draw up
f,or evcry city an overall (non-departmental) plan of building houses, public utilities and cultural and service establishments. These plans should be prepared with the participation of local agencies, factories, ministries and departments
and be examined and approvcd at sessions of city Soviets.
Definite experience in comprehensively planning the resources allotted for building houses and cultural and service
establishments has been accumulated in recent years in

cities. Since this
should be

If, it

L1i"*,.:J,"tx}it
and big cities.

II.

Interaction of the Centralised Plan
and Cost-Accounting Indicators
in the Territorial Organisation
of Social Production

The transition to the new system of plan-

ninE and economic stimulation creates favourable conditions
for"the wider use of economic cost-accounting indicators in
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rent, the size of which is optimally determined from the
position of society's national economic interests. This
differential rent now, too, to a certain extent, is considered
in price formation, inasmuch as wholesale prices are differentiated by regions and in a number of cases also by individual extractiye enterprises considering the technicoeconomic indices of the deposits and the differences in
natural productivity determined by them. Ever greater
significance in this respect is acquired by the so-called
system of differentiated calculation prices which are in
force, for example, in the oil-extracting industry.
The existing system of purchasing prices in agriculture
also takes into account the difference in the natural fertilitv

of the soil and, therefore, the level of these prices is differen'tiated by agricultural zones. Under this method of regulation, the differential rent created in using the best, and in
a number of cases also the avelage natural resources, as
compared with the worst used, is removed proportionally
to the quantity of the goods produced. If, say, there are
two deposits and at one of them, with the worst conditions,
the price is set at t0 rubles per ton and at another, better
deposit, owing to the lower production costs, the price is
fixed at 7 rubles, the differential rent per ton will be 3 rubles
and its total will depend on the output at the second
enterprise. However intensively the better deposits are
utilised, the state receives 3 rubles per ton. It is clear that
such a system wiil not stimulate the more intensive use of
these favourable natural resources.
The situation is different if the resources themselves are
valuated and pay has to be made for them irrespective of
the volume of production. Let us assume that the rent from

rent
the
per
tion

in a different way, for

rubles and correspondingly
additional profit of 1 ruble
esulting from the intensificaobtained if rent is collected
example, with the help of calcula92

tion prices. This shows that the introduction of ,pay for
naturil resources in the form of a fixed rent is the best
way as regards material stimulation and the use of this
deposit.

This, however, does not exhaust the importance of such
rent payments. What is also important is that they replesent
an evaluation of the economic efficiency of using the given
resources from national economic positions and as such
influence all calculations of economic efficiency affecting
the utilisation of these natural resources. This is of particular significance for natural l:esources which now have no
valuati6n and are used free of charge, for exarnple, fresh
water resources.
Rent payments as applied to different reservoirs dependscarcitv, and so on,
water. its scarcity,
oualitv of the fresh water,
ingr on the quality
will make it poisible to solve more correctly problcms of
siting water-intensive lines of production. Correspondingly,
the ient valuation of land depending on its fertility and

efficient.

Another important advantage of introducing pay for
natural resouries is that in this case unity of the price of
production and consumption can be ensured. It is perfectly
ilear that for the consumer the price of goods of equal
quality must be the same, irrespective of the cost of production. Under the existing system of rent removal it is
to set such a price for producers without,resorting
impossible
to subsidies to enterprises which utilise relatively wofse
resources and to the removal of profit without any comenterprises which use comparatively better
system of c-alculation prices leads to the
prices: one for the producers and the other
rs. Such a situation, naturally, complicates
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direct economic relations between the producer and thc
consumer and their interaction.

resources

of fresh watel and pure air. All of thern are of
for different sectors and their use directly

impoltance

influences the efficiency of production.
The real difference in economic efficiency of the respective
taken into account,
I
onally and comprei
I

water on the econ-

to rapid changes in view of the discovery of richer deposits
or the swift exhaustion of better seams, and so on. This

measures
rubles,
A number of

of

roughly to 169,400
rubles up to 1975.
the share of investments allotted for the water economy installations to meet
the needs of irrigating agricultural lands and the expansion
of water-intensive industries and the necessity for fuller
purification of water will even further rise in total investments in the next 15-20 years. It will be even bigger than
total investments in all branches of the engineering industry.
Greater attention is now being paid in the USSR to the
protection of fresh-water reservoirs, the building of sewagetreatment installations, and a complex of measures is being
carried out to prevent the pollution of reservoirs. But all
these measures are almost exclusively of an administrative
nature. This administrative responsibility for the rational
use of fresh-water resources should be reinforced by material

be

responsibility.

these

factor correlational models can be successfully applied. In
particular, the Institute of Economics and Organisation of
Industrial Production, Siberian Division, USSR Academy
of Sciences, did work to bring out the dependence of the
technico-economic indicators of coal production in collieries

resources, in the given case natural resources, as compared
with the removal of differential rent, through the system of
calculation prices. But this also has a profound substantia-

tion

In
rent
diffe

the

million

From the position of the country's entire economy the
fuller purification of fresh water is undoubtedly advantageous, despite the need for additional investments in individual sectors. These additional investments in the timber

working of which differential rent is already removed, in
full or in part, through the system of calculation prices.
This above all concerns mineral wealth and also applies to
forest and fish resources, inasmuch as prices for their goods
are differentiated by regions. The second type of natural
resources is of a somewhat different nature. These are
resources which are free and are not considered either
directly or indirectly in setting prices and calculating
economic efficiency. This applies to resources of land
utilised by industrial, building and transport organisations,

the fishing industry, public utilities, and so on,
especially when considering future periods. The introduction of pay for water, differentiated depending on its quality
and scarcity in some or other regions, will be of great importance along several lines. First, it will exert an influence
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processing, chemical, metallurgical and some other industries
will be compensated by the saving in other spheres of the

economyr

on the more correct consideration of this factor, from the

irrg the

respective

::'Ti#i,filtllrTr

water will rnake it
possible to calculate nrore correctly, frorn nationarl ccononric:
positions, the efficiency of thc nrost divcrsc econornic
nlcasurcs linked with the use of il'esh watcr.

The introduction of pay for natural resources will he all
more im_portant f9, improving territorial planninp;,
th.
inasmuch as the compreleensive rational use of national ri-

mining rent- paym
base level of input
rcsourccs for calcul
Many voice the

in orientation on the

Other important rational resources which underlie territorial planning are the resources of labour, which are of an
inter-sector nature.
At present tasks

inevitably be linked with a definite revision of wholesale
prices of 'l;e means o,f production. The scale of the price
revision will above all depend on the principles for dbter96

retely, on setting the
latively worse nitural

7-12?,9

of the rational use of labour

rcsol.rrces

of labourr by the country's regions. For example, the
total annual expenditure f6r ont worker in Magadan

use

Region, according to ca
tory, Northeaslern Com
the USSR Academy of
average wage there-an aln
differEnce is- explained by the fact that the recruitment of
one worker to ihis region demands the building of the

ment of additional personnel
tilities, cultural, educational,
ments). In other regions, for
example, in the southern zone of Siberia, the diffe-rence between^ the full inputs per worker and the srlm o{ ^his wages
will not be so sirikirig. But even here the difference is
substantial and it would be wrong not to consider it in
calculating the efficiency of developing -and siting the productive f6rces, the efficiency of intrbducing new equipment.

Sufficient material stimulation is needed to reduce labour
and additionally rais e lab our

J#*::+'j,il"t H;gt

:l;.iltil:

t only on regional
differences in the
It is clear, for
ern labour-saving

gion is several times

measures.

more
J. The scale of this effect can

example. If bulldozer T-100
tilised in the gold fields is rey of 380 hp, during the
be possible to release
ul bulldozer. This will yield a
; annually. Moreover, this bull:rough repairs for a minimum
of a 100-hp bulldozer costs
repair
the
of three seasons, while
about 10,000 rubles annually. This is an additional saving
of 90,000 rubles. The release of a definite number of repair98
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CHAPTER

5

ECONOMICO-MATHEMATICAL METHODS
IN PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT

The advantages of the planned socialist
system are not displayed automatically. The half-century
experience in the planned guidance of the Soviet economy
conclusively demonstrates that these advantages are
increasingly realised as society masters the laws governing
economic growth, accumulates experience and improves the
planning and analysis of economic processes.
The present achievements of the socialist economy are not
the ceiling, there are great potentialities for the further
rise in the efficiency of social production. But they can be
translated into reality only if the concrete forms of managing the economy are brought into full conformity with the
country's growing productive forces and also with the
changes in the system of social relations. These changes
actually occur. They do not and cannot affect the nature of
the socialist system. Their essence consists in that new conditions inevitably give rise to new forms of display of the
socialism's economic laws and, consequently, to new methods
of meeting their requirements.
The Communist Party and the Soviet Government are
steadily doing much work along these lines, bringing the
systern of managing and planning the national economy
into conformity with the new conditions of its operation,
lvith the new tasks that arise in the course of development.
It was pointed out at the 24th CPSU Congress that the
present period in the development of the Soviet lJnion,
marked by the exceedingly increased scale and complexity
of the national economy and extension of its possibilities for
the simultaneous solution of big economic, social and other
problems, ureatly enhanced the demands made on planning,
mana$ement and methods of economic activity. The Soviet
Union which marches in the van of the contemporary scien101

tific and technological revolution is faced with the task of
combining the latter's achievements with the advantages of
the socialist economic system.

introduced at this stage are

far from final. The reform is

The reform lays main emphasis on enhancing the role of
economic methods of management; it has extended the costaccounting rights

of production units, without which it

is

f their

labour for the good of society.
of the need to enhance the responsifor his job, to consolidate labour and

A qualitative improvement of the methodology of national
economic planning is a requisite for the effective development of the economic operational independence of individthe purposeful orientaactivity of the

people.

choice of optimal direcesources of the socialist

troducing
no way reduces thc role of centralised planning, as is often
claimed in the West, but it essentially alters the forms and
methods of planning.
The substance of these changes consists, first, in improving the quality of the centrally formulated economic development- plan and, second, in raising the role of the general
rules of the behaviour of economic units which follow from
the centralised plan (these rules in a larger measure possess
the nature of economic stimuli). The changes found and
t02

aut

ed on electron-

atical methods
ic computers
cially in planin all sectors
ning. In the long-range prospect it is contemplated to
establish a country-wide automated system for the collec-

sphere.
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l.

Sorne General Questions

of Optimising Economic Decisions
The process of socialist extended reproduction is planned and organisecl in conformity with the basic
cconomic law of socialism-the law of maximurn satisfaction of society's material and spiritual requirements.
'I-his lays its imprint on thc evaluation criteriou for'
national economic plan alternatives. It is clear that the plan
that ensures the rnaximum satisfaction of society's needs is
the optimal one. Yet it is generally known that at evcry
moment society has limited material, labour and natural
resources and scientific and technical know-how which it
could utilise for the set aim. Naturally one must not confuse
the limited nature of resources at a g-iven mornent with the
possibilities of changing them in the course of extended
reproduction. The point is that at every moment not only
the non-reproducitrlc resources (for example, minerals, fertile
lands) but also reproducible ones (machines, tools, fuel,
materials) and also rnanpower and technical know-how are

opment of this link, taking into account national economic
interests, in other words, makes it possible, while observing
the given constraints, to obtain the maximal incrernent of
the objective function for the entire economy.
This result is obtained when the plan of a separate link is
found in the process of calculating the optimal plan for the
clevelopment of the national economy as a whole. At each
stage of this process it is necessary to maximise the optimality criterion of the respective link of the national economy
obtained in evaluations of the last optimal plan of the corresponding higher-level link. If decisions are made in the
given link and its activity is assessed and stimulated in con-

rnany alternatives of plans, obtaining in the process an objective evaluation of every alternative, for exarnining the
system's development in its dynamics and considering in one
problern the influence of ma-ior economic factors.

limited, fixed rnagnitudes.
The socialist economy is a hierarchically organised (multilevel) system. From the viewpoint of practical erpediency
in setting the problem of optimal operation, the national
economy in the first approximation may be regarded as a
system with three levels of manageinent: l) national
economic level; 2) sectoral level which includes the main
group of rninistries in industry, agriculture and transport;
3) the level of enterprises and their associations.
Prices of consumed resources and produced .qoods must
be calculated as a result of solving the national economic
problern of maximising the people's living standard (global
criterion of optimality). The obtained prices are major
economic parameters needed for solving optimisation problerns at lower levels of the national economic hierarchy.
But besides prices, use rnust also tre rnade, as controlling
parameters, of aggregated indicators of the output of major
goods and resources which each sector will produce and
consurne (and at the next hierarchic levels-production associations, enterprises, and so on).
The optimal plan at any link of the national economy is
the one which best of all determincs the trend for the devel-

iir social production, linked
with both its general grorvth afld the scientific and technotrogical revolution, arnd also to thc gi'eater degree of rnutual
influence of prodtrction and a number of socio-economic
factors, and to the gigantic expansion of information pro-
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bour resources. The resources-sectoral principle almost fuldetermines the administrative and the internal structure
of the planning apparatus. In the past such a situation was
fully permissible and even necessary. The goals were comparatively simple. The consequences of decisions could be
seen sufficiently well and swiftly. All attention had to be
concentrated on planning production, control over the fulfihaent of decisions, rvhich was consolidated by the organisational structure not only of management hut also of

Iy

planning.
At present, owing to the shifts

cessing, it is becoming increasingly evident that questions
of society's development as a whole must be examined and
solved comprehensively.
In view^ of this, [t e Central Economico-Mathematical

the Soviet state

V. I. Lenin. The electrification of

the

Institute of the USSR Academy of Sciences (CEMI) has
undertaken studies linked with the elaboration of what is

and others.

Development

of

the

tinuity of planning,
ed as possible ways and means of achieving these

an

and current plans. Curr

goals.

Given such an approach, national economic planning is a
limited part of social planning in the broad sense; it represents the economic securing of the society's development.
The national economic plan- must fix such a production and
distribution of resources which would most effectively ensure
the achievement of the country's development goals.

in

accordance

with

the

of short- and mid-term targets, to parry unexpected developments. Possibly this will create conditions for changing
the nature of current plans which will be drawn up not for
the entire national economy, but only for the adjusted objects and directions in the use of resources.
The optimality principle, recognition of the single global
criterion of the social evaluation of decisions underlie the
target principle. And this is understandable: negation of
criteria would mean the full incomparability of targets, pro-

and comprehensive nature.

grammes and alternatives of the plan and thereby imply the
impossibility of making a more or less justified choice. In
their activity socialist planning agencies are always guided

normatives, allotments and other incentives.
It should be noted that the Soviet Union has considerable
out national economt such a truly great

and carrying out decisions. This "only" is by far not a trivial
matter. It has been the object of scientific discussions, intricate painstaking research and tremendous work in improving planning.
Clearly, it is impossible at once to go over to a definite
single optimality criterion. Part of the social demands made

Mutual co-ordination, the elimination of bottlenecks, the

drawn up under the
ion of the founder of
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on the economy remain as constraints in the form of
"external assignments". But it is
greater part of the general target
single global optimality criterion
e weighty and broader this part,

that the development of the
the demands of social develop-

2. APPlication

of

Eionomico-Mathematical Methods
and Models in National
Economic Planning

Planning

of the national

econorny

based on the balance method, which consists

is

now

in co-ordinating

ment.

Thus, the target principle is regarded as a way of realising the optimality principle. Studies in this sphere are closely
dovetailed with work in building up a comprehensive system
of forecasting the economic development of the USSR.
It should Lre noted that in forecasting, alongside statistical
extrapolation methods, ever wider use is made of optimisational economico-rnathematical modelling. Forecasting is
based on the Marxist-Leninist teaching of the laws .qoverning society's developrnent. Modelling of the main laws of
future economic growth draws on a study of preceding
economic tendencies and on determination of the economic
system's parameters, which make it possible to regulate
processes in their dynamics and forrnulate concrete recommendations concerning the nature of the changes of both
these parameters and the entire system. In applying optimal
methods in forecasting, account is taken of the fundamental
distinction of the socialist economy-the possibility of exerting purposeful guiding influences on it in the course of its
development.

The work of constructing cornprehensive forecasts of the
economic development of the USSR and of individual Union

Republics is conducted in many research organisations, the
Gosplans and the Statistical Boards of the Union Republics.
Specifically, forecasts of the econornic development of the
USSR are elaborated by the Institute of Economics, USSR
Academy of Sciences, the Economic Research Institute of
the USSR Gosplan (ERI), and by the Central EconomicoMathematical Institute, USSR Academy of Sciences (CEMI);
forecasts of the development of a number of Union Repub-

lics are elaborated by CEMI jointly with the Institute of
Eionomics of the Armenian Reputrlic, the Gosplan of the
Lithuanian Republic, the Gosplan of the Ukrainian Republic, the Computation Centre of the Gosplan of the Georgian
Republic, and so on.

petus to empirical studies of the structure of inter-sector
proportions in many countries.
- In the USSR intensive studies of inter-sector proportions
were resumed in the mid-1950s. Since then much experience
has been accumulated in the construction and analysis of
inter-sector balances.
In the USSR the theory and practical application of in109
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ter-sector studies have developed along the following main
lines:
elaboration of methodological problems in studying and
plannin.g the structure of inter-sector relations in the country's economy and in economic regions;
practical construction of inter-scctor balances for past
periods;
practical construction of planned inter-sector balances accordin.g to a statistical model;
elaboration of methods and algorithms for the calculation
of planned inter-sector proportions for the purpose of organrdlnatlng tne
indicators oI
of tnter-sector
inter-sector balances
Dalances
ically co-ordinatins
co-ordinating
the rndrcators
ystem of indicators accepted in planning and
with the system
statistics;

practical construction of planned inter-sector balances
using a dynamic model for this purpose;
studies of the potentialities and main trends in the application of inter-sector models in the system of optimal

planning.
Inter-sector balances of the USSR and economic regions
for past periods are compiled for a comprehensive analysis
of the structure of material production and inter-sector
relations which arose during the periods under review and
for preparing the initial information base for constructing
planned inter-sector balances. For these purposes inter-sector
balances were prepared for 1959 in money (83 sectors) and
physical (157 products) terms.
In 1968, the Central Statistical Board of the USSR completed an inter-sector balance of the production and distribution of products in the national economy of the USSR for
1966 in money and physical terms. It shows in physical terms
the distribution of 237 products in the national economy.
Construction of regional models of inter-sector balances
has been considerably developed in the USSR. This has been
stimulated by the need to arialyse the structure of economic
complexes of regions in a country which takes up one-sixth
of the earth's land surface and has a population consisting
of tens of nationalities.
These studies proceeded in two main stages:
1. Experimental construction of balances by individual
economlc regrons.

2. Construction of balances of
110

all the Union Republics

for past periods, done simultaneously with the preparation
of t[e balance for the USSR as a whole for 1966 according

to a unified methodology and classification. This was the first
step in creating a unified system of inter-sector models.
In furtheranie of this work, the elaboration of inter-sector
balances for 10 economic regions of the Russian Federation
for 1966 is being completed; within the bounds of this work
balances for 1966 are being constructed for a number of

(Estonian, T.ithuanian and others) are being prepared.
The elaboration of inter-sector balances for past periods
is of great significance in raising the level of scientific sub-

stantiation of concrete economic measures.
PIa

of

f,J,
tions are effected in the following stages:

calculation of the volume and structure of the planned
final product;
elaboration of plan coefficients of direct inputs;
calculation of the gross output by industries and their coordination with the plans of investments and use of labour
resources.

The plan balances of the Soviet economy for 1966-1970
were drawn up in this aspect (about 120 industrial sectors,
including more than 20 alternatives of the 1970 balance);
balances were also elaborated in this aspect for the Latvian,
Estonian and Lithuanian republics for 1970 (150 indusirial
sectors).

Further development of studies in preparing balances at
the preliminary stage of planning is proceeding along the
lines of constructing aggregated dynamic models.
These models were used as a basis in the Bconomic Research Institute of the USSR Gosplan for estimates of the
economic growth rates of the USSR for 1971-1975 and up
to I980. The model is based on co-ordinating the balances of
goods production and distribution with investment balances.
1ll

fhe link-up of plan indicators of

successive periods is
of uncompleted construction.
A dynamic inter-sector balance is being elaborated in
purposes of regional planning.
plannins. The specific fcaiMI for purposes
CEMI
planning.
tures of the object of study lcquire consideration in such
morlels ol' thc in-r,cstmcnt lag, diffctences irr their stlucture
and also thc spccilic lcatnrcs o[ commissioning completed
projects because the construction of individual projccts of
many sectors is unique for small districts and, as a result, is
exerting an essential impact on the structure of the economy
effected through the inclicators

the indicators of the inter-sector balance comparable to the
ng Planon
"adminnte
i.rg

In

GosPlan

of regions.
Original dynamic inter-sector models haye also been prepared by the Economics Institutes of Academies of Sciences
of the Lithuanian and Estonian republics.
Inter-sector balances at the linal stage of planning arc
compiled ft-rl co-ordinating the overall national economic and
sectoral proportions and for the reciprocal concerting of the
material balances system of the rrost irnportant types of
goods. At this stage of work the iiritial indicator for establishing a balanced plan can be not only the indicator of the
final social product but also indicators of the gross output
of sectors of material production.
Planned inter-sector balances were compiled in this aspect
(in physical terms) for the Soviet Union for 1962-1970 (the
nomenclature of these balances was steadily expanding, from
346 products in the balarrce for 1962 to 600 in the balances
for 1966-1970) and also for the Georgian and Azerbaijanian
republics.

Another trend in this aspect of research is that of constructing a model of the inter-sector balance in terms of
indicators which may directly be regarded as plan targets
for definite ministries or enterpriscs.
I"t will be recalled that the model of the inter-sector
balance is being elaborated in accordance nith the "productproduct" pr-inciple. This is required for the precise formalisation of the sectoral technological interconnections. This
model employs the concept "technological sector", i.e., a
totality of homogeneous products. Actually such sectors do
not exist because, for example, a steel works, alongside
metal, rnay produce a number of chemical products, an cngineering plant, articles which are related to different industries, and so on. Consequently, the need arises to make

tt2

also an inter-sector labour force balance.
Theoretical studies related to optimising indicators of the
8-
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in

recent years. All
of optimal
inter-sector models for the national economy as a whole
is a much more intricate problem than the construction of
such models for objects at lower levels-enterprises and
sectoral complexes.
Attempts at a simple "mechanical" conyersion of the
scheme of the inter-sector balance into a model of optimal
planning are unsuccessful because the prerequisites on which
the model of the inter-sector balance is based come into
contradiction with the goal of optimising inter-sector proportions. Specifically, a model of an optimal plan must be
oriented on real economic objects and not on "technological"
sectors. To choose an optimal alternative of the technological
structure it is necessary in the process of plan formulation
to change the parameters of the inter-sector model, while
the classical model of the inter-sector balance is based on
constant model coefficients during one cycle of calculations.
Renunciation of the assumption of the classical inter-sector
balance model in order to construct an optimal plan rnodel
inevitably leads to an essential modification of the model

intgr-sector balance have been made

these researches have shown that the construction

structure
inthep
planners
lem can

plan efficient both from the viewpoint of the economic system
element. For this purpose it

is a whole and of each sectoral

s

f
s

incorporated into a system of models of optimal national
economic planning which encompasses several levels of the
production hierarchy.

A five-level model system is designated for calculating an
aggregated mid-term ilan. At -the level of. 15-20 industrial
r.-.iori and a similar number of financial sectors which repthe organisational structure of
resent in an aggregated way
'main

ensured with the necessary
the economy, 1[ iJ in the
initial infoimation which is available or is accessible at
moderate costs in most industrial and developing countries'
But the volume of calculations in this system is so large that
be used.

It should be noted, however, that it is hardly possible to
elaborate in this way a unified optimal national economic

tion of the model system resolves
I, in accordance with the principle
ole", an interconnected sYstem of
national economic indicators is found. At levels II-IV, however, the calculations resolve to successive attainment of
balance both vertically and horizontally, first for each
section of the plan's material aspect, then for the internal

It4
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still precludes a sectoral breakdown.
At level III the planning information of level II, in turn,
is initial, and the entire cycle of calculations for specifying
in greater detail the planning hypothesis of levels I-II with
an evaluation of the degree of imbalance is repeated in the
aspect of about 20 industrial sectors, three forms of property
and 24 financial sectors. At this level the following main
national economic characteristics are obtained: 1) detailed
evaluation of the fund of personal and social consumption
by 20 sectors and by various designations, channels of forming the consumption fund and the respective system of retail
prices; 2) investments in the fixed and circulating assets of
producing and consuming sectors, types of investments, their
material structure, designation, aggregated list of consumers
and suppliers; 3) price system of the investment elements;
4) volume and prices of a 20-sector structure of exports and
imports and governmental consumption; 5) evaluation of
the gross output and productive capacities with a breakdown by 20 industrial sectors, designations and financial
sectors; 6) price system of gross output; 7) future structure
of fixed and circulating assets and employment; 8) detailed
specification in these aspects of the type and rate of technological progress; 9) structure of distribution of incomes
and financing conforming to the material aspect of this
mid-term plan.
At level IV, for which the results of level III are initial,

the planning hypothesis is further specified in detail-the
number of iectors is extended to 80-100 and balances of
products in physical units are introduced. At this level a
more detailed characteristic is given of each main product
and the main trend of technological progress expressed in
the introduction of new types of products.
Lastly, at level V the targets of the aggregated mid-term
plan are definitely assigned through the optimal selection of
inyestrnent projects in conditions of uncertainty and risk,
and the allocation of projects within the bounds of level
IV is accomplished. The fundamentally important feature of
level V is to establish the area of real possibilities for project substitution and evaluating different selection methods.
The decomposition principle underlying this model system
has definite advantages from the mathematical viewpoint:
in necessary cases some or other sub-systems may be regarded as non-linear, and at all levels, beginning with the
second, as sub-systems which include uncertainty and
compensation of errors of aggregation and forecasting.
The described system of models allows a multi-alternative
calculation, assuming, however, the availability of adequate
computation facilities, full provision of information and the
maintenance of the entire system in an operational state.
A preliminary estimate of the requirements as regards
information and computer capacity for the first three levels
has already been made and also an evaluation of the informational content of the indicators of the three levels.
In calculating the requirement made on computer capacity,
a machine with a capacity of one million operations per
second was taken as a unit, and the time needed for calculations of each type was considered. The time required for a
detailed and thorough forecast at the first three levels by the
combined operation of five machines of this type can approximately be estimated at 15 hours.
The testing of the model system for mid-term planning
natlu:.ally has to pass through several stages and represents
a large complex of research and experimental work.
In the next few years this system will be developed in all
its main elements: 1) along the line of a better formal description; 2) creation of more improved computation programmes; 3) extension and improvement of the information
base; 4) better co-ordination of separate blocks; 5) fuller ac-
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price structure and, lastly, to the establishment of a financial
balance.

Given definite hypotheses as regards population growth,
external factors and, indirectly, technological progress, 75
main national economic indicators are calculated at level I
(growth rates of the economy, the fixed and circulating assets, employment, man-hour output, share of consumptionpersonal and social-accumulation and investments by types,
aggregated structure of governmental consumption, efficiency rate of investments, and rate of pay for assets, dynamics
of the main price indices-for example, cost of living

index-and so on).
The planning information obtained at level I is utilised
at level II as initial for specifying the socio-economic hypothesis of level I by making detailed calculations of the main
material and financial balances of the mid-term plan, which

o
of
techniq
Such-

count
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ions; 6) actual calcula-

7) Polishing uP the

ions.

for mid-term planning

is assumed that, at least at the first stage, the

process

of optimising the national

economic plan must be carried
down to the sectoral nomenclature, i.e., in accordance with
a two-stage scheme: the entire national economy-sector.
Subsequently, the optimisation calculation scheme has to include enterprises or groups of enterprises (associations) as
the third level.
The initial data for sectors ("range" of possible provision
of resources) are prepared at the pre-plan stage with the
help of macro-models of national economic growth, according to data of forecasts of technological progress, calculations of separate programmes determined at the target stage
of national economic planning, and so on.
A concrete plan optimised in accordance with the given
criterion for every alternative can be obtained as a result
of solving the sectoral mathematical model constructed by
considering the mentioned information. The obtained plan
alternatives are regarded as initial (base plans) for subsequent computations.
These plans are approximated (i.e., the information contained in them is reduced) so that a maximally compact
notion of the sectors should be fed into the model for optimising the national economic plan: usually it is given in the
form of one aggregated product and one constraint. This
makes it possible to form a comparatively simple national
economic model which presupposes maximisation of a certain
national economic criterion-for example, a criterion like the
maximum final product (or national income) in some optimal
proportions.
Determination of these proportions is a special, quite intricate task.
Solution of the aggregated national economic problem will
bring out the optimal scale of output of sectoral products
and their optimal valuations (a detailed sectoral nomenclature is established by a direct count of consumer requests).
Moreover, an additional optimisation of sectoral plans might
be reguired. In sectors which restrain the development of
the national econorny it is necessary to solve anew the prob-other
lem of maximum output in the new assortment. In
sectors it is better to solve the problem of producing the
needed volume of output with minimum inputs calculated
in valuations of the optimal plan.
Several consecutive recalculations, i.e., organisation of the
119

iterative process, are needed for the final formulation of an
optimal plan. Theoretical and experimental studies of approximation models of this type have shown that this process
can be carried out well.
The described system of models does not solve some prob-

lems which complicate the system and demand vast additional information and many years of research and experimental work. For example, it does not solve questions of
regional socio-economic planning; it solves, but only in a
simplified way, problems of production location taking into
account transport costs, and so on. On the other hand, possibilities are opened for the gradual inclusion of a number
of models of this complex in the existing system of national
economic planning and also for the direct use and extension
of experience already accumulated in economico-mathematical planning and locating individual sectors of the national
economy.

The second scheme of optimal long-term planning, likewise elaborated in CEMI, is distinguished by the following
main features.
It takes as objects of planning the national economy as
a whole, programme-economic complexes and economic regions. This reflects the actual complexity of drawing up
plans for such a vast country as the USSR. Both sectors
which arose in accordance with the operating departmental
structure of management and also production associations
which are set up in the course of improving this structure
may be regarded as programmed economic complexes.
Economic regions rnay be considered both within the existing regionalisation of the territory of the USSR and also
considering its possible changes, but with the obligatory singling out of Union Republics. Proceeding from the most
typical periods for the development and commissioning of
productive and non-productive capacities embodying the
latest scientific and technological achievernents, a plan period
of 10-15 years is taken, tetith the singling out of tlze first fiue
years for a more thorough analysis and calculatiotr of the
plan indicators.
The complex of planning calculations makes it possible
to obtain a consistent solution of the main economic and
social problems (the maximally possible advance in the wellbeing of the population by applyin.g the achievements of
t20

scientific and technological progress, the drawing together
economic development of Union Republics
and economic regions, the creation of favourabJe conditions
for long-term economic growth, and so on), taking into account the need economically to ensure the country's defence,
foreign trade, fulfilment of foreign political and economic
obligations, the maintenance of an adequate level of strategic
reserves, the carrying out of fundamental research, the requirements of management, and so on.
The system attains an organic consistency of material
and financial planning, planning the production and distribution of goods and services, of the plan targets in physical
terms and prices and rates of pay for various resources.

of the levels of

of
co

fu
population and the labour resources by economic regions,
vocational groups and sectors, in the consumer demand of
the population, and so on.

of this criterion repro-

Ji? ffir',"r'ifif ::L*ml

indicators which measure the upper-level criterion-evaluation of the efficiency
of labour and natural resources-are calculated when drawing up optimal regional plans.

resources needed for reinforcing the country's defence capability and other purposes of a general state nature, are fult21

filled. Moreoyer, account must be taken of all the requisites
for developing the economy of the region, reflected in the
system of constraints of its model. It should be emphasised
that the rnaximum real incomes is an internal criterion for
regions, while the upper-level planning agencies assess
the plan and the real development of the economy of
each region by the magnitude of the effect obtained from
drawing its natural and labour resources into social pro-

process

of^The
three stages:

of plan formulation in this system consists

duction.
The proposed process of planning as a result of multistep successive approximations makes it possible to ascertain
such magnitudes of financial and yalue parameters under

which orientation on both the internal regional criterion
and on the evaluation of the economic development of a
region at the upper level leads to the choice of one and the

same regionalplan, which attests to the attained co-ordination

of the general national economic interests with the interests
of every region and, correspondingly, the goals of achieving
a long-term and a current effect. Thus, as a result of the
entire planning process based on both the upper-level criteon
the
interests of
an

rion and

is
attainment
magnitude of the upper-level
-a
the process of plan designing.

indicator

1,22

o{

ion
criterion upon completing
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3. Sectoral Optimising Problems

of Production

Development

ment and location of production

includes

the following

stages:

and Location

_

Much experience in modelling and practical
computations based on economico-rnathematical techniques
has been accumulated in sectoral planning, and it is widely
described in the literature. The USSR Gosplan, jointly with
ministries and research organisations, plans the development
and location of production of more than 70 sectors with the
help of economico-mathematical methods. What is important is that this work is being conducted along unified methodological principles.
Optimal planning of the development and location of production makes it possible to obtain a considerable saving as
a result of a correct choice of:
alternatives of reconstruction and extension of operating

a) ascertaining the range of problems to be solved

the sought results;

and

so on;

enterprises;

sectoral structure of production (determination of the
optimal composition of a sector's output) ;
alternatives and sites for building new enterprises and
also enterprises which are to be closed down or thoroughly
reconstructed;
directions of use of existing capacity;
optimal size of enterprises and installations;
alternatives of specialisation and co-operation in production;
the most advantageous schemes of deliveries and transportation.
Economico-mathematical problems of different types are
utilised in planning the development and siting of production,
depending on the specific features of the optimised sector,
provision with information and also the experience accumulated by research and designing institutions. In particular,
use is rnade of dynarnic and static, deterministic and pro-

g) formulation of the conditions

in which

the entire

andits separate ohjects operate, including its external
and internal relations;
sysle.m

the condive function

t
i

ation of the

babilistic, single-product and multi-product problems
and also problems with discrete and continuous variables, production and production-transportation problerns
and, lastly (according to the nature of the reflected economic, usually transport, relations), matrix and network
problerns.
The process of designing an optimal plan

for the develop-

national economy, the relations with which are the strongest
or the least predictable. At the same time the singled out
125

system may be examined and optimised as a totality of interconnected sub-systems so that the extremal problem will be

so on), labour resources, equipment and materials, fuel and
power, transport facilities, etc.

solved as a multi-step one.

An optimal alternative of the development and location of

a system is an alternative of expansion and modernisation
of existing and the construction of new economic objects,
choice of the volume and assortment of the goods produced
and sold and the applied methods of production and also
transportation and use of the output (taking into account
foreign trade) under which, during a certain examined

as a lesult.
Let us examine the problem of optimising the production
structure of polymeric materials in the case of [he plastic
industry.

period, the necessary conditions for the activity of the system
are observed, while the value of the objective function
reaches the extremum.
Maximum national economic efficiency is the optimality
criterion of a plan for the development of separate links oi
the economy (local criterion).
In actual conditions, depending on the specifics of the
problems being solved, this criterion can assume the concrete
form of minirnum inputs or maximum profit. At present the
minimum inputs form is more widesp.ead.
Independent of the problem formulation, the economic
indicators of the obiective function (income, inputs,
.as profit)
in a general case are calculated as iniegral, i.e.,
the- totai
for a number of years. For all the objects of this system the
indicators are calculated for one and the same period, the
plan period. In dynamic problems only integral indicators
are utilised" In static problems both integral and also (preferably) annual economic indicators may be utilised.
In calculating inputs it is necessary to utilise rnoney valuations of limited resources external for the system. These
valuations (with the help of dual prices), *uy be obtained
as a result of solving the optimal planning problem for a
corresponding allied or higher link of the national economy.
If such a problem has not been solved an approximate
system of valuations may be constructed. The absolute level
of these valuations is determined by the input indicators or
the effect of the "marginal" object of the respective system,
i.e., the object which will ensure the production of additional
output when the need in it increases by a unit or will consume an additional unit of the given resources.
Valuations must be established for such scarce resources
as natural resources (land, water and mineral resources, and

third, the necessity of fully utilising the operating enterprises, inasmuch as in conditions whei the n6ed excEeds the
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And so, it is necessary to establish what plastics and in.
zlhat quantities should be produced, and, in ztthat directions
they should be utilised.

The main conditions and constraints which must be con-

possible output volume

it

is hardly expedient to raise the
in this

question of curtailing one or another production line
sector;

fourth, it is important to considel not only the possibility
of replacing traditional materials by plastics but also some

MAIN CONDITIONS
An increase in the consumption of plastic i in use 7 must
not exceed the difference between the demand for it and the
level of the obligatory satisfaction of the demand

plastics by others;

fifth, a necessary condition is the full provision of plastics
for uses in which they appear not as substitutes for tradi-

tional materials.
These and other conditions will be seen more clearly
from the following economico-mathematical model which
was utilised for making practical calculations in formulating
the five-year plan for plastic industry development in 1971-

xu-<

If

such a replacement is possible:

(Dii- di) 1
x,,1- F1r1-1 D'i- d,l I .

F,rixti(

ttn

j;

'0,,?,,2r@t,

l,

2, . . . , n);
efficiency attained in consuming plastic i in direc-

Aii
tion

Diil: need (demand) for plastic e' for use in direction i;
dli : Ievel of the obligatory supply of plastic i to direction j;
,Qp : quantity of scarce resource fr which can be utilised
in the given system for the production of plastic i, (h: L,2,
l- \kt'i,.: input of

resource A

C : investment
plastics;

f,

i:l

for the development of the production of

for a unit increment in the pro-
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'
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(4)

The objective function is to maximise the effect from
production development within the bounds of the available
resources.

g, L d..*,..-*o*.

D;:

existing capacity for the production of plastic f;
Fit,j: coefficient for recalculating plastic i' into plastic
i in direction i;
^[tt,i:share of plastic i which can be replaced by i'in
direction 7;
Xri: increase in consumption of plastic i in direction f.

*

Condition for use of existing productive capacity

for the production of a unit of

i;

Ci : investment needed
duction of plastic i;

(la)

Constraint in investments:

...,K);

plastic

Tr,i

Constraint in the use of resources:

SYMBOLS

i (i:

(l)

(if plastic i cannot be replaced by plastic i').

L97 5.

i : plastic (i: l, 2, . .., m);
/ : direction of use of plastic

Dr-du

i:tl:t't

't

To solve the problem in this formulation means to determine the quantitative value of all variables xri.

It is clear that the volume of production of each plastic i
will be equal to the sum of the lower (obligatory) level of
9-l2ii9

satisfying needs (}dr) and the increase in the consumption of this plastic (?, .). Thus, if the volume of produc-

if#i. i is designated through Qr then
Q,:2dt1*lxq.
Calculations made on th
at quantity of
each plastic f should be al
n 7 and what
qtrantity of each plastic i.
ed within the
bounds of the given conditio
If, according to this model, calculations are made for
tion (consumption) of

different mornents of time (t), for each of thern the expedient
volume of output of each plastic a wilt be established at Qf.
And so from a solution of a number of static problems
of optimising the structure of the production of plastics (according to the criterion of maximisation of the national economic effect) for different moments of time t1, t2, t3, t4, and
so on, we obtain the production volumes of each plastic i
included in the problem in these moments of time.
Similarly curyes Qr':o
9rt:3 f.ot each of the plastics i
can be obtained. In other-words, in this way we will ascertain the production plans for each plastic i during the period
to

tz.
-This
is how the problems of the second stage of long-

term planning are solved.
After solving the problems of optimising the structure for
the most important groups of chemical malerials it is necessary to compare these solutions. If, for examplb, a number
of consumers of synthetic fibres which in using them obtain
an effect amounting to 2.5-2.0 rubles per ruble of investment
in the manufacture of these fibres are refused deliveries,

while polystyrene plastics are supplied to consumers which
obtain an effect of. 1.2 rubles per ruble of inyestment, this
will be a violation of the accepted principle (criterion) of
distributing resources so that the total sum of the effect
should be maximal.

Accomplishing the third stage in the work of planning we
thus will solve the problem of optimising the final chemical
output.
A multi-product balance drawn up for the obtained structure of the final product will rnake it possible to choose the
most efficient types of raw materials and their processing
methods.

This makes it possible to go over to solving a new series
of single-product problems in the following general formulation:
it is necessary to ascertain the methods lor fulfilling the
gi,uen probability productioru plan of a certain type of plastics
uith minimum inpuLs.
It is clear that this plan can be fulfilled by enterprises of
diflerent types (different projects).
The type of enterprise is indicated by the capacity, period
of construction and commissioning to full capacity, the
available inyestments, current inputs, and so on. A11 technically acceptable types of enterprises (projects) are included
in the problem.
From the solution we learn in what year and what type
of enterprise it is necessary to start building so that the
contemplated production plan (satisfaction of the demand)
be fulfilled with minimum total inputs (investments and
current inputs) for the entire period.
To verify the solution stability additional calculations are
made with altered trajectories of the plan in order to
ascertain the interval of change in the production plan
within the bounds of which the plans of building enterprises
do not change.
In this case the economico-mathematical model will be
constructed as follows. Let us assume that in every year of
the plan period with a duration of 7 years, a certain volume
of output M has to be produced. From the assumption of
the discreteness of time naturally follows the demand for
the discreteness of all the model parameters. All of them
have to be set for an annual period-inputs, time of the
beginning and end of construction, and so on.
Let us assume that there are ,trf types of enterprises. Enterprises of type j, i:L, 2, . . . , ff, signify production (a
factory, shop, production line) with the given capacity m1,
periods of building and commissioning; investments with a
l3l

X"1)- O and are integers (la)The unknown magnitudes
The number of -enterprises whose building is started
simultaneously can be limited from above.
AI

built at alI Xu is an integer or O.
Then let Ftii, Kt4, Cq be respectively the coefficient
of the capacity put into operation, the investments and the
current inputs in (tfi) year of the plan period at the enter-
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A special method of discrete programming has been
elaborited for solving problems of this class; it is based -on
the idea of a directe-d-alternatives choice. Several calculations are made with different trajectories of the plan. This
makes it possible to establish the interval of change in.the
trajectoryi under which the set of factories and the periods
for- beginning their construction (or commissioning) remain

(l)

Let us now denote the expression for the total inputs' (investments and current iuputs) needed for meeting the con-

location.

ditions (1).

The inputs in an enterprise of type i, the construction of
which was started in year t will amount during the entire
plan period to

L't:
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model can be used.

The total inputs Q during the entire plan period will be:
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The purpose is to find such a plan of building and commissioning- enterprises (i.e., such a vector X
"i) which,
satisfying- conditions (l), minimises the value of the functional

e

:

"; t t=l,t
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(2)

enterprise r to consumer S.
We have to establish the quantitative value of the following variables:

Xt : output of the product in point r;
Xrs : volume of the product transported
prise r to consumer

from enter-

S.

The quantitative value of these variables must ensure
minimum inputs for the fulfilment of conditions provided
for in the problem.
What are these conditions?
First, the product output at point r must not exceed the
maximally permissible production volume in this point:

x,

-<

Mr.

tion by stages. Owing to this the importance of balance coordination of the volumes of production and consumption

in the structure of one of such interconnected balanof changes in all the other balances
linked with it. This wbrk is repeated so often and is so
change

ces dimands the making

Second, the shipment of the product from point r (including its own consumption) must correspond to its production

in this point:

X,

:

3,x,,s.

"
Third, the needs of all consumers must be fully satisfied:

,Lr*rrs:

Ds'
balance.

Fourth, production curtailment is ruled out:

xr,xrs>- o.
The objective function:

9,

r:l

I,x,+r:lg,S:lii

r-.
/" x-..+min.
'o

(the first member of the objective function shows the total
inputs for manufacturing the product and the second, for its
transportation).
The n-eed for, and usefulness of, the proportional development of related sectors linked by mateiial flows and -of
separate production lines within a sector are obvious. While
in_ the engineering industry specialisation in the production
of parts and assemblies has been developed, in the chemica]
industry its analogy is the constant deepening of specialisa134

The solution of economico-mathematical models makes it
possible
to obtain important economic information for a
-deeper
analysis of the laws of development of the optimiled
sectbrs. It is above all a matter of valuatin.g resources for
their contribution to the attainment of the general optimisation goal. Practical experience in solving problems, including
also'in the chemical industry, conclusively demonstrates the
iustification and need for taking these valuations into account

be a step-wise diagram. For each

limited by the resources of raw
, special equipment or other confinite boundary of satisfying the
efficient consumers after all consumers for which there is no
substitute material are satisfied in the first place.
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This boundary cuts off the marginal consumer who gets
this material. But so far this is a calculation on paper. What
should be done so that the other consumers themselves refuse
to use this material since they cannot ensure its minimal,
marginal efficiency?
For this purpose it is necessary to include in the price the
sum of the marginal efficiency. Then for all other consumers
with a lower efficiency this material will be too expensive
and the consumers themselves will refuse to take it.
Possibly it is more correct to include in the price not the
entire sum of marginal efficiency but somewhat reduce it,
giving the remaining part to consumers in order to encourage
them to use new materials. But these are already details, we
are interested in the principle of operation of such a mechanism of price formation.
Technically progressive decisions in industry and agriculture are decisions which bring the national economy an effect
that exceeds the average level of efficiency attained for the
economy as a whole. Then progressive innovations will raise
this average level and augment the national wealth.
As the national econorny becomes saturated with polymeric
materials the efficiency of using every successive 1,000 tons
swiftly recedes, because the unit efficiency for diffelent consumption spheres of the same material differs greatly.
Thus, in the case of block polystyrene if 52,000 tons are
produced in 1975 the effect per ton will range from 15,000
to 1,100 rubles. Should output be increased to 81,000 tons
the marginal effect will decline to 700 rubles per ton. About
90,000 tons would have to be produced for the relatively full
satisfaction of all economically-justified consumers, and the
users of polystyrene would include consumers with an effect
of 250 rubles per ton.
With such. great differences in efficiency it is easy to
organise precise control over the expedient use of polymers
and other materials with the help of prices which take into
account the barrier of the planned efficiency level. The
boundary of technically progressive decisions becomes clearer
and more easily definable.
Many examples could be cited illustrating the high efficiency of solutions of sectoral optimisation problems. Let us
name only sorne of them.
An optimal plan of the development and location of the

Qui-te interesting work was done in formulating an optimal
plan for the location of the cernent industry. Tlie woik was
blought up to the stage of concrete recommendations as
regards extendable construction work and can serve as a
good example of the application of mathematical methods
in planning. The effect for 1966-1970 arnounted to about
75 million rubles in inyestments (14 per cent of the total)
and 96 million rubles in current inputs. Similar calculations
are being made for 1975 and 1980.

lE6
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o-il--extracting and the oil-refining industry, drawn up by
CEMI, together with several sectoral institutes, is of $reat

interest.
To solve this problem a mathematico-economic model was
constructed describing the conditions of the production and

transportation of crude oil and the production and distribution of oil products.

This method makes it possible to utilise a computer not only
for solving the problern proper but also for preparing tht
basic initial data. The complexity of the problem is illustratcd by the following figures: the computer solved 450 equations with 2,900 variables. The initial matrix had 19,000
elements. Such a big volume of the numerical material dictated a special organisation of calculations and the use of
the best Soviet-made computer, the BESM-6 model.
What is important is that a number of alternatives of
possible plans for the development and siting of the oilextracting and oil-refining industry was compared. As a
lesult, the saving in investments as compared with the plan
drawn up by traditional methods amounted to 850 mil-lion
rubles.
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Within thJ bounds of this volume of output 47.5 million
rubles of investments and 14.7 million rubles of current
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a four-stage production-transportation problem. The problem
was to miiimise the sum of current inputs in production and
transportation of the goods in 1970, with constraints on the

total sum of investments allotted to the sector. The solution
of the problem made possible a saving of 15 per cent on
current inputs.
For a number of years

the

ian

rch
Division, USSR Aiademy of
of
orsanisalions have been'worki
the
.oilirg mills, employing various
most Expedient direitioirs of specialisation with the resultant
rise in tiransportation expensei. The many exarnples of -successful application of mathematical methods for optimising
productiori location and development show that optimisation
^of
sectoral plans helps to obtain a saving estimated at 10-15
per cent.
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4. Automated Management Systems
of Industries and Enterprises

In conformity with scientific and technological progress, automated management systems for enterprises
and industries have been swiftly developed in the Soviet
Union in the last ten years. The elaboration and introduction
of automated management systems (AMS) is a labour-consuming and costly process. 'Io accelerate work and accumulate experience in this sphere, the Communist Party and the
Soviet Government have initiated important measures to
organise a network of respective research institutes and
experimental units.
In a brief period (1960-1965) a network of such research
institutes has been set up (the Central Economico-Mathematical Institute, USSR
, the Central Research Institute of
the Cybernetics
Institute, USSR Aca
Institute of Economics and Organisation of Industrial Production, Siberian
Division, USSR Academy of Sciences). This made ii possible in a short period to train personnel and launch research
on a wide scale on all problems of elaborating an AMS. In
addition, special experimental plants and sectors of industry
were assigned whose work in developing the AMS is financed
chiefly from the state budget.
Specifically in 1966-1970 about 300 factories and 28 sectors of industry were assigned as objects of experimental
work. This made it possible to caruy out a sufficiently large
amount of experimental work wiihout linking its-consequences with the results of current production and economic
activity of the respective enterprises and industries.
Development of an AMS in any link of the socialist economy presupposes the solution of serious research problems
within the general concept of optimising national economic
planning and management. As a rule elaboration of AMS
projects by concrete links of industry demands:

employment of computery and modern methods both in
relative and in absolute terms. That is why the elaboration
of sectoral ANISs in all departments and ministries of the
country is regarded as a priority task;
to big enterprises and associations in industry, at which
the introduction of computers yields a substantial national

This serves as a basis for:

complex of models;
c)- creation

of a rational organisational structure of

the

economic effect.

USSR ministries and departrnents are the main agencies
which man_age sectors. By the way, ary ministry or department usually unites enterprises in different sectors of the

and in economico-mathematical modelling.
specialists and technical facilities.

creating AMSs, rvith a view to developing long-term management systems.

-The introduction of AMSs in the Soviet [lnion is subordinated to the general task of raising the efficiency of social
production. In view of this preference is given
- to large national economic complexes-sectors, that is, to
the creafion of sectoral AMSs. It will be recalled that the
more intricate the object, the bigger the effect from the
140

to be able subsequently to arrange their co-operation for the reciprocal use of their
and departments so as
rnaterials;

a unified procedure for
information systems of rn
systems

of the country's

nagement
wlth the
economic

agencres;

some general regulations

for all ministries and
141

depart-

functioning of their multi-sector production complexes. Two

approaches are employed for developing a model of functioning of an object of management:
forrnalisation and transfer to computers of the existing

structure of the information flows of the operating managerial apparatus of a ministry;
creation of a new management model based on study
and formalisation of the laws of functioning of a multi-

singled out:
tTre establishment

of criteria for the functioning of the
complex of various productions in the ministry or department and also the p-arameters of its interaction with other
links of the nationai econorny and the higher planning and

Automated systems of managing the activity of ministries
are developed in conditions of the economic reform which
specifically envisages the extension of the economic independence of enterprises and associations, the provision of
greater material incentives to their personnel for the results
of their work, and also for the introduction of cost-accountof economic managerial agenincreases the need for utilising
ting models of the functioning

economic agencies;

the choic"e of the economico-mathematical model of realising the management system 1n-d deter-mining ttre production
an? organisat'ion struciure of the ministry or department in
conditions of the new management system;
determination of the flows of data in conditions of the
a-nd the system
new organisational
dePartment; .
the
ac
of maniging
structure of the
determ"ina"tion of
ent information
technical facilities
svstem.

'The singled out aspects are closely intet'connected

and

respective{, determine^the sequence and nature of designing
work.
The decisive part in the automated systems of managing
the activity of ministries and departments is the model of
t42

In developing models of the functioning of ministries

the

rnost widespread are:

. linear programming
iog;

methods, especially block programm.

r]

linear programming methods based on the use of iterative

computation schemes;
non-linear programming methods
simulation methods;
t43

;

other methods of mathematical prograrnming.
Irrespective of the employed apparatus, the development
o[ separate models and complexes of models is based on a
system analysis of the concrete conditions of the activity
of rninistries, which, as a rule, is used at the first stages in
studying the problems of creating automated managernent
systems. In particular the general methodical propositions
of developing such systems provide for the making of. a
respective diagnostic analysis in the course of the work.
Automated systems for mauaging the activity of minisiries
are developed with a view to their interaetion with systems
of higher planning and economic agencies. In particular the
information systems of managing the activity of ministries
are co-ordinated with:
the automated system of planning calculations of the
USSR Gosplan and the Gosplans of the Union Republics;
the.system of data processing of the country's statistical

the methods and indicators of planning, financial relations
with the budget, relations of the central boards with enterprises, and so on, applied here, differ from those in other
ministries.

agencres;

-information

systems of managing the state service of
material and technical supply;
other information systems of the country's highest economic agencies.
Such co-ordination makes it possible to standardise, on a
country-wide scale, scientific, technical and economic information, the schemes of data flows, and so on. In brief, all
this creates the prerequisites for building up and putting
into operation a general state information service, the establishment of which is envisaged by the 24th CPSU CongrCSS.

The fundamental propositions enumerated above can be
illustrated in the case of one of the sectoral automated
t into operation,
systems of
pribor (au
of managernent
making).

I

in 1970 in

and introduced

systems:
'

01. Long-term planning, development and location

The instrument-making sector is a big industrial complex;

r44

the

02" Technico-economic planning and analysis of economic activity;
03. Operational management;
04. Management of material and technical supply;
05. Management of supplying technically complete sets
of machines;
06. Bookkeeping and an analysis of economic activity;
07. Management of sales;
08. Management of financial activity;
09. Planning, accounting and analysis of labour and
wages;

try of Instrumen

of Automation and Control Systems.

of

sector;

1-0.

Planning and accounting

personnel.

-

of

executives and working

have to solve a
The second se
nt of managing
number of quest
ion, and some
research and de
other types of activity of the ministry.
A number of the Soviet lJnion's large research and designing organisations took part in developing the sub-systems
l0-1239
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developing automated management systems

at

enterprises.

As a result of introducing new indicators for assessing economic activity the personnel of enterprises has become more
interested in improving the quality of management and production planning. Hence the interest in new methods based
on the achievements of mathematics and computery. A definite part has been played by the bigger scale of training
respective specialists and also the measures taken in recent
years to letrain managerial personnel. A ramified network
of institutes, departments and courses for the advanced training of leading managerial personnel has been set up in most
industries and transport. Their programmes pay special attention to the new methods of planning and management.
The "psychological barrier" which hinders personnel with
traditional training to assimilate the new methods and to
trust decisions made with the help of computers, is successfully being overcome.
The wide complex of work aimed at introducing economico-mathematical methods at enterprises can conventionally
be divided into three trends:

introduction

widely introduced directly at factories. It is difficult
to name now an industry at whose enterprises work
is not conducted along these lines. In addifion to the

experimental enterprises named earlier, at which automated
systems are bein.g introduced with
hundreds of other systems are being e
duced. directly by thL forces and res6ur
also associations and enterprises thernselves. Between l97l
and I975 it is contemplated to introduce no less than 1,600
management systems at enterprises and organisations of industry, agriculture, transport, comrnunications and trade. As

of

economico-mathematical methods and

computers in calendar planning and dispatcher control of
production;
introduction of economico-mathematical methods and
computers in technico-economic planning;

modelling

of

production processes

for the purpose of

subsequent automatic control of their progress.

Modelling of problems of calendar planning is very important because their solution is labour consuming.
The introduction of economico-mathematical methods in
technico-economic planning acquires particularly great im.
portance in conditions of the economic reform. Enhancement
of the role of materially stimulating the efficient use of fixed
and circulating assets and the need to choose optimal alternatives of the production plan determine the interest of
managerial personnel in economico-mathernatical methods.
It should be noted that the singling out of these three
trends is of a somewhat conventional nature, because all
of them, as a rule, develop within the bounds of constructing automated systems of planning and rnanaging production.

The economic reform has greatly influenced the work of
t46

The development of automated systems of managing pror47

duction is the main line of introducing economico-mathematical methods at enterprises. The standard systerns of
managing production created in lecent years and designated
for enterprises with rnass, big-lot and in some cases of smalllot, discrete production, and also for enterprises with continuous production yield a definite return by increasing output and raising the economic efficiency of production. Specifically, the experience of the Lvov system introduced at
the Lvov Television Factory, and of the automated sysiem
of managing production (ASMP) at the Frezer Factory in
Moscow, the Barnaul Radio Factory, the Minsk Tractor
Works, and other enterprises shows that in present-day conditions of Soviet industry the expenditure for buiiding up
an automated system of managing production is recouped
in a brief period-one or two years.
This can be demonstrated in the case of the Lvov system
commissioned (the first two sections) in 1967-1969. Here a
big complex of technical devices was installed, new forms of
the circulation of papers within the factory were elaborated
and introduced, taking into account the demands of the
system, and the norrnatiye basis was improved. As a result
the co-ordinating managerial centre oi the factory now controls all the shops engaged in main production and performs
all the functions of planning, accounting and analysing the
productive activity of the factory.
An analysis brought out that merely an improvernent in
the rhythm of operation of the rnain shops on the basis of
optimal production planning increased output by 6.6 per
cent annually (not counting the expansion of output due to
other factors). The turnover of circulating assets was essentially accelerated, output per ruble of fixed assets increased,
and so on. On the whole, as shown by the calculations, in

in the automated system were
ong year. Efficiency of these investments was
three times greater than the efficiency of investments in
production as such.
Similarly high results are characteristic, for exarnple, of
the ASMP commissioned at the Frezer Factory in 1967.
Here modern economico-mathematical methods helped to
optimise the drawing up of production plans, including operational plans, to reduce the volurne of uncompleted output
and consequently to accelerate the turnover of resources.
this case the investments
recouped

in
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of the Machine-Tool Industry.

Thus, much work has

r:, a":

in the USSR in introducds in planning and rnan-

H'.t,"Y,";l*l[t H*q
ed experience merits Wide

propagation.

But we must look ahead. Individual systerns do not exhaust the great possibilities created by introducing in the
national econorny such powerful equipment as computers
and such porverful scientific means as econornico-mathematical methods of planning and management. The advantages
of the socialist planned economy open ways to attaining the
highest efficierrcy in applying this equipment and scientific
achievernents.

The planning system will always be a man-rnachine systern based on the hierarchic principle. In creating it, one of
the most difficult tasks is the precise co-ordination of human
and machine units, of hurnan and "automatic" decisions. It
is a matter not only of an intricate and ramified complex of
optimisational, multi-alternative forecasting models which
encoffrpass and interconnect diverse aspects of socio-economic development. It is necessary to co-ordinate with it a
range of methods and instruments for the making of human
decisions and the evaluation of alternatives, such as the
method of collective expert opinion, the method of target
planning, the drawing up of "scenarios" of different situations, strategic garnes, and so on. All this totality of models
and rnethods rnust be organically incorporated into the real
process of decision-maldng, dovetailed with concrete subdivisions and workers and provided with information-in a
word, must operate accorcling to a precise technological
149

Steadily
it is
realisation

rnent,

anning and managesistent and all-round
s of the socialist eco-

nomic system as compared with the capitalist economy,
which in principle is unable to ensure maxirnum efficiency

wide use in all links of the national economy.

Elaboration of the problerns of optimal planning and
of the national economy is now a primary task
of sciintific economic institutions and planning agencies.
That is why a great extension of tvork in this sphere is envisrnanagement
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ly in making extensive investments both the productive

6

THE ECONOMIC REFORM
AND EFFICIENCY OF INVESTMENTS

apparatus is enlarged and its technical level is raised. Simi-

larly, intensive investments go not only for the introduction of new equipment, but also often for the expansion of
the productive apparatus.

Soviet economic science has accumulated
of the economcommendations,

ning and planavailable. The
estment efficiency proceeds from
economy and consideration of

in the form of an increment of

of development is inherent in the high stage attained by the
Soviet economy. The choice of the most efficient trends of
in-yestments is of great importance for raising the efficiency
of social production.
The expediency of both th
rneasured by the effect they
ment of the national income
native at a given rnornent is

guarante
time each
effect it

estment

e national

for the
nts, all

other conditions being equal, do not ensure a reduction of
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calcula
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prevailed
when cos
rights of
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of industry and agriculture,
gely of a formal nature, the

ricted, prices poorly reflected
r5t

the social labour inputs and the credit mechanism was not
utilised in full measure, the proposed system of calculating
economic efficiency was to a considerable extent a substitute
for the mechanism of value relations, making it possible to
solve a number of economic problems.
,dmong the methods which became widespread, especially
in designing and partly in planning, was aboye all the choosing of alternatives of investments by the recoupment period
or the minimum of the summed-up and reduced material
inpuis. The summed-up inputs I:C*EK, where C-cost
of production, I(-investments and E-the normative of investment efficiency. In this formula the efficiency normatiye
reflects the limitei nature of the accumulation ?und in the
national economy. The use of this formula makes it possible
to reduce inyestments to an annual scale. The sumrned-up
inputs represent a "shadow price", which takes into account
not only the cost of production but also the marginal share
of accumulation per unit of output needed for raising labour
productivity and expanding output. In conditions of a substantial differentiation of prices in both departments of
social production (the output of means of production and of
consumer goods), the use of summed-up inputs rnade it possible to draw nearer to reflecting the real inputs of social
labour and at the same time allocate these inputs rnore correctly.

Another atternpt to draw nearer to the real inputs of
labour was the ernployment in econornic calculations of all
kinds of conventional adjustments of prices in cases when
they sharply differed from real inputs. For these purposes
it was suggested for example, that use be made of th.e cost
of transportation instead of freight rates, that the turnover
tax be excluded from the prices, and so on.
In view of the existence of differential rent in the socialist
economy and in the absence of any rent payments a method
which replaces the "shadow" principle was su.qgested and
applied-consideration of the so-called marginal inputs of
the worst enterprise the output of which, however, is needed
to satisfy social needs. In other words, the inputs of society
for expanding output were to be evaluated not by average
indicators, but by the concrete inputs in the enterprises or
productive capacities which had to be cornrnissioned.
Among the methods of using "shadow" indicators is also
t54

the employment of compound interest in calculating investments made at different timrs. With its help these inputs
are surnmed up and reduced to one period of time, according to the coefficient

b:

.ll

(l + E)', o,

-,:

1fr7p,

where E:normative of efficiency,

,/:number of years (for example, the difference in

the period of investment in two alternatives).
In conditions when investments were "free of charge" the
proposed methods of using compound interest were applied
instead of calculations made in long-term crediting, reflecting the uneven value for society of expenditures in current
and frtu.e periods in conditions of a rise in labour produc-

inine the EconomTypical Methodics of Determining
in the Ty
i._r_-t]r-"
Equip
ic Efficiency of Investments and New Equipment
National Economy of the USSR, elaborated by the USSR
Academy of Sciences, and other methodics worked out on
the latter's basis. Its principles have been reflected in the
measures of the economic reform. Among them are the
creation of a new system of prices with the inclusion of a

aged

r-atio of profit to assets (i.e., according to tlre scheme C+ER),
the introduction of pay for assets and of a system of rent

payments, the transition

to long-term crediting of

invest-

rnents, and so on.

re
in
of

ion of

of all
m rais

"sha
calculations. While formerly the purpose

of the system

to reflect in economic calculations a national

was
economic

approach to evaluating econornic decisions to be made, now,
ai-the measures of the reform are being applied, this ap155

proach in the case of inyestments made from the production development fund and bank credits can and should be
ensured directly, because the reform provides for the conformity of the interests of enterprises to the interests of
society as a whole. But thereby the need in a dual count, in
the duality of econornic calculations, will be reduced. As the
reform is improved there is less need for resorting to "shadow" calculations.
The reforrn provides for geater initiative and independence of enterprises in solving economic and technical tasks.
An enterprise itself has to decide what investments it is
advisable to rnake for expanding and technically improving
production. For this purpose a production development
fund is set up at enterprises and bank crediting of invest-

ments is allowed.
At present the share of investments made on account of
the fund of enterprises is still small. Non-centralised investments make up about 20 per cent of total inyestments. But
as the reform is deepened this share will grow. Investrnents
in enlarging and modernising operating enterprises will be
increasingly made on account of the production developrnent
fund and bank credits. Moreover, industry's own resources
and long-term bank credits will serve as sources of investrnents in new enterprises which recoup with their own profit
the invested resources in periods of up to five years.
Apparently, in making investments on account of its own
development fund or bank credit, an enterprise will choose
alternatiyes which enable it to increase profit and raise the
level of profitability envisaged in the annual plan. This level
has to be sufficient to ensure pay for assets at the estabiished
rates, of rent, of interest to the bank and the formation of
the three economic stimulation funds at the enterprise. Thus
the profitability which is to be obtained from the conternplated undertaking must be compared not with pay for
assets, but with the level of profitability established for the
enterprise. Of all the alternatives an enterprise will choose
one that provides for the biggest rise in profitability. The
terms of choice of the best alternative are expressed in the
following formula:

(Pr-

Cr)

-

Ar-

(P,

A,
r56

-

CJ

)- Ep,

where C1 and Cz - cost of production in the alternatives,
P1 and P2 : price of the goods at the enterprise in
the next two years,
A1 and A2:productive assets of the enterprise,
EP: coefficient of profitability set for the enterprise.
To stirnulate measures which are advantageous for the
national economy but do not meet the cost-accounting
demands of individual collectives, it is necessary either to
set higher prices for such enterprises, or reduce their planned
normative of profitability or give them a subsidy for a
definite purpose. The contradictions arising between the
normatives of profitability and the normatives of efficiency
must be resolved in the course of implernenting the reform,
specifically by changing the payments made by entelprises.
There is, for example, the proposal to introduce separate
pay for old and new assets (investments) ; moreover, pay for
new assets must be brought up to the level of the normative
coefficient of efficiency, while pay for old assets should be
determined by deducting from profit all other contributions
and payments envisaged by the reform. There are also other
proposals which need to be examined.
The question arises, does all this mean that after the
economic reform is completed, efficiency will be determined
only by direct calculation and there will be no need for
national economic calculations of efficiency? By no means.
The economic reform and the methods of calculation following from it do not and cannot cover all the economic
measures in the economy. These methods encompass chiefly
"short-terrn" decisions, each of which does not require particularly big investrnents and is recouped in a brief period.
But the developrnent of the national economy also demands
measures of another nature carried out under long-term
inyestment programmes often designated for 10-20 years.
Among them are inyestments in the buiiding up of new
industries, the development of new economic regions, and so
on, the full effect of which can be realised only in the more
or less distant future. The economic efficiency of such longrange measures cannot be evaluated by cost-accounting
rnethods of enterprises applied for current investments. Different methods haye to be used for such measures.
Calculations of efficiency by these methods are also needed
in cases when planners have to decide the degree of expedit57

of technical measures general for a sector or for the
national economy as a whole, for example, in planning the
manufacture and distribution of different types of machine
tools, synthetic materials, and so on. Catrcuiations have to
be made in designing equipment and manufacturing processes for a sector as a whole when the need arises to compare
measures not linked with concrete enterprises or envisaging
the production of goods the prices of which are not yet known.
Increment of the national income is the rnost general inence
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If

we take this indicator per ruble of only fixed assets,
i.e., without circulating assets, we find that it was 84.5 kopeks
in 1959 and 68.5 kopeks in 1970. In the United States there
were 63 cents of the net product per dollar of fixed capital
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in 1957 and 64 cents in 1963 (for entire material production),
but this indicator can only very conyentionally be cornpared
with the Soviet indicator.

sectors represe

ments demand
net income in
prices, will be

l

final
su
tion of prices
income or net
on the

,t

l

in the output-asset ratio in 1960-1965 was largely determined
by subjective reasons which depended on shortcomings in
planning and management. In recent years the decline in the
o_utput-asset ratio was stopped and in 1970 it was higher
than in the preceding year.
The efficiency of investments in the national economy may
be expressed as the ratio of increment of the national income
to the increase in fixed and circulating productive assets.
This indicator fluctuates considerably by years and amounted
to 43 kopeks per ruble of fixed and circulatin.g assets on the
average for the last five years, which is much lower than
the ratio of the national income to assets. What tells here is
the lag in commissioning the new assets. This shortcoming
can be

fully eliminated.

The indicator of investment efficiency in the national economic plan can be regarded as a resultant general indicator
characterising the quality of the plan. Moreover, it is necessary to provide for measures which ensure the attainment of

sectors and

ed it
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ed. In
deviaational

calcu

- Data of reports on the increase in the sum of profit and
the turnover tax in relation to inyestments do not reflect
precisely the actual efficiency of investments in different
industries. Indeed, in the electric power, iron and steel, and
non-ferrous metals industries thii indicator is lower than
the average for all industry; it is still lower in the fuel,

of profit o! the basis of wholesale prices of enterprises haye
substantially reduced the efficiency indicators o-f the light
and food industries.
sectors must be
relationships of
Pl

ac

ectors.

it

the planned efficiency level.

is most con-

The ratio of the sum of profit, turnover tax and other
accumulations to productive assets can be deterrnined for the
national economy. In 1960 this ratio amounted to 27 per
cent, in 1965 to 22 per cent and in 1967 to 23 per cent. The

of accumulation to productive assets is not a fully
objective indicator because it rnay vary during the change
of prices of the turnover tax rates.
The ratio of the national income to productive assets by
sectors cannot reflect their efficiency to the same extent as
that for the national economy as a whole, owing to the
deviation of prices of individual goods from value (for the
national economy as a whole the sum of prices equals the
sum of values). That is why the indicators of efficiency by

ditions when the scale of production of each type of goods
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ratio

and the degree of satisfaction of the social needs are predetermined. by the national econornic balance and it is a

All this shows that
the near futule a "m
duction", without lin
ments, is unjustified.
not in general but optimal, considering the limited nature of
the accumulation fund.
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sectors like the power and metallulgical indust-ries),- -even
with a lirnited aicumulation fund, it would be desirable to
apply
r
-

in'lo
for

also be directregions which
ct as compared

ed

initially do not give a sufficie
with the normatives.
The need for such decision
developing new regions in th
ing of new industries (for

and new chemicai production
the following arguments were
to develop the Urals-Kuznets
it, a powerful industrial centr

necessary to ensure normal interest
ment of industry in the East would
than the development of the coal
South. True enough, in those Years
maller effect
the development of industry in
compensated
than in the South but this rv
collieries of
fully: for rnany years now the
the'Urals and Siberia have been producing the cheapest
metal and coal, serving at the same tirne as the basis for the
development of the industry'"
*ith the development
iltl"fttJ
favourable Prerequisites for
ch basic sectors as the Power

the USSR is ahead of the l-Inited States for the level of
teclenological development and cannot afford to lag behind
it (space technology, atomic po\Mer industry, radio technol'
ogy). Among these sectors it is also necessary to include
sorne closely connected, allied production lines. In these
sectors a maxirnally possible technical level must be secured,
not restraining economically the introduction and further
developrnent of the most advanced equipment" To apply here
the higher efficiency normative set for ordinary investments
wor;ld- mean to deprive these sectors of the possibility of
accelerated technological progress and at the same time worsen the possibilities of developing new equipment.
But giving priority to k.y sectors if there is a limited
accumulation fund dictates a more rigid approach to investments in other spheres where a lower technical level has to
be accepted. The share of investrnents which play a special
role in lechnological progress cannot be substantial. This is
indirectly-all
shown by the fact that errery year 80 per cent and
investments go into projects in the process of
more of
construction (including projects to be commissioned) and
thus the possibilities of building new projects, including those
{or the developrrent of new sectors, are limited.
It would be correct to make calculations of long-term
efficiency not according to current, but the long-term planned
prices especially for the types of goods and resources in
lhe case bf which big changes may be expected in view of
technological progress, changes in the degree of scarcity,
and so on.

Individual monopolies' too'

g

but demand big investrnents
ent.

#th

conditions of develoPfuture of technological

;ff113'H
the whole

the level of lahour productivity in Soviet industry is about
half of that in the USA. At the sarne time there are sectors
of decisive significance for technological progress in which
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For the irnrrediate future an efficiency normative of 0.12
may be recornmended as a general initial level, with its
subsequent specification on the basis of a nurnber of verifying
calculations. T'he establishrnent of a general efficiency normative will make it possible at least approximately to optimise
the national economic plan for separate sections and to make
calculations of the comparative efficiency of investrnents with
a precision sufficient for practical purposes.
In determining the efficiency of concrete measures which
are not linked with some definite enterprises or have an intersector significance, or provide for the output of new goods,
and so on, the calculation is made according to the formula
of summed-up and reduced inputs exarnined earlier
I:CIEK:min. and, all other conditions being equal, pref-

erence is given to the alternative
least magnitude of these inputs.

which provides for the

In individual cases an alternative may be accepted which
not ensure a minimum of summed-up inputs if factors

does

exist which cannot be expressed in value terms (for example,
working conditions, safety measures, the demands of defence)
or are not fully reflected in these indicators (surplus or shortage of manpower, scarcity of individual productive resources,
the need to organise the production of new goods, and
so on).

It is assumed that differences in conditions of production
for various sectors and sub-sectors, a shortage or surplus
of manpower (for example, in the Extreme North or the
Far East, on the one hand, and in the Transcaucasus or
Central Asia, and also in small towns, on the other), differences in rates of technological progress, unequal periods

of the development of new sectors and new types of goods
can to a certain extent be reflected in a flexible system of
prices, changes in wages or wage adjustment coefficients, a
system of subsidies to individual sectors or privileged conditions of pay for assets or other payments, and so on. Until
these measures are carried out the differences in production
conditions must be reflected in adjustments of the efficiency
normative set by the USSR Gosplan.
The choice of an alternative which provides for investments at a later period is tantamount to increasing the
investment fund at present. This makes it possible to effect
investments which otherwise have to be put off because of
the inadequacy of. this fund. The efficiency of such additionally included investments must be lower than that of all
others aheady incorporated in the plan (it is understood
that all of them ensure an efficiency not lower than the level
fixed by the normative). The reason for it is that in summing
up inputs made at different times and reducing them to one
period the same efficiency normative is applied as in other
cases when alternatives are compared. It is pointed out that
not the entire deferred sum will again be put into circulation but only the part of it which conforms to the share of
accumulation in the national income, that the effect of these
investments cannot be received at once, and so on, and so
forth. For all these reasons a lower efficiency normative (at
the level of 0.0S) is suggested for summed-up inputs made
166

at different times. There are certain grounds for these arguments.

To sum up investments made at different times and current
inputs it is advisable to reduce them to the initial moment
of tirne with the help of a coefficient (B) based on the use of
compound interest:

l
B: (l+E)

t.

B: reduction coefficient,
f : the time expressed in years,
E: the normative coefficient of efficiency.
Calculation of summed-up inputs made at different times
according
y for
comparrng
as a
basisforg
tand
where

the magnit

It is

advisable to calculate the economic efficiency of
in the process of formulating plans and elaborating individual economic measures, i.e., when these calcuinvestments

Probl
were el
certain
reform,
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turn, acquires particularly great importance and becomes
highly nEcessary not only for the state as a whole, ,but also
foi every enterprise directly interested in the expedient use
of its resources.
Ascertainrqent

of the efficiency of investments is

also

of construction on
which the long-term economic growth of the country depen4s'
Construction, metaphorically speaking, is the foundation for
the development of industry, agriculture and tran_sport.
In 1969, the Central Committee of the CPSU and the
USSR Council of Ministers adopted important decisions on
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THE ECONOMIC REFORM
AND THE STIMULATION
OF TECIINOLOGICAL PR.OGRESS

important for a general improvement

nomic substantiation and economic calculations
tion.

in

Swift and effective scientific and technolog-

construc-

efficiency of investments, the main principles of which we
sought to outline in this chapter.

nological progress which conform to the interests of the
169
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nological progress and the organic fusion of research and
development plans with the general economic plan. The
establishment of a network of production associations accAlerates technological progress.
The fund for organising the manufacture of new equipment is considerably increased and the sphere of its application is extended. The importance of production development
funds at enterprises is enhanced. The size and efficacy of all
incentive funds are being increased, which extends the
sources for the material stimulation of the development of
new equipment. In 1972 the total sum of allotments from
planned profit and depreciation to economic stimulation
funds will exceed 17,000 million rubles, 2,000 million rubles
more than in 1971. In setting up such funds account will be
taken of the share of new, more improved and efficient
goods in total output. This will furnish bigger incentives to
workers for the developrnent of advanced equipment. Prices
are improved with the aim of creating more favourable conditions for the introduction of new equipment and lowering
its prices. It is conternplated to reduce wholesale prices of
engineering output by lA-12 per cent, and of the output of
the electrical equipment, electronic, radio equipment and
instrument-making industries erren more. The price policy is
aimed at inducing enterprises to organise the mass production and use the irnproved plant. The initiative and economic possibilities of enterprises and their associations in the
sphere of technological progress are being extended.
Five-year plans of enterprises and associations have become
the basis for planning their activity. This creates greater
stability in planning. Plans and economic activity will be
rnore oriented on progressive technico-economic normatives,
on applying scientific and technological achievements which
yield a big economic effect. The new role of five-year plans
will rnake enterprises more interested in organising the manufacture of new equipment. It is a fact that in the initial
ycar or two the results of economic activity of producing
enterprises may ternpo rarily deteriorate. If the operation of
enterprises is to be assessed and stimulated solely by their
annual performance indicators, their interest in undertaking
the rnanufacture of new equipment is lessened. The situation is different when their operation is evaluated proceeding from five-year plan assignments and long-term norma17t

tives which also encompass the years when the manufacture
of new plant has already been organised and the economic
results have been improved, which increases the stimulation
funds of an enterprise. Given such an approach the economic
interest in the production of ne',v equipment rises. At the
same time the accumulated experience demonstrates the
need for elaborating substantial additional stimulating
measures on the basis of the principles of the reform and its
further development.
Increasing theoretical and practical significance attaches to
the ways of realising more expediently, as applied to technological progress, the formula: "What is in the interests of
the national economy must be advantageous for enterprises
and cost-accounting organisations". The point is how to
combine the technical policy of the state with material costaccountin.q interest of sectors, associations and enterprises
in its swift and efficient implementation.
ther development put this
role of cost-accounting

1?i?J"fi.ffil:ff'Xx'J;

counter to the task of improving the indicators of costaccounting activity of enterprises and associations and, consequently, to respectively increasing cost-accounting stirnulation funds, then, as the facts show, some tendency to hamper
technological developrnent arises in certain cases. Hence the
need for a well-functioning economic rnechanism to prevent
or eliminate such contradictions.
It .goes without saying that besides cost-accounting stimuli
the state has a number of powerful instruments for ensuring
the fulfilment of major measures for the development of
science and technology. But we must not also underestimate
the importance of cost-accounting interest and initiative in

accelerating technological progress, of revealing internal
for its intensive, broad and most effective adyance.
At times it is held that only enterprises come within the
cost-accounting sphere which influences technological progress, and it is pointed out that they inevitably play a limited
part in solving related questions. Such a presentation of the
problem does not correspond to the real situation, especially
in the light of the further development prospects of the reform.
reserves
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First, as the cost-accounting initiative of enterprises is
extended and they have bigger resources for investments,
the modernisation and technical renewal of fixed assets, the
transition to new production methods, the application of new
materials and the manufacture of new goods depend more
on the enterprises themselves. In deciding such matters the
executives and the collectives of enterprises cannot but consider how technical measures will affect current cost-accounting indicators and the size of the incentive funds depe"Cigg
on them. Yet, it is a fact that during the first years of the

eyaluation of economic activity not only of enterprises but
also of sectors as a whole is to a considerable extent determined by such cost-accounting
in the mass of profit, the level
their output. Hence it is natura
to consider this circumstance in
new equipr:nent. This factor becomes particularly important
with the transfer of the central boards of ministries to cost

methods at operating enterprises.
An economic approach to equipment

with a view to saving
inputs and comparing them with the achieved results is of
great importance and should be reinforced. The whole point,
however, is that it should reflect the real interests of the
national economy in raising the efficiency of production
through accelerated technological progress and that enterprises and cost-accounting organisations themselves should
be interested in such an approach.
An economic approach to equipment of course must be
strictly differentiated. For the manufacture of plant which
is of a special nature and is of major state importance the
effect is determined in a special way to one or another
178

new plant so that it should really rmprove the indicators
of the cost-accounting activity of entlrprises and correspondingly increase the incentive funds.

production of little-effective new equipment which does not
satisfy ccnsumers is stimulated. Furthermore, and this is the

equipment prevail.

_ In future a single system of cost-accounting stimulation
should ensure a situation in which the manufa&ure and use
of new-plant which is economically advantageous for the
national economy and corresponds to its needJwould, from
174
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the very beginning of its production, also be advantageous
for both the producers and users. But so long as a transitiorr
to a single system of stimulation has not been made this
task must be accomplished jointly by both systems through
ever greater reciprocal co-ordination of their functions.
The steady drawing together of both these systerns in the
cost-accounting sphere and the hooking up of the special
system of stimulating new equipment to the general incentive
system, demand serious and thorough preparation. This is a
gradual process requiring a number of transitional measures.
A premature, artificial speeding up-of such a fusion without
proper economic preparation would be of a purely administrative and mechanical nature and may result in that the
specific economic conditions for the manufacture and use of
new equipment would not be taken into account. As a result
the stimulation of new plant, far from improving, may eyen
worsen, which will unfavourably affect technological progress.
As pointed out earlier, the incentive system, according to
the general results of the operation, so far insufficiently
reflects the task of encouraging the development of efficient
new equipment. This happens above all when such stimulation is designed chiefly to obtain a current effect and inadequately extends to the long-term effect. Yet usually there is
an inevitable time gap between the beginning of the manufacture of new equiprnent and the obtaining of the expected
effect. Moreover, the actual duration of the period for organising the rranufacture of new equipment, especially the
numerous stages in "bringing it up" to the designed parameters when production is already formally regarded as
mastered, on the ayerage substantially exceed the actualiy
necessary time. The organisation process itself, as a rule,
is accompanied by a temporary increase in production inputs,
additional expenditure for personnel training and losses
connected with a temporary decrease in the scale of output.
These actual inputs and losses often considerably exceed the
needed level which couid be attained by better organisation
of the entire system of planning, designing, preparing and
arranging the rnanufacture of new equipment. All this particularly enhances the importance of planning all stages in
the manufacture of new equipment as a single cornplex,
beginning from applied research and ending with its use on
a large scale. This is achieved now above all by making
ti6

,

caused by

so far are
m of prices,
financial resources, the making of corresponding adjustments
and introducing privileges in plan indicators and the normatives for setting up incentive funds.
As for the mechanitlfLJ.t..t, while an indisputable
more into
especially

of techeffected

is needed so as to .r*i'.ttt?i.'rnterests of both ,n. n?lJ#!il
and users of new equipment. Producers at times still sustain
considerable economic harm owing to the unjustifiably low
prices of new equipment set without due consideration for
the necessary inputs and the effect received by its users.
On the other hand, there are instances when high prices

application as compared with old piant. The setting of excessively high prices still takes place without due consideration
for the inteiests of users. To stimulate the introduction of
prices
practice of sett
f new
of organising
even further res
reflect
uipment should
the use effect and for the most part be set at a level pro-
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not be attained by a simple mechanical combination of both
systems in the forms they exist now. For such a fusion it is,
necessary to introduce essential changes in each one, leading
(o tlreil drawing together.

To
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th sys_
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-.Compensating e_nterprises Jor the socially necessary expenditure and Iosses linked with organising the manuficture of
new equiprnent _is a- rn?jo{, inatienable element of prornoting scientific and technological progress.
This demands, on the one hahd, greater orientation of the

allotments from profit, level
matives of setting up incentive filnds for the period of orsan-

ising the- manufacture of new equipment. The sharJ of
bonuses for new equipment should-be increased in the sum
of the stirnulation funds utilised within an enterprise.
- For greater co-ordination of the special funds for stimulating the introduction of new plant with the general cost-acco
so expedient to make changes
in
and utilising the two furids
fo
applied whicL would enhance
th
iost-accounting nature. This
can be achieved_by-the gradlal change-over-io the setting
up of these funds from profits and to the introduction oT
methods of recouping the r€sources used to compensate
178
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for the high inputs in organising the manufacture of new
plant.

in

A single approach would

thereby be gradually achieved
of new

assessing and stimulating both the ec<-rnomic effect

separate stages and periods. Only if planning and stimulation of new equipment is based on such calculations is it
actually become possible to ensure adequate incentives, de-

termine the necessary and economically reasonable scale of
compensation of the'additional .xperditr,re linked with its
development and find cost-accounting sources of this compensation.

r80

adverse influence, exerted by organising the manufacture of
new equipment on the scale of production (ternporary curtailment of the possibilities for expanding output), on the
indicator of output sold (and through it on the piofit and the
level of profitability). Moreover, in this case, too, only the
losses which are actually necessary should be compensated.
A special place is held by the question of financing the socalled necessary production risk involved in the transition
to new equipment. Apparently, coverage of the adverse
result of such risk should be distributed between scientific
and technical organisations, enterprises (associations) and
the state (from the respective funds of ministries and, in
appropriate cases, from the general state funds). The share
of each of these links in covering the adverse results of this
risk should depend on the importance of the given equipment, its novelty, prospects, the role of exploration, and so
on. A consistent solution of the problem of compensating for
adverse results of a risk in producing and introducing new
equipment is a necessary and important requisite for stimulating scientific and technological progress.
It is very important that the use of the additional economic effect (additional profit) already yielded by the new
plant should become the financial basis of compensation.
New equipment should pay for itself chiefly by redistributing its effect (in point of time), i.e., to cover the "shortage"
of profit or losses during the organisation of the manufacture
of new equipment on account of the results obtained after its
production is mastered. Compensation resources should be
formed on this basis (and also from other sources) in different
links-on the scale of ministries, their central boards, associations, and at the level of enterprises. Wider use for compensation should be made of bank credits, also repaid by the
additional effect from the new equipment.
As the necessary conditions are created an enterprise itself
should increasingly return the obtained compensation with
its own resources, chiefly on account of the additional effect
from the new equipment. Thus, the subsidy features of compensation will be gradually curtailed, and in future the use
of credit methods will be increased, above all, the compensation resources will be returned within a definite period.
If we proceed from the prospects of the further development of the economic reform, the compensation of the tem181

privileged change of the normatives
cost-accounting stimulation funds;

of allotments to the

granting of sums from other funds of rninistries and

as-

sociations;
s).

ilised for compensation
in them the real inputs
These sources and factors should be used comprehensive-

ly, applying a differentiated approach and flexibility in
selecting some or other methods.

The question as to what forms of compensation and in
what combination are to be used should be decided depending on the concrete conditions (distinctions of the sector and
specific features of the given type of new equipment; the
expenditure at different stages of its production and applirece
conditions
new
aI position
rofit
ators; poscred

The function of the fund for organising the manufacture
of new equipment is above all to compensate the necessary
temporary high inputs and losses which arise in the produc182
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tion _of new plant characterised by big changes in parameters
which require a big expenditure. - Thg sphere of this fund is now extended in the following
directions.
which pro, First, the use of
duce and use the n
into a fund
for organising the
tion of new
plant.

forms of the special bonuses for the manufacture and introduction of new equipment.
First of all it is necessary to eliminate the existing discrepancy between the procedure of forming up this fund, on
the one hand, and the real needs in it, on the other, between
the plans for the dev
equipment and the
receiving of an econo
t. The present procedure of forming this
to such a discrepancy. As a result, in
sources of bonuses
are inadequate, while in others it is impossible to utilise
them.

The bonus fund for new equipment should be set up and
used on the basis of the planned and actual effect of this
equipment. Instead of allotments from the cost of production in percentage of the wages fund it is more expedient

main.

gradually to go over to allotments from profit as a source
for the setting up of the given special tronus fund, as in the
case

Proceeding from the aboye, what should be the entire

of the general stimulation fund.

The share of bonuses for the manufacture and introduction of new equipment must be raised and the "weight" of
such bonuses increased. For this purpose it is necessary to
raise the average size of each bonus, to extend their dependence on the concrete role of the given working man in ensuring technological progress at the enterprise, to eliminate
the existing practice of levelling and fragmenting these
bonuses, to set their lowest boundary, to .guarantee in the
total sum of these bonuses a sufficiently big share for the
main personnel engaged in developing the new equipment
and those who play a principal part in its manufacture and

make allotments to these funds at higher rates according to
differentiated but sufficiently high normatives. Lastly, when
this plant becomes obsolescent, these allotments should rise
at an eyen faster pace.
There is an urgent need for big changes in the nature and

introduction.
The existing bonuses for organising the manufacture of
new productive capacity should be preserved and extended
to a number of other sectors.
The elaboration and implementation of a system of measures for increasing stimuli to accelerating the manufacture
and introduction of economically efficient new piant and
organising a number of relevant experirnents are among the
essential tasks in the further development of the economic
reform.
Correct solutions to the problems of promoting technological progress can be found only by proceeding from the unity of technological and economic development, the stimu-
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lus and effect, and not frorn one-sided decisions that run
counter to ttriis unity. This is expressed in a number of
points.
The stirnulation of technological progress can be much
more effective when it becomes an organic element of general cost-accounting incentive system. It is a rnistake to deny
or undere
is equally
wrong to
ignore"the
specificity
equipment
(above all
new-'plant
and the obtaining of an effect).
Stimulation of technological progress must be aimed at
the manufacture and use of efficient new equipment which
brings the national economy an additional effect as compared
with the old one. It is wrong to deny or underestimate this
fundamental economic principle of technological progress,
namely, the need for exerting economic pressure on an enterprise to ensure a bigger saving of inputs per unit of the use
effect from the new plant. But it would be equally wrong to
lose sight of the fact that such pressure must necessarily be
combined with economic assistance to enterprises in covering the necessary high inputs for new equipment. Otherwise
one-sided emphasis on saving inputs may undermine the
stimuli to produce and utilise the new plant.
Promotion of technological progress necessarily includes
such reasonable assistance to enterprises. It is wrong to deny
or underestimate the need for it. But it would be equally
wrong to separate this compensation frorr the general line
of saving resources and to create the possibility of covering
up poor work on account of compensation.
Technological progress and its stimulation must not impede the attainment of high cost-accounting indicators of an
enterprise's operation, an increase in its profit; on the contrary, they should improve these results. It is wrong to
diyorce technological progress and its stimulation from the
principles of cost accounting, frorn the economic reform. But
at the same time it is erroneous to overlook the fact that-the
links between technological progress and cost accounting,
the economic reform and the category of profit cannot be
ensured mechanically only through the current effect, but
must be achieved above all on the basis of a lasting effect
(designated for a number of years), that cost-accounting

stimulation rnust fully apply to this long-term effect both
in profit and other economic indicators.
hand, organically to
echnological progress
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efficacious use for the development of new equipment, now
acqr'res greater irnportance for the efficiency ofl'social production and the growth rates of labour productivity and- the
people's

living standard.

CHAPTER

8

THE ECONOMIC REFORM TN ACTION

The practical introduction of the economic

the subsequent period the system designed radically to alter
the methods of managing the economy and ensure a rise in
the efficiency of social production, became a powerful instrument in improving the organisation of production and
performance indicators, in bringing to light and tapping big
potentialities not only in industry but also in other sectors
of the economy.

I. Transfer of the First
of Enterprises

production reserves and improving all the economic activities
of enterprises;
c) study and generalisation of the experience of operation
of individual enterprises in the new conditions with the
object of introducing the necessary amendments and specifications in the methodical instructions for going oyer to the
new conditions of work and preparing for the organised
transfer of sectors of industry to the new system.
The transfer of the first group of enterprises prior to the
completion of the entire complex of measures making up the
new system of planning and economic stimulation, was to a
certain extent a forced retreat from its comprehensive introduction. But it was necessary in order to test in practice
the operation of all the elements of the system in the concrete conditions of different sectors of industry.
To cope with these tasks a number of industrial enterprises of Union and Union-Republican ministries and departments, and also of industry subordinate to Councils of Ministers of the Union Republics was switched over to the new
methods of management in 1966, including:
on January 1 43 enterprises (I group)
on April I
206 enterprises (II group)
423 enterprises (III group)
on June I
on October I 27 enterprises (IV group).

The first group of enterprises was transferred to the new system in 1966, i.e., without waiting
for
"meathe completion of tle entire complex of preparatory
sures, including such a major step as the revision of wholesale
prices. This was done to accomplish the following tasks:
a) creation in each sector (sub-sector) of the necessary
basis for studying the experience of operation under the new
conditions and mastery of the new management principles,
taking into consideration the distinctions of every sector of
industry and each group of enterprises. The experimental
enterprises had to become a kind of a school both for their
own sector and also for enterprises territorially close to them;
b) testing the efficacy of the new complex of indicators
and economic instruments in disclosing and utilising internal

The third group included three sub-sectors of industry:
production of soda and tobacco and tea packaging.
The enterprises transferred to the new system in 1966
accounted for about 1.5 per cent of the total number of
industrial enterprises which operated on an independent
balance-sheet and they produced 8 per cent of the gross output. In individual ministries the share of transferred enterprises was bigger than the ayerage for the country. For
example, enterprises of the Ministry of Instrument Making,
Means of Automation and Control Systems contributed more
than 43 per cent of the total output. This, by the way, greatly helped the Ministry to become the first in the country to
switch over all its enterprises to the new systern.
It should be remembered that the transfer was effected
in conditions when the plan for 1966 both for industry as a
whole and for each enterprise was already approved. This
determined the specific approach to setting up economic stim-
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Group

Per cent of olan

iultrlment 'in

1966

by

enterprises translerreri

to the

Growth rate, l966 as compared

with

1965,

per cent

new

system

(fixed) payments.
they
been

were

The

Output sold

103.

Gross output
Balance-sheet profit

103.2
106.6

10.5
10.3

8.6

23.3

10.6

104.0

8.0

5.2

101.2

5.1

3.5

Labour productivity
(gross output

per

entployed

person)
Average wages

(plus current bonuses)

_ T!us, enterprises shifted to the new system were able,
thanks to the disclosed production reserves, not only to set
up economic stimulation funds but also to increase iubstantially allotments to the budget from pr-ofit and also make
additional payments of the turnover tax.
The transfer to the new system of rnanagement benefited
every,worker, the personnel of enterprises and the state

as a whole.

The advantages of the new system are also dernonstrated
on the_ fulfilment of the plan by these enterprises
-data

by

and by other indicators.
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output sold by 23.9 per cent as compared with 1966 (formerly a 17-per cent growth was envisaged for 1967) and
profit by 34.8 per cent. The level of profitability was set at
47.3 per cent as against 33.7 per cent attained in 1966.
The efficacy of introducing pay for fixed productive assets
and circulating assets was confirrned. The use of equipment,
machinery and raw and other materials improved; enterprises displayed a greater sense of responsibility in their
applications for, and plans of, supplies. Considerable surpluses of raw and other materials and also unutilised equipment were brought to light. As a result, in a number of cases
enterprises did not need the centrally allocated materials
and equipment.
Considerable work was done at enterprises

in the consolicost accounting, elaboration of normatives, of a
system of indicators for their sub-units and of material incentive systems. A system of scientifically-based norms and
normatives and a system of intra-factory calculation prices
were introduced at a number of enterprises.
The employment of a new indicator-the volume of output sold-compelled enterprises substantially to reconstruct
the organisation of production and the work of their financial, supply and sales departrnents. Froduction became more
rhythmical. This was the case at the Dnieper Titanium and
Magnesium Works, the Moscow Hard Alloys Works, the
Podolsk Chemical-Metallurgical Works, a group of watch
factories and other enterprises. For example, the group of
watch factories transferred to the new system (in Zlatoust,
Penza, Serdob and Uglich) attained the following rhythm
in the output of goods by 10-day periods at the end of the
year: first ten days, 29-34 per cent, the second ten-day period,32-37 per cent, and the third ten-day period, 33-37 per
cent. Prior to the transfer up to 45 per cent of the output
was produced in the last ten days of the month.
AII these measures introduced considerable changes in
the operation of enterprises. For example, the stocks of
materials and other goods above the normative figures not
covered by crediting were reduced by 32 per cent in 1966
as compared with 1965. The turnover of circulating assets
was cut from 82 to 7 5.2 days. The overdue indebtedness on
State Bank loans was reduced by half. Inputs per ruble of
commodity production decreased by 2.7 per cent, while for
dation

of
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fund, fund of socio-cultural measures and housing construc-

t
t
s

ent fund.

r

the first tirne
developrnent

ans of product
date technical level. The Likhachov Motor Works in Moscow
can serYe as an example.
Prior to the transfer of the works to the new system, the

half of 1966
first half of 1967
under the plan for 1967

second

2,863,000 rubles

3,500,000 2)
8,778,000 "
These sums were designated for the purchase of equipment
(to replace worn out fixed assets) 4,000,000 rubles
the introduction of new equipment 2,000,000
building and assembly work to
)1

These data show that the production development fund is

building of cultural and service establishrnents and housing
for their workers. The material incentive fund as a whole
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for_ttre enterprises shifted to the new systern was distributed
as follows in 1966 (numerator-million rubles; denominator

-per

cent).
Engincers, tech-

nicians and

other employees

Material incentive fund
Total

Of

which:
Current bonuses under
factory bonus systems
Bonuses to outstanding
workers

Material aid to

needv

195.0
100.0

98.9

-z5tt

BB.4

15.7

t7 .0

16.l

1.8

9,2

3.3

10.7

8.6

0.9
2.1

5.5
78. 0

4.4
58.5

19.5

40.0

30

l0

worker.s

A bonus for the results
of the year

5U.

96. I

-40tt

/

72.7

8.0

l.l

It should be borne in mind that in setting up the material
incentive funds bonuses to engineering andlecLnical personnel were transferred to these funds from the wagei fund,
which determined the relationship between the siZe of the
funds of engineers and technicians and of 'nvorkers; in the
case of the latter a considerable part of the bonus sums
remained in the wages fund.
The new material incentiye system substantially raised the
share of additional earnings and bonuses in the-total earnings of workers, engineers, technicians and other employees,
Here are data for 1966 obtained at 32 surveyed ent^erprises
in eight sectors of industry.
and additional
iece-rate earnings of workers
in per cent of their wages
Bonuses

under the basic rates

Bonilscs receivetl by enginecrs, teclrnicians and other employees, in pcr cent
of their salaries

Engineers and
t

1965
1966

echni cians

Other

employees

27.5

2t .4

10.9

32 .8

30.6

24.8
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Here is how the fund of socio-cultural measures and housconstruction was allocated at the Likhachov Motor
Works. The fund amounting to 7,023,000 mbles in 1967 was
designated for building:

irg

a hospital for 1,100 beds
cultural and service establishments
at the Moscow carburettor factory
(a branch of the Likhachov Works)
a mother-and-child sanatorium in
Tishkovo
a bedroom wing in the Vaskino
Holiday Home
a bedroom wing in the Maurice
Thorez Holiday Home
second section of the Vaskino
Children's Camp

3,560,000 rubles
664,000
600,000
400,000

,,

30,000
650,000

The figures show that this fund is of great importance for
enterprises. Its proper and full use greatly promotes an improvement of cultural and other services and housing conditions of the personnel.
The question of the planned supply of material resources
for the needs of enterprises to engage in building under the
production development fund and the fund of socio-cultural
measures and housing construction, was taken up already in
1967. But not all the building jobs could be provided with
the necessary resources, owing to which a big part of these
funds was unutilised in 1967.
Notwithstanding the shortcomings in the use of the economic stimulation funds greater initiative was displayed both by
the collectives of enterprises and individual workers in
bringing to light internal reseryes, improving the quality of
goods, equipment and production methods.

Although the initial results were good it was still impossible on their basis to draw exhaustive conclusions about the
efficient operation of the new management system.
To begin with, only 23 enterprises operated in the new
way during the entire year, while the rest worked from 3 to
9 months. The number of enterprises, from about 40 sectors
of industry, constituted a sufficiently representative group,
especially for the scale of production, but the period of their
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operation was too short for drawing any exhaustive conclusion about any element of the system.
Second, the influence of the new wholesale prices could
be tested only in some cases because in industry as a whole
they were introduced only in the second half of 1967.
Third, the new system operated only within the bounds of
individual enterprises, moreover, those which ensured normal preparation for the switch-over to the new system. Therefore the interaction of the main elements of the system
could be tested only within individual enterprises, their
shops, departments ind other sub-units. But it i,as not possible to test the operation of the system in intera-ction of the
transferred enterprises with other enterprises and organisations of industry, and especially other sectors of the economy
because the transferred part was too small, while the enterprises and organisations of other sectors were only beginning
to introduce the new system by way of an experiment.
Therefore if the economic mechanism did operate, it was
only within an enterprise, while the external economic relations between organisations of different sectors of the economy practically did not go beyond the bounds of the existing system of management, planning and economic stirnulation.
Fourth, enterprises worked in conditions when, alongside
the new indicators, the old indicators passed down to enterprises by the higher economic agencies were also in force.
Fifth, the level of the organisational preparation for the
transfer to the new system was not the same at all enterprises.
lVIoreover, the degree of intensity of the plans differed.
This to a certain extent distorted the results of econornic activity and predetermined essential differences in the size of
the economic stirnulation funds set up at various enterprises.
Sixth, in ministries the main mass of enterprises operated
under the old system, which could not but affect the style of
work of the ministries. It actually remained the old style,
which did not conform to the new conditions of operation
of enterprises, to the new dernands made on economic leadership following from the need for wider use of economic
methods instead of the existing, predominantly administrative methods.
Seventh, the methodical instructions did not always consider all the distinctions of sectors and separate groups of
r96

enterprises; they were specified and "polished up" in the
course of the economic reform.
Bighth, most of the enterprises worked in conditions when
lasting and stable relations, which had to improve both
planning and the supply of materials and equipment, were
not yet organised.
The subsequent transfer of new enterprises and then of
entire sectors, the spread and deepening of the economic
leform had to furnish new, broader and more representative
material for analysing the efficacy of the new system of
management, pianning and material stimulation.

2. Transfer of EnterPrises
to the New System in 1967 and

1968

terprises and
planning and
1966 enabled t

to the new system of planning and economic stimulation.
Insiead of scores and hundreds, thousands of enterprises
were transferred. In 1967, already 7,200 enterprises in differ-

ent branches of industry operated under the new system.
They accounted for 37 per cent of the volume of output,
50 per cent of the profit, and employed almost one-third of
the country's industrial workers.
The distinction of 1967 was not only the steep increase in

the number of switched-over enterprises. The transfer was
suppiemented try two essential features: the new system was

iniioduced not only in individual enterprises but primarily
in sub-sectors and sectors of industry;
together with enterprises managerial agencies were transferred to the new systern: sectoral central troards and boards
and production associations.
Irr the light industry, for example, 11 sectors and subsectors were transferred in 1967; in the food industry 15
sectors and sub-sectors, and in engineering 1 I sub-sectors
under different ministries, and so on.
Great irnportance was acquired by the irrclusion in costaccounting activity and the transfer to the new system not
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only of separate enterprises but also of the biggest production associations, which represent systems of enterprises. In
1967, these were such major associations of the oil industry
as Grozneft (Grozny oil), Tatneft (Tatar oil), Bashneft (Bashkir oil), Kuibyshevneft (Kuibyshev oil); and in the power

industry, Tsentrenergo (Central power), Mosenergo (Moscow
power), Kievenergo (Kiev power) and a number of republican power systerrrs.
In some sectors of industry also central boards (margarine,
combine harvester, tyre, macaroni, confectionery, watch,
electric instruments, synthetic rubber, and others) were transferred.
By way of experiment several regional boards of local industry and the Ministry of Local Industry of the Latvian
Republic were shifted to the new system.
Enterprises switched over to the new system in 1967, just
as the enterprises transferred in 1966, assumed additional
obligations as regards the volume of output sold and profit,
and as a result set up economic stimulation funds. The additional obligations for output sold amounted to 1,100 million
rutrles or 1.8 per cent of the plan of these enterprises in
1967. This exceeded the obligations assumed by enterprises
in 1966 (1.6 per cent). For profit the obligation was 555 million rubles or 6.4 per cent of the plan (3.6 per cent in 1966).
How did the enterprises switched over to the new system
on January l, 1967, operate? They, just as the enterprises
transferred in 1966, registered high growth rates of output,
sales and labour productivity. Here are the respective data
(1967 in per cent of 1965).
Ontput
sol d

cross L,oo*
output oroductivitv
I

Total for all enterprises transferred to the new syslem

110.3

109.7

107.5

Transferred
Transferred

110.1
110.4

t10.2

107.6
107 .5

profit plan and growth rates as compared with 1966 were as
follows.

'*,:,",?i;tJ,'""

l'*''

per cent or

Profit for all industrv l
Of which:

103.9

120

Transferred erterprises

105.6
102.3

119.5

Non-transf erred enterprises

re66

.9

t22.4

It should be noted, however, that an analysis of economic
activity under the new conditions also brought out a number
of shortcomings in the work of enterprises, central boards
and ministries. Essential shortcomings were still observed in
the material and technical supply of enterprises, especially
in the supply of articles needed for making up complete sets
of equipment. This was largely a result of the delay in organising lasting and stable relations between enterprises. In
many cases an adverse effect was exerted by the absence of
bilateral contracts which above all depended on the organisation of lasting and stable ties between enterprises.
These and sorne other shortcomings resulted in the nonfulfilment of plan targets and the additional obligations by
individual transferred enterprises. Thus, in 1966 12 enterprises did not cope with their production plans, 2 per cent
of the entire number operating under the new system, while
in 1967 the share was 3.6 per cent. In 1967, the profit plan
was not fulfilled by 23.7 per cent of enterprises of the entire
industry, of which 26.3 per cent among enterprises not transferred to the new system and 10.5 per cent operating under

AII enterprises operating urlder the new system sold output above plan for 3,200 million rubles. Fulfilment of the

the new conditions.
These data sholv that the transferred enterprises worked
better than industty as a whole and the nurnber which did
not live up to their plans in this group was relatively smaller
both as regards output and profit. But even such a situation
could not be considered normal. The new systern can and
should ensure such an organisation of the work under which
all enterprises r,vould fulfil the increased plans and thereby
cnsure a considerable rise in the efficiency of production.
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Oi which:
in 1966
in 1967

109.6

The process of extending, deepening and developing the
econornic reform was continued in 1968. As of January 1,
1969, 26,850 industrial enterprises producing about 72 per

cent of all industrial output and contributing more than 80
per cent of the profit in industry were operating under the
new system. All enterprises (except pilot plants) of 15 industrial ministries were transferred.
Enterprises and organisations in other sectors of the economy also introduced the new system. As of January 1, 1969,
all railways, all shipping lines of the Ministry of the Merchant Marine, all enterprises and organisations of the Ministry of Inland Waterways, Ministry of Civil Aviation and
all general-purpose motor transport were shifted to the new
system. Seryice establishments, enterprises and organisations
of the public utilities, trade and public catering, material and
technical supply and many enterprises of the Ministry of
Communications of the USSR. operated under the new system by way of an experiment. Eight hundred state farms
were transferred to cost accounting with elernents of the new

Per cent
i

Output sold

u

of plan

lf il ment

102

Balance-sheet profit

0

109

102 0

.0

I 15.4

prises. The target of the profit plan was not mct by 21 per
cent of the enterprises, including 25 per cent of the non-

transferred and 18 per cent of the transferred enterprises.
In i968, in additlon to shifting enterprises to the new
systern, rneasures were taken to improve their work and the
system itself.
As a result the number of workers covered by additional
bonus systems increased in the first half of 1968. At the
Krasny Oktyabr Steel Works in Volgograd, for instance, the
bonus systems spread as follows as compared with l967.

system.

Thus, the reform encompassed enterprises and organisations in almost all sectors of the national economy.
The transfer of building organisations to the new system
began in 1970. This enables us to draw the conclusion that
the spread of the economic reform was effected on a scale
meeting.the decisions of the September 1965 Plenary Meeting of the CPSU Central Committee. Prerequisites are being
created for the wider use, on a socialist basis, of commoditymoney relations both within sectors of industry and also in
relations between enterprises of different sectors of the

First half of

Numbet

of

First hall of

1967

r.r,orkers covered

by additional bonus

7,321

55,5{9rn5

6 ,950

This made it possible to increase the scale
centives as shown by the following data.

economy.

of material in-

Per cent ol bonuses, additional earnings and

Enterprises shifted to the new system in 1968 assurned
the following additional obligations:
output sold
1,600 million rubles (2.3 per cent)
profit
1,100 million rubles (9.6 per cent).

Industrial enterprises operating under the new system
fulfilled the plan of 1968 as follows (see first table on page

1968

payments Irom the materiaI incentive Iund [o
thc basic wage tate and salaries

lst balt of
Workers

Engineering and technical personnel

1968

lst half of

37 .6

35.47

aqo

27 .9

1967
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The plan for the sale of output was not fulfilled by t2 per
cent of the industrial enterprises, including 16 per cent of
the non-transferred and 9 per cent of the transferred enter-

Data on the operation of enterprises transferred in 1968
also reyealed the great possibilities of the new system, and
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at the same time demonstrated the existence of substantial
unutilised reserves for the further expansion of production,
r-eduction of costs, and rise in labour productivity and in
the economic efficiency of production.

"

Additional

3. The Economic Reform
in 1969 and 1970

In

obliga-

tions assumed by the

1969 and 1970 the transfer

of industrial

enterprises to the new system was continued and work was
kept up at all previously shifted enterprises to deepen cost

accounting and make fuller use of the initiative and economic independence of enterprises. As of December 31, 1969,

704 enterprises transthe new
ferred

to

system

in

1.6

131

3.6

34

9ll

4.8

384

10.4

B4

I,117

1.8

555

6.4

243+

3,17

5.1

1,071

t2.4

479*

| ,644

2.3

t,112

9.6

l6l

4 ,800

6.7

t

15.6

400

1966

Additional

obliga-

by the
enterprises
transferred to the new
tions assumed

6,365

system

in

1967

Actual fulfilment in
I 967

Additional

transferred because that demanded the elaboration of substan-

305

1966

Actual fulfilment in

obligations assumed by the
20,000 enterprises
transferred to the new

si'stem

in

l968

Actual fulfilment in
1968

*Including turnover tax of

m. The principle of setting up ecos by finding and utilising production
itself and became the main one in
introducing the new system at enterprises in industry and
other sectors of the economv.

A

cornparison of the actial results

for 1966,

1967 and 1968

assumed additional obligations which were substantially
topped.

Altogether the industrial enterprises shifted to the new
system between 1966 and 1969 contributed additionally above

186

,800

million rubles.

the original plan more than 11,000 million rubles of output
sold, about 3,500 million rubles of profit and I,200 million
rubles of payments to the budget. This was done only in the
first year after their switch-oyer to the new system. It is
clear that in subsequent years, too, these enterprises, utilising
the advantages of the new system, raised labour productivity, reduced production costs and increased the sales of output and profit.
Comparing the operation of 580 enterprises prior to and
after the transfer in 1966 it is seen that economic methods
of leadership produced noticeable results and enhanced the
efficiency of production. This is shown by the following data
on page 204.

As seen from these data, after the transfer the qualitative
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This was facilitated by measures for shifting to the new
not only of industrial enterprises, but also of enterprises and organisations in other sectors of the economy,
specifically all types of transport, which plays an irnportant
part in the development of the national economy.
During 1969 and 1970 the new system of planning and

econornic stimulation was introduced in 12 sectoral central
boards of the Ministry of Instrument-Making, Means of
Automation and Control Systems, eight central boards of
the Ministry of the Light Industry, and three associations
under the Ministry of the Light Industry. In 1970, the Ministry of Instrument-Making, Means of Automation and Control Systerns, and also Glavmosgoravtotrans (Central Moscow Motor Transport Organisation), the biggest in its field,
were transferred to the new system by way of an experiment.

OO
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q\P

agement,

system

6i

9?n
oorr)
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\

performance indicators not only improved but there was a
kind of leap which initiated better operation.
These 580 enterprises are only part of industry, but all
industry also considerably improved the results of operation
during the past period which was a consequence of reorganising work on the sectoral principle, improving the activity
of both enterprises and agencies of sectoral economic man-

*

This step is linked with the reinforcement of sectoral
leadership, enhancement of the role of sectoral ministries,
and also extension of their rights in planning, construction
and economic stimulation, with the sirnultaneous consolidation of centralised pianning and the role of five-year plans
of the Ministry of Instrument-Making and of Glavmosgoravtotrans.
These organisations are given five-year plans for a limited
range of targets and also the norrnatives of allotments from
profit left at their disposai and for the development of the
$ector. Sirnultaneously the breakdown of assignments by
years of the five-year period, including also payments of
profit to the budget, are approved. Moreover, the payments
to the budgdt set in the five-year plan must be made by the
ministry irrespective of plan fulfilment. If the ministry fails
to fulfil the profit plan it still pays into the budget the sum
of profit fixed in the plan for the given year, this being done
by reducing part of the profit left at the disposal of the
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ministry. The transfer of ministries to the new system marks
the beginning of a new stage in the reform, a stage of deepening it and drawing into economic relations not only enterprises but also the middle and higher links of management.
During the past period measures were elaborated and
applied further improving the organisation of management.
In 1970 decisions were made on further improving the
organisation of management in the chemical, oil and coal
industries.
This improvement is designed above all to create a harmonious system of management, reduce the number of management links, provide the necessary conditions for arranging
cost-accounting relations not only at an enterprise, but also
between enterprises and economic management agencies. For
this purpose the chemical industry, for example, is to have
a three-link management system: ministry-industrial costaccounting association-combined rvorks. In view of this,
the rninistry has been reorganised from a Union-Republican
into a USSR ministry. About the same changes are envisaged
in the Ministry of the Oil Industry which is also to have a
three-link system: ministry-territorial production cost-accounting association-enterprise. The central boards which
formerly existed in the ministry have been dissolved. The
ministry has also been reorganised into a USSR body.
Essential changes have been introduced in the management of the coal industry. Here too a three-Iink management
system has been instituted: ministry-cost-accounting combined coal enterprise-large mine management. As a result,
92 coal trusts, which acted as an intermediate managerial
link, have been dissolved.
Thus organisational prerequisites have been created in
these industries for cost-accounting relations not only horizontally but also vertically in order to enhance responsibility
for the fulfilment of state plans and the profitable operation
of enterprises. A harmonious management system, without
unnecessary intermediate links, furnishes a reliable basis for
introducing automated management systems which in future
will be applied in all sectors of industry and the national
economy. Without the precise organisation of management,
without a definite system of management it would be difficuit to introduce cost-accounting relations and automated
manag'ement systems.

4. Results

of the Economic Reform

in Five Years

enterpri
enterprises,
not only-to pay current bonuses but also to assign
considerable sums for bonuses given
Eiven for fhe
reqrrlfq ^f
the results
of +i.
the
year, which came to be known" as the thirteenth m""tfriy
the scale of the economic stimulation funds can be
yage. The
b'e
judged by their increase
increase as compared
compared with 1SOO,
1966: the
ttie pro_
.as
duction development fund ror. 6 times, the lund oa ,J;;
cultural measures and,housing construction 2 tirnes, and the
material incentive fund 4 times.
The interest shown in the results of the reform is not

accidental. These results are an outcome of the economic
policy,of the Communist Party of the Soviet lJnion, ,f ih;
work by the Soviet people. i
uld be
noted that the results of the E
(1966_
197.9) were better than in the p
The growth of the nationai
oyerall
Five-Year PIan the average
onal income was 6.1 per cent.
I per cent, and a consider:able
economic reform.
rdustrial output in the past five
years.wa_s
.8.5 per cent. This figure, however, should not be
examined in isolation from the earlier investments and the
accretion of the fixed assets. Seventy-eight kopeks of outout
were received per ruble of increment in the hxed assets'in

1961-1965
a

to

kopeks,

99

-asset
Years

ratio was

it declined
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A reduction in production costs is a primary condition for
raising the efficiency of production. In the past five years
costs were cut more than previously. While in t96t-1965
the average annual decrease of production costs was 0.9 per
cent,

in I966-1970 it was I per

cent.

Thus, the economic reform ensured fuller use of the fixed
productive assets and material inputs, i.e,, improved the use
of inputs of materialised labour.
Albngside this, in the Eighth Five-Year Plan a bigger
average annual growth rate of labour productivity_was
achieved as comflared with the Seventh Five-Year PIan.
This rneans that a saving of labour, both materialised and
living labour, was attained, moreover, the saving was essential, expressed in the average annual growth of labour productivity by 5.8 per cent as compared with 4.8 per cent in
the preceding five years.
As much as 73 per cent of the output increment under the
Eighth Five-Year Plan came as a result of the rise in labour
productivity, as compared with 62 per cent in 1961-1965. It
is characteristic that in 1970 the increase in output a.s a result
of higher labour productivity amounted to 88 per cent of
the total increment.
A number of measures to raise wages was effected during
the past five years, including an increase in the minimum
wage to 60 rubles, a rise of wages of lathe operators, an
increase in the Northern additions to wages, and so on. As
a result average wages went up by 5.2 per cent annually, as
compared with 2.6 per cent in the preceding five-year period.
Notwithstanding such a considerable increase in wages, their
growth rate did not exceed that of labour productivity.
The relatiye saving of investrnents through irnproved
utilisation of fixed productive assets is a big achievement of
the past five years. This saving is estimated at about 24,000
million rubles, the sum which would have had to be spent
for cornmissioning new productive assets, were it not for the
better use, as a result of the economic reform, of the existing
productive assets in all industries.
In 1966-1970 profitability in industry rose notably. While
in 1961-1965 it amounted on the avera.qe to 16.7 kopeks
per ruble of productive assets, in the next five years it was
21.3 kopeks (in prices of 1960).
All this made it possible to increase per capita incomes
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by 33 per cent in the past five years as compared with 19 per
in 1961-1966. Almost one-fourth of the country's population, 55 million people, moved to new Ilats in the'pait five

cent

years.

fegron.

many such enterprises now, and their number is steadily
rncre astng'.

The results for 1966-1970 offer grounds for the following

conclusions:

in the number of approved targets enhances
nd economic independence of enterprises and
ssibility of exercising the broad rights given
l4-1239

the new system ensures better use of the operating producassets, it stopped the decrease in the output-asset ratio
and makes it possible to raise it in enterprises operating in
the new conditions;

tive

ductivity and in average wages, which should be promoted
by the more effective use of the economic stimulation funds,
specifically the material incentive fund, especially for the
acceleration of technical progress.

'Ihe work of drawing up five-year plans from the enterprise up to the USSR Gosplan was not completed in the past
live years, and, therefore, the enterprises did not have zuch
plans with a breakdown of assignments by years. Because
of this, stable long-term normatives for the setting up of economic stimulation funds were absent in manv cases.
The work of further improving the organisation
rg
of managernent both in the primary (er
(enterprise)
e) and in the middle
(association) links was not finished too. In particular, the
setting up of combined works and production associations
was not completed.

questions have become more effective.

^

These results have been achieved

only with the partial

Future steps in carrying out the economic reform are
designed to bring out the immense reserrres for the development of production and enhancement of its efficiency.
5. Questions of F'urther Developing
the Reform

sions.

In the relations between enterprises

and

organisations, there must not be a situation in which some
of them are in privileged conditions as compared with others.
But so far in a number of instances more rigid demands are
made on industrial enterprises than on organisations econom-

new elements of the system are included and it draws nearer
to its comprehensive introduction in the national economy
as a whole.
This demands above all the swifter reorganisation of the

o[ output, profit and labour productivity'
It i's neiess ary to stimulite a rise in labour Productivity
and optimal relationships between the growth in labour pro2t0

ically connected with them.
This, for example, is the case in relations between industrial enterprises and the railways, between industrial and
agricultural enterprises, at times between industrial enterprises and trading organisations. It cannot be said that these
relations remain unaltered. They are constantly changing
towards equalising the economic responsibiiity of industrial
enterprises and enterprises and organisations in other sectors
of the economy. Weightier economic sanctions when properly
applied make it possible considerably to improve relations of
suppliers and consumers. But even today the conditions
dictate a further improvement of economic relations between
suppliers and consumers in all sectors.
That is why it is a major requisite for the success of the
14*
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economic reform in the USSR not only to introduce the new
system at all enterprises and organisations in all sectors of
the national economy, including the non-productive sphere,
but also to work out such conditions of their operation which
would ensure equivalent relations so that each enterplise
and organisation bear equal responsibility for the non-observance of the provisions of their contracts. Only in this
case is it possible to expect the econr-rmic mechanism, economic methods of management of the national economy to
operate efficiently.

The fact that in the very first year of industry's work in
the new conditions a need arose to transfer a number of
enterprises and organisations of other sectors confirms the
importance of the adopted decisions on shifting enterprises
and organisations in a number of sectors to the new system.
It is a major task to prepare the necessary conditions for the
mass transfer and the efficient operation in the new conditions of building organisations, agricultural enterprises, and
enterprises in the sphere of circulation and service. Moreover, the conditions of their transfer should ensure the preferential position of the consumer.
The decisions of the 24th CPSU Congress provide for
cornpleting in 1971-1975 the transfer to the new system of
planning and economic stimulation of all cost-accounting enterprises and organisations in sectors of material production and the services.

The second problem, on the solution of which the efficient
operation of the system of economic instruments largely
hinges, is the planned organisation of lasting and stable
relations between supplier and consumer enterprises, between
enterprises and organisations in all sectors of the economy.
It includes at least two relatively independent questions: improvement of planning the national economy and the organisation of sales and the supply of the economy. With the

introduction of the new system the problem of improving
planning is linked aboye all with the plan indicators in
physical terms, the number of which must be considerably
leduced. This, of course, does not mean that such a reduction can be made mechanically. Moreover, such a mechanical
reduction should be shunned as the worst manifestation of
subjectivism and voluntarism in national econornic planning.
The plan indicators in physical terms must follow from
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the organisation of economic relations between

suppliers

and consumers and reflect the organic unity of these relations.
For example, if an automobile works produces 120 modifica-

tions of motor vehicles in two basic models, apparently it
would be correct to envisage in the state plan an assignment
for the two models. But in so doing it is necessary to arrange
relations between enterprises and organisations so that the
two lines of the state plan guarantee the production of automobiles of different modifications really needed by the
econorny.

IJnder the old system this was achieved by including many
concrete types of vehicles in the state plan. The transition

to the new, preferably economic methods of management
puts
fore the task of finding other methods of planning.
- Intothethegiven
case it is necessary, within the bounds of the
two models provided for in the state plan, to attach tb the
works for a long period the biggest consumers which receive

the main quantity of automobiles. Let us assume that 80 per
cent of the automobiles are received by 20 per cent of the
consumers. It is these consumers that have to be attached to
the motor works for a long period, for example, five years.
Together with them, the works rnanagement will specify the

modifications within the bounds of the two models in the
plan. Considering the wishes of consumers, contracts are
concluded for a number of years which will serve as the
basis for the plan drawn up by the works. These contracts

ministry so that the plan should maximally take into account
the needs of the economy. Approval of the plan for an aggregated nomenctrature does not run counter to the need for
drawing up a plan for a wide nornenclature by the enterprise. Fulfilment of this plan (with the approvai of only two
models from above) will be ensured by the enterprise within
the bounds of the contracts, and observance of their fulfilment will be supervised directly by the works and not by the
higher organisation because the violation of contract relations
will lead to fines which will reduce the profit and its share
which remains at the disposal of the enterprise.
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This exarnple
ment extend the
higher agency to
dinal questions o

of

manage-

enable fhe
but in caric develop-

ment.

But we discussed.only 80 per cent of the automobiles and
c
emaining 20
per cent
cent of the
20 per

Consume
First,

of

WayS.

orial boards

will represent
a definite group of consumers, obtain from them dati about
the needed modifications and receive the vehicles at the
th^e

State Supply Committee, each of which

o-n ge,neral te,rms. In this case full responsibility for fulfilling
the plan in the agreed nomenclature devolves'on the works-.

Under the operating procedure an order is written out for

also a big number of assignments in the plans approved for
the supplier and consumer ,enterprises and much work in

controlling the carrying out of these plans.
Under the new system of planning and economic stimulaticin it is apparently necessary to change this procedure and
instead of it introduce one which is in keeping with economic methods.
This means thal 7 5 per cent of the. output which is con214
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The establishment of such systems at enterprises would put
an end to the attempts to reduce the matter to the distribution of bonuses between sub-divisions or categories of workers instead of a real effort to attain high efficiency of production, to receive a profit and corresponding economic
stimulation funds, and then precisely determine the size of
the reward for concrete types of work accomplished by each
sub-division and every member of a collective.
No less important is the rational use of the production
development fund and the fund for socio-cultural measures
and housing construction.
Decisions of the 24th CPSU Congress make even more
important the rational use of the economic stimulation funds.
The Congress set the task of accelerating scientific and
technological progress and, on this basis, of raising to the
utmost the efficiency of production. The use of the economic
stimulation funds should be subordinated to the accomplishment of this task. At the end of the current five-year period
these funds will reach up to 20,000 million rubles for the
entire national economy, a big sum even on the scale of the
USSR. Hence the purposeful employment of these funds can
essentially affect the acceleration of technological progress
and rise in production efficiency. The increase in the share
of bonuses in the earnings of workers, engineers, technicians
and other employees already under the Eighth Five-Year
Plan ensured a considerable increase in the atrsolute size of
bonuses. In the Ninth Five-Year Pian the funds and longterm normatives of their formation are envisaged on a scale
ensuring the observance of economically-based proportions
between the growth of wages, profit, labour productivity and
olher plan indicators.
Smali enterprises are faced with difficulties. Since their
economic stimulation funds are not big, they are not always
able to build cultural and service establishments and houses
and also to undertake measures for the developrnent of production because the size of the funds does not allow them
to do this in one or two years; they have to accumulate
resources oyer a number of years, with the result that at
times the conternplated measures lose their meaning.
That is why economic stimulation funds can be better
utilised in cases when they are set up by big enterprises or
associations of enterprises. In a number of instances they
2t6
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should be centralised for the purpose of more rational and
fuller use both by concentrating resources on concrete objects
and by including these jobs in plans of enterprises, providing thern with the necessary material resources, ecluipment,
the services of building and designing organisations and
manpower.

The question of the optimal size of the production developrnent fund requires study. This problem is acquiring now

and lower la!9ur productivity, a larger share r_rf ancillary
in the growth rates of output sold and profit.
With a^ big
medium enterprises it is
more difficult
t impossible to organise
lasting and st
of tlie main elemelnts of
personnel and bigger fluctuations

ever greater significance, as demonstrated by practical
experience. During operation under the new conditions some
enterprises, and at times even rninistries, quite often raise
the question that the production development fund, set up
in accordance with the operating normatives, cannot be
rationally utilised because an enterprise does not need it on
such a scale. At the same time other enterprises and ministries point out that under the existing normatiyes the production developrnent fund does not ensure the renewal of
means of production and their maintenance at an up-to-date
technical level.

The rational use of the production development fund is
of paramount significance for ensuring the conditions for a
rise in labour productivity by introducing new equipment,
improving production methods, increasing the volume of
output sold and profit and, on this basis, for further improving the living standard of the collectives of enterprises.
The solution of the problems mentioned earlier is linked
with one more aspect of the economic reform-the planned
establishment of production associations and combined

works in all sectors of industry.
An increase in the scale of production sends up economic
efficiency not only as a result of introducing new equipment
and improving the rnethods and organisation of production,

but also by irnproving the organisation of management.
Modern productiorr demands big expenditures for research
and development work and also the maintenance of special
services, which requires additional outlays that only big
enterprises can make. Today it is impossible to picture a
modern enterprise without computers needed both for preparing production and also for controlling production processes. It is beyond the strength of an average enterprise, not
to speak of a small one, to organise a computation centre.
Small enterprises, as a rule, have higher laborrr inputs
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The experience of operation of Leningrad enterprises
united in production-territorial associations, shows that the
latter practically decide all questions raised by the ministries.
For example, the Elektrosila Association in Leningrad introduced 422 general standards and 497 standardJ for tools

During the first two years of the reform 30 associations of
tbe former_ Leningrad Economic Region released a pilot
plant, 77 shops, I00 production sections with a total floor
space of 38.500 sq m and a big quantity of manufacturing
equipment. The total economic effect of all the measrrei

organised. The associations established their own computa-

tion centres.

2r9

The experience of the Likhachov Motor Works which
actually is a production association, is of interest. In addition to the Likhachov Works in Moscow, it includes a number of large factories as branches, namely, the Moscow

The experience

of Likhachov Works over a number of

second, constant and direct production relations are
ensured between the head enterprise and the branches with
a high guarantee of the observance of the period and scale
of reciprocal deliveries;
- third, the periods of preparing ancl organising the manufacture of new goods are substantially reduced-because the
head works exercises control, co-ordinates and renders the
necessary ass
the new production at
branch factor
head works substantially
reduces the p
for and org

and assembly, preparing

ion at branch -faclories-,
especially at newly built. Thus, the level of organisation,
equipment and production methodi at the branches is
brought up to the level of the head works;

fourth, conditions are provided for the fuller use of the
capacity of the enterprise as a whole by greater operational
skill and manoeuvrability in loading up the produition floor
space, equipment and manpower;
_ fifth, the solution of many problems is greatly simplified

for the branch factories because of the unity of the tasks
and responsibility of the head works and its branches and

the absence of a multi-link system in management;
sixth, a considerable saving in managerial expenses is
effected. Thus, at the Likhachov Works there is no special

apparatus for managing the branch factories and the relevant
activity is handled by the staff of the head works.
The departments and services of the head works exercise
functional guidance of the respective sub-divisions of the
branches, preserving the full responsibility of the directors
of the branches for the operation of all their services.
The advantages of the associations have been particularly
displayed undel the new systern of planning and economic
stimulation. For example, in view of the big volume of
construction work involved in the further enlargement of
the spare parts factory in Roslavl it was allotted 350,000
rubles from the production development plan of the Likhachov Works for setting up its own building facilities. In
1967, the Mtsensk aluminium casting foundry was allotted
900,000 rubles for housing construction from the fund for
socio-cultural measures. Neither the Mtsensk nor the Roslavl
factory would have been able to do so had they been outside

the association.
The experience

of a number of associations shows that
their branch factories develop much faster than the head

enterprise, and undoubtedly faster than if they were outside
the association.
For example the Malaya Vishera Glass Factory which is

part of the Svetlana Production Association was turned in
four years from a small primitive establishment into a mechanised enterprise which doubled its output.
The question of providing personnel for the enlarged
enterprises is easier solved in production associations. Many
big enterprises are located in cities where new industrial
construction and enlargement of existing factories are
restricted (Moscow, Leningrad, Kiev, Minsk and others). The
setting up of branches in small towns facilitates the solution
of their problems in expanding production and providing it
with manpower.
Big enterprises and production associations are able to
specialise not only the main but also auxiliary and preparatory production and also to specialise the functions of management, extend the technical services and, with their help,
ensure the wide introduction of the latest equipment and
production methods.
Thus, the systematic establishment

of production associations is a necessary requisite for improving the organisation
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the new conditions must correspond to the sectoral principle
and the main trend in the work of the respective sub-sector.
Some redistribution of enterprises in organising associations
will be a necessary requisite for the transfer of the latter to
the new system. It is possible that as a result the nurnber of
central boards in some rninistries will be substantially cut.
Only a logically justified structure of associations will be
viable and ensure a rise in the efficiency of social production.
In the process of transferring enterprises of local industry
(printeries, food factories and other enterprises under local
jurisdiction) it was established that rnany of them were too
small and did not have the necessary conditions for the
introduction of the new system. The activity of the enterprises which were shifted showed that the big fluctuations
in the growth rates of output sold and profit and also the
level of profitability make it impossible to apply in full
measure the system for setting up economic stimulation
funds.

In addition, industrial

associations

will

undertake the task

Consideration for the distinctions of sectors during their
transfer to the new system is a serious problem.
Experience shows that not all the shifted enterprises could
make use of the methodical instructions for introducing the
new system. That is why enterprises with sharp fluctuations
in the growth rates of the volurne of production and the level
of profitability, with decreasing growth rates and levels of
profitability, seasonal factories, enterprises with a long production cycle and a number of others which have distinctions,
as compared with the usual type, could be transferred to the
new system only after supplements were made to the methodical instructions taking into account their specific features.
Ministries, departments and enterprises, studying opera-

tion in the new conditions, explore new ways of setting up
economic stimulation funds, which is one of the major
requisites for further improving the system of planning and
economic stimulation.

In the process of

exploration some enterprises have
of forming economic stimulation funds
as direct allotments from the mass of profit instead of setting them up depending on the growth rates of sales or'
profit. Notwithstanding its essential shortcomings this method can be more effective in a nurnber of sectors than the
chosen such a variant

I
I

the acceleration of technological progress and the constant

growth of labour productivity.
The transfer of entire sectors of industry to the new systern puts forth the problem of the sale of output; sectoial

methods of forming economic stimulation funds and the
exploration and improvement of other elements of the new
system.

of sending the goods directly from the factories to the consumers. But many wholesale trade centres, subordinated now
Alongside this, it is necessary to elaborate in good time,
approve and pass down to the enterprises the long-term
normatives of allotments from profit to the economic stirnulation funds up to 1975, as envisaged in the Directives of the
24th Party Congress.
Further improvernent of the plan indicators, especially in
physical terms, is a big problem in advancing the economic
reform.
Of great importance will be the establishment of a scientifically-basedg
r the purpose
of reducing the
ensuring the

real

possibility

to trading organisations, instead of serving the consumers
and di^spatching the goods from the factories, do now only
the office work of writing out the orders and numerous

shipping
Of grea
for stimul

of

packaging

tem
ent,

lature of the

plan by contract relations, with the state planning an aggregated nomenclature.
system of normative indicators (norfrom profit to the budget, normative
output sold, and others) will be widely

Hrr*:1,0,1.:"*,'."."17*9. il,T#.i

-

A solution ,r ,r.r.tliliflH3'#,1make it possible to cope
with the tash of stimulating technological Brogress and

raising, on this basis, labour productiuiry. Definite positive
results were achieved in the past period, but the need sub-stantially to enhance the efficiency of production demands
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hensive task

of

bettering the organisation

management in the broad sense of tLe word.

The creation of such a system demands the solution of a
number of problems, namely:
eYellr sector questions
larging enterprises and
n the primary link. It is
e factories and works
included in such production associations and also the research, designing, technological and other organisations, information and computation centres which have to be incorporated in them;
to elaborate the technico-economic substantiation of the
expediency of forming concrete production associations in
the primary

link;

to draw up plans for organising

associations, having in
view the need for construction work to specialise production,
especially in the technological aspect, expand capacity, concentrate preparatory and auxiliary production and centralise
a number of functions;
to enumerate the factories and works to be included in
the industrial cost-accounting associations of all-Union importance and also a list of these associations;
to prepare designs of automated systems of sectoral man.
agement with a view to encompassing all the sectoral managerial links (primary, intermediate, higher).
Improvernent of the sectoral management of production
will make it possible to cope more successfully and in brief
periods with the tasks of improving planning and enhancing
economic stimulation and thus to accomplish the compre226
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CHAPTER

of the centralised five-year plan for
all the sections and major indicators are concretised by the
ministry by the years of the five-year plan and dovetailed
by the USSR Gosplan into t:e tasks and indicators of the

sector; the assignments

9

THE ECONOMTC REF'ORM

AND THE DEVELOPMENT
OF SOCIAI,IST EMULATION

national economic plan.
At the same tirne the ministry gains the opportunity,
within the bounds of the set plan, to manoeuvre with resources, display initiative and take operational measures to
raise laboui pr:oductivity, reduce inputs and enhance the efficiency of production.
Study, generalisation and use of the positive features of
the experience accllmulated in implementing the economic
reform and elimination of t re disclosed shortcomings will
make it possibie to raise the efficiency of production in industry as a whole.

The economic reform now under way in the

for the stimulation of the working people's initiative
acceleration of scientific and technological progress and rise
in the efficiency of social production.

and

creative activity.
Socialist emulation represents a form of co-operation of
people in production wliich is inherent in socialist relations
Lu..d o., the unity of the fundamental interests of the producers.

ment on
e being

by

the

an economic phenomenon.
1. Socio-Economic Essence

of Socialist Emulation

Socialist emulation is a powerful instrument

for stimulating the labour initiative of the masses, for enlisting them in productive activity. Lenin saw in it gigantic
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possibilities for directing the working people onto the road
of new economic constiuction, new libour discipline and
new organisation of labour.
The socialist conditions of production, eliminating the possibility of -exploitation of man by man, radically"alter'the
position of the workingman in production and his attitude
to labour.

A growth of labour pro
efficient use of the means
are a r,attral result of emu
special importance to the
economic sphere.l He saw the aims of this emulation in the

grounds of the unity of the basic interests that relations of

emulation.
an
and perfor

a phenornenon that is not

only of

in the labour

process, in their macomrades on the iob. This is
eater extent the mote improved social-

in their
become.

1 Marx/Engels, (l)erke, Bd. 2, Dietz Verlag, Berlin,
S. 545.
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nature

general sociological nature
e functions. Th6 essence of

of

socialist- production. Managernent of production
a matter for the entire society, for all tht workin.q
people. That is why socialist emulation plays a big part ii
becomes

1

V. I. Lenin, Collected. (l)orhs, Yol. 27, p. 259.
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Conference of the Communist
Party of. the Soviet Union pointed out that "emulation must
result in the reconstruction of the forms and methods of
work of our mass and state organisations, in the first place
of the trade unions and economic agencies, facilitating the
wide enlistment of the rnasses in managing the economy".l

its improvement. The 16th

Emulation is the means which enables the working people

to develop a sense of being master of production, of a person responsible for the common success. Facilitating a rise
in labour productivity, it simultaneously achieves important
tasks of communist ethics: it educates people on the best
examples and models of selving the social interests and helps

as L. tr. Brezhnev pointed out in the Report of the Central
Committee of the CpSU to the 24th eot gtess, provided
much that was new in this
sumed a truly all-out scope.
by the Leninist principlcs. is
role of socialist emulation in
striking rnanifestation of this concern is the decision of the
Central Cornmittee of the CPSU on the Further Improvement

to root the rules of communist morality.

The moral functions of emulation, consequently, consist
self-education of people in
the spirit of comradely co-operation. In the course of socialist emulation there are developed feelings of comradeship
and mutual assistance, a striving to exchange experience and
knowledge and a rational attitude to the use of reserves.
The spirit of individualism or selfishness is alien to socialist

in educating and stimulating the

to intensify the p
productive forces
shows that every
brings into being
tion, introduces changes into its content.

emulation.

The possibilities of developing socialist emulation are inherent in the socialist system but they are not realised automatically. Tremendous organisational work of Party, trade
union and economic organisations is required for their allround utilisation. Lenin repeatedly stressed that favourable
objective conditions are not enough for the development of
emulation. What is important is ably to utilise these conditions and to organise emulation in a real way. The organisation of emulation on a socialist basis, he wrote, "should be
one of the most important and rewarding tasks in the reorganisation of society".2
At all stages of socialist construction in the USSR the
Communist Party encouraged in every way various forms
of the initiative and activity of the rnasses and tried to raise
the level of guiding socialist emulation.
As Soviet society advanced, more forrns of socialist emulation were developed, and this movement became more massive and effective. The Eighth Five-Year Plan (1966-1970).
1 I{PSS u rezolyutsiyahh...,Part II, p. 618.
2 V. I. Lenin, Collected, Uorhs,Yol. 27, p.207.
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2. New Conditions for the Development
of Socialist Ernulation

The new system of planning, management
and economic stimulation presupPoses an enhancement of
the roie of economic stirnuli in iocialist production and of
economic methods in management. It also presupposes a correct combination of material and moral stimuli, the develof the initiative and conopment of
llectives and every worker
siructive a
in, and responsibility for,
and enhan
the interests of the entire people.
observing
' The m-"echanism of the reform creates objective conditions

gained the opportunity, without waiting -for approval from
iborr", effectiriely to decide many questions of deve-loping
production, impioving their working and living conditions.
l6-1239
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ing enterprises, the accelerated designing an4 commissioning
of-new capacities, utmost rationaiisation of production, its
comprehensive mechanisation and automation and improvement of the organisation of labour and production. It is on
this that the efficacy of emuiation and its impact on production depend in ttrre first place. That is v'hy the Central Cornmittee of the CPSU in its decision on the Further Improveraent of the Organisation of Socialist Emulation emphasised
the need for 1.he utrnost stimulation of the activity of the
working people in accelerating scientific and technological

emulation. The pledges becorne a genuine expression of the
initiative and experience of the collectives ind individual

workingmen.
increasingly

An

analys

not the only
conditions. Another of its distinctions is that it is oriented.
on raising the efficiency of social production and improving
the qualitative perforrnance indicat-ors.

stagnation. Second, the
are now above all con
developing and introdu
production methods, on

nts

of
i,,re

aF

development, manufacture and introduction of new goods
and steepiy to raise the technical level and quatrity of their
output.
The influence of scientific and technological progress on
the content of emulation is also expressed in that scientists
and engineering and technical personnel play a bigger part
in the organisation of emulation. Emulation without the participation of the staff of research and designing institutes,
designing offices and laboratories, without the participation
of engineers and economists cannot be effective because in
that case one of its main aims would not he achieved, nameIy, the attainment of steadfast scientific and technological
progress. Technological progress concerns literally everyone:
a worker, collective farmer, scientist, engineer, technician or
office employee. Hence the great importance of socialist
enlulation assuming a mass character.
Every line of production has its specific features in raising its technical level. A study of the experience of the emulation participants shows that the main tlends of their efforts
in this sphere are, first, an improvement of production methods, introduction of the latest equipment and the scientific
organisation of production and labour; second, the setting
of justified consumption rates of raw and other materials
and electric power, and strict accounting and control of
their use; third, rational application of new rnaterials.

d

p
a
b

economic stimulation,

activities of enterprises
sold, profit and profitatheir- collectives^ in the
efficiency of production and in the elaboration of such conditions of emulation as would provide for better use of productive assets, a rise in the technical level and quality of
output.
The

Many collectives have draw! uP,, and are coping^ well
with concrete plans for the technical improvement of production. One oT them is the Gorky Television Factory. Its
collective has elaborated a plan for transferring to conveyor
mechanised lines all articlei formerly produced serially, for
introducin.q progressive production processes and applying a
whole coripiex-of meaiures to eliminate arduous rnanual
labour.

uisites

definit
cation

Highly valuable is the initiative of indu-strial enterprises
in Rdstov-on-Don which launched an emulation under the

are handl
siderably
the produ
the basis
tivity at
cow, Len
Novosibi
these plans e-nsures

slogan: "Through the technical re,-equipme-nt-of pro:luction
and the culturil and technical advance of the workers to
ersistently the results are con-

nt for the early fulfiknent of
the Ninth Five-Year PIan on
produc-

of MosFrunze,

ment of
a swift growth in labour productivity and

the saving of materials and other resources.

efficient
a
investments,

g equipment has been
period, without special
risen steeply and out-

an

drawn up

put has gone
The experience of the Ivanovo Mills has been taken up
by many other collectives. As a result many new looms and
other machines were installed and thousands of units of
eqqipment were modernised in 1971 in the textile industry
of Ivanoyo Region.
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of emulation, more than

to improve the quality o
f designing and the prod
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is

nds

and ending with the work places in the shops. Hence it is
of the quality of output increasingly
infuse socialist emulation and are reflected in all its formi.
na^tural that problems

emulation.

Second, this is also connected with
entel'prises the organisation o[- labou
behind their l"echnical level. 'fhis is

organisati
Third,
organisati
economrc

lon,

for the

scientific

the-.p.rincip1es.

of

the

conditions of Pianning

and economic stimulation are now becoming an irnportant
source for raising the efficiency of labour ?n+ its proper
organisation, for the display o{ initiative and the constructivl efforts of the working people in production.

The main trends of

finest world rnodels.

sites, to get designers to participate
the setting up of equiprnent.

in industrial tests and

In present conditions socialist emulation is called upon,
to a much greater extent than before, to promote progressive
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'emulition for the introduction of

material and moral
development of Sovi
to one or the other

A material reward is one of the main stimuli to activity.
it would be wrong to absolutise this form of
incentive. A lational system of incentives can be developed

Nevertheless

bined do they becom
construction.
The economic reform- makes it possible more ration ally ta
combine the interests of society, f, collective, and individual
workers and thereby- Ia1ses the interest of every workingman in the results of his labour, in bringin.q to light and ut'ilising production reserves.
. It makes p-ayment for work more directly dependent on
the activity. of an enterprise, links rnore closlly tire personal
interests with the collective interests of all tire woikers of
an enterprise and enhances the importance of these interests
not only in the material but also-the moral stimulation of
labour.
s (the more profit it
makes,
soid and thd hisher
the lev
bilities there are" for
finding
earnings of factory and office
workers.

Material
and
understand
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only by combining material and moral stimuli.
The existence of moral stimuli signifies a deep change in
the social consciousness of people. By changing their triving
conditions people also change themselves, their conscious*
ness. Awareness of the social significance of his work, devotion to the ideals of comrnunism and energetic participation
in social activity are inherent in a member of socialist society. These traits are developed not only as a result of economic measures but also with the help of ideological activity
and all the measures designed to improve the relations of
production. Under socialism, ideological and educational
work becomes a major factor of economic development. The
degree of fulfilment of production plans directly depends on
the u,ill, readiness and ability of the working people to cope
with the economic tasks facing them. In present-day conditions greater attention is paid to moral stimuli, to the strengthening of labour discipline and the fostering of an attitude to
work as a patriotic duty. Wide and regular publicity as to
who participates in the emulation, what aims they want to
achieve, how they live up to their pledges, who is in the
lead and who lags behind, is an indispensable condition in
the organisation of socialist emulation.
The system of puhlic encolrragement and glorifying of
labour, the honour and respect accorded to front-rankers in
production have greatly helped to enhance the spirit of emulation and to foster in people a conscious attitude to work.
An individual or a collective engages in emulation with
other individuals or collectives. To be the winner in emulation they must always know the results of others and how
they rvere attained. Only wide publicity makes it possible
to popularise and introduce the best experience.
The most diverse forrns of publicity have been devised
in the course of emulation. These are boards where the
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At the Urals Chemical Machinery Works every employee
daily knows not only what has to be done, but also the results
of the work by the entire collective, what the rhythm of
output in dif{erent shops is, which groups are in the lead and
which lag behind, and what are the qualitative performance
indicators. Such information plays a big part in attaining
achievernents by the personnel, helps stimulate the constructive enthusiasm and striving to bring to light and utilise production reserves.
3. Forms and Methods of Organising
Socialist Emulation
The forms and methods of organising socialist emulation canncit be chosen arbitrarily. These forms are
determined by the nature of the socio-etonomic system, of
the social, above all economic relations. The effective organisation of socialist emulation presupposes a whole system
of methods and forms of stimulating the initiative of the
masses.

Of major importance among them are agreernents, bilaterbetween individual workers and between collectives. The essence of emulation is displayed in them most
strikingly, namely, a feeling of contest, a striving to be
ahead, to achieve better results. The agreements stipulate
concrete tasks designed to raise labour productivity, swiftly
to bring up production to the rated capacity, improve the
quality of goods, introduce the best experience and raise the
general educational, technical and cultural level of the par-

al obligations

ticipants.
The agreements help to make emulation more concrete
and effective, to avoid formal elements and organise mutual
control in a business-like way. For example, the Moscow

Sickle and Hamrner Steel Works and the Volgograd R.ed
October Works haye concluded an emulation agreement
which provides for a reciprocal check of the results of the
emulation, joint technical conferences, seminars and an exchange of technical documentation, letters and newspapers.
This enables the personnel of both works swiftly to notice
and introduce everything new and progressive.
Concrete agreements enable the participants attentively to

follow the course of the emulation, to compare the results
and precisely determine the winners.
In some enterprises they assume the form of personal ancl

team plans for raising labour productivity. At the Gorky
Motor Works such plans are drawn up by most of the workers. The plans usually contain definite figures of an increase
in output, saving of materials and tools, a reduction of losses
from spoilage, the obligation to pass on experience, acquire
greater technical knowledge and participate in rationalisation and social activity. These plans, on the one hand,
reflect the obligations assumed by a worker or a team as
regards: a) fulfilment of norms, improvement of the quality
of output, reduction of losses from spoilage, rationalisation
and a rise in the efficiency of production, b) improvement
of skill, passing on of experience and mastery of the methods of innovators, c) saving of materials, tools and power.
On the other hand, they contain proposals (organisational
and technical) which the worker or the team considers necessary for the successful fulfilrnent of the plan. The two sides
participating in emulation conclude an agreement. The factory and shop trade union committees control its fulfilment
by both sides and,

if

necessary, render help.

of a conscious and constructive approach by the workers to their job and the display of initiative. What is important is that the plans tre
controlled by mass organisations, and that the carrying out
by the manag'ement of organisational and technical proposals be checked.
In the USSR socialist emulation is organised on the scale
of the entire national economy, its sectors and at every enterprise. In conditions of social ownership the working people
interact in the course of labour both in one and the sarrre
production process and also within the bounds of entire state
and co-operative property. The working people employed
at socialist enterprises, regardless of where and what they
produce, are bound by the unity of aim expressed in the
single state plan obligatory for all. The concretisation of the
plan as regards its parts creates a definite system of interconnections between separate links. This system ensures interaction in the work of many thousands of people and the
possibility of emulation tretween them. Without detracting
from the significance of different forms of emulation within
These plans are an effectiye form

and between sectors, it shoutrd be stressed that the production
collective forms its basis.
Socialist enterPrises are the
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ancl mutual assistance and control of their fulfilment are
ensured. The leve1 of ideological and educational work
influences socialist emulation.
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a true way for further consolidating labour discipline.
The movernent for communist labour is one of the important rneans of comrnunist education in present-day conditions. The rise and extensive spread of this movement is a
result of the great development of the productive forces and
advance of tlie consciousness and the cultural and technical
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the majority is the pararnount task. The movement for communist"labour is a ichool of communist education, a specific
laboratory where the traits of the new rnan are rnoulded.
In the' new conditions the role of socialist emulation in
f the people, in successfully carryks of economic deveioprnent and
I further rise.
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